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Summary

In digital speech communication applications like hands-free mobile telephony,
hearing aids and human-to-computer communication systems, the recorded speech
signals are typically corrupted by background noise. As a result, their quality and
intelligibility can get severely degraded. Traditional noise reduction approaches pro-
cess signals recorded by microphone arrays using centralized beamforming technolo-
gies. Recent advances in micro-electro-mechanical systems and wireless communi-
cations enable the development of wireless sensor networks (WSNs), where low-cost,
low-power and multi-functional wireless sensing devices are connected via wireless
links. Compared with conventional localized and regularly arranged microphone ar-
rays, wireless sensor nodes can be randomly placed in environments and thus cover
a larger spatial field and yield more information on the observed signals. This the-
sis explores some problems on multi-microphone speech enhancement for wireless
acoustic sensor networks (WASNs), such as distributed noise reduction processing,
clock synchronization and privacy preservation.
First, we develop a distributed delay-and-sum beamformer (DDSB) for speech

enhancement in WASNs. Due to limited power of each wireless device, signal pro-
cessing algorithms with low computational complexity and low communication cost
are preferred in WASNs. Distributed signal processing allows that each node only
communicates with its neighboring nodes and performs local processing, where com-
munication load and computational complexity are distributed over all nodes in the
network. Without central processor and network topology constraint, the DDSB al-
gorithm estimates the desired speech signal via local processing and local communi-
cation. The DDSB algorithm is based on an iterative scheme. More specifically, in
each iteration, pairs of neighboring nodes update their estimates according to the prin-
ciple of traditional delay-and-sum (DSB) beamformer. The estimation of the DDSB
converges asymptotically to the optimal solution of the centralized beamformer. How-
ever, experimental study indicates that the noise reduction performance of the DDSB
is at the expense of a higher communication cost, which can be a serious drawback in
practical applications.
Therefore, in the second part of this thesis, a clique-based distributed beamformer

(CbDB) has been proposed to reduce communication costs of the original DDSB al-
gorithm. In the CbDB, nodes in two neighboring non-overlapping cliques update their
estimates simultaneously per iteration. Since each non-overlapping clique consists of
multiple nodes, the CbDB allows more nodes to update their estimates and leads to
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lower communication costs than the original DDSB algorithm. Furthermore, theoret-
ical and experimental studies have shown that the CbDB converges to the centralized
beamformer and is more robust for sensor nodes failures in WASNs.
In the third part of this thesis, we propose a privacy preserving minimum variance

distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer for speech enhancement in WASNs.
Different wireless devices in WASNs generally belong to different users. We con-
sider a scenario where a user joins the WASN and estimates his desired source via
the WASN, but wants to keep his source of interest private. To introduce a distributed
MVDR beamformer in such scenario, a distributed approach is first proposed for re-
cursively estimation of the inverse of the correlation matrix in randomly connected
WASNs. This distributed approach is based on the fact that using the Sherman-
Morrison formula, estimation of the inverse of the correlation matrix can be seen as
a consensus problem. By hiding the steering vector, the privacy preserving MVDR
beamformer can reach the same noise reduction performance as its centralized ver-
sion.
In the final part of this thesis, we investigate clock synchronization problems for

multi-microphone speech enhancement in WASNs. Each wireless device in WASNs
is equipped with an independent clock oscillator, and therefore clock differences are
inevitable. However, clock differences between capturing devices will cause signal
drift and lead to severe performance degradation of multi-microphone noise reduc-
tion algorithms. We provide theoretical analysis of the effect of clock synchronization
problems on beamforming technologies and evaluate the use of three different clock
synchronization algorithms in the context of multi-microphone noise reduction. Our
experimental study shows that the achieved accuracy of the three clock synchroniza-
tion algorithms enables sufficient accuracy of clock synchronization for the MVDR
beamformer in ideal scenarios. However, in practical scenarios with measurement
uncertainty or noise, the output of the MVDR beamformer with time-stamp based
clock synchronization algorithms gets degraded, while the accuracy of signal based
clock synchronization algorithms is still enough for the MVDR beamformer, albeit at
a much higher communication cost.
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2 1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation
With the help of recent technology advances in electronic systems and communication
devices, speech processing systems have been further developed and play an increas-
ingly important role in our daily life, e.g., to facilitate human-to-human or human-
to-computer communication. However, in many speech communication applications,
such as haring aids, mobile telephony, telephone conferencing systems and human-to-
computer communication systems, the microphones are placed in an environment that
contains distortions like background noise and reverberation. In such noisy environ-
ments, the speech quality and intelligibility of the recorded speech can get severely
degraded. Speech enhancement algorithms can be used to improve speech quality and
intelligibility, resulting in pleasant sounding and understandable speech.
In the last few decades, a large number of speech enhancement algorithms have

been proposed to reduce or eliminate noise and improve speech quality and intelligi-
bility [1][2][3][4][5]. Speech enhancement algorithms can be divided into two classes:
single-microphone and multi-microphone speech enhancement techniques. While
single-microphone speech enhancement algorithms estimate the clean speech signal
using the observed noisy signal recorded with a single microphone, multi-microphone
speech enhancement algorithms use the observed noisy speech signal from multiple
microphones or microphone arrays. Although single-microphone noise reduction al-
gorithms can improve the speech quality and intelligibility to some extent [6], im-
provements are generally modest as they can only utilize the spectral information, see
e.g., [1][7][8][4]. Compared with single-microphone speech enhancement algorithms,
multi-microphone speech enhancement algorithms have in general a better noise re-
duction performance, since they can also exploit spatial information and can adapt
the amount of amplification with respect to direction. As such, these systems can
eliminate interfering signals coming from directions different from those of the tar-
get sources, see e.g., [9][10][2][11]. Multi-micrphone noise reduction algorithms rely
on the basic concept that signals recorded by microphones at different locations are
delayed (and scaled) versions of each other. By adding these different microphone
signals, while compensating for their mutual delay in the right way, a direction (lo-
cation) dependent amplification is applied. This allows to differentiate the amount
of sound suppression with respect to the different locations in the environment. Al-
ternatively, multi-microphone algorithms are also often referred to as beamforming
techniques, since the direction dependent amplification can be interpreted as a beam
that is steered in a certain direction, amplifying the target source, while suppressing
sounds from other directions.
Even though microphone arrays are rather conventional, they are often used in

the context of multi-microphone speech enhancement. They generally lead to better
quality and intelligibility than their single-microphone counterparts, e.g., [12]. Al-
though multi-microphone speech enhancement algorithms can potentially improve
speech quality and intelligibility of the recorded signals, the performance of multi-
microphone noise reduction algorithms is still limited when using conventional micro-
phone arrays. The performance of multi-microphone speech enhancement algorithms
generally improves by increasing the number of microphones, but depends as well on
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between the target and disturbance at the individual
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microphones. However, conventional microphone arrays usually consider a relatively
small number of microphones, which is partly determined by the dimensions of the
device. Consider for example a smart phone, tablet, or a hearing aid, which usually
contains only at most two or three microphones. Further, the location of a microphone
array is generally fixed, and the distances between the microphone array and the target
sources can be relative large, resulting in low SNR of the recorded signals.

One promising new direction to overcome the limitations of microphone arrays
and further improve the performance of multi-microphone noise reduction algorithms,
is to use wireless acoustic sensor networks (WASNs). A WASN is a network where
a set of acoustic sensor nodes, each containing a single microphone or a small mi-
crophone array and an individual signal processing unit, are connected via wireless
links. Recent advances in Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) enabled the
emergence of these small, low-power and low-cost sensor nodes. With WASNs, it is
possible to use more microphones at positions that are not limited by just one device,
and break the limitations of conventional microphone arrays. Moreover, as the sen-
sor nodes in a WASN are not limited anymore by the physical dimensions of a single
device, the nodes can cover a much larger area than conventional microphone arrays.
This allows to place sensor nodes at locations out of reach of conventional arrays, e.g.,
close to target sources, providing a higher SNR.

A possible setup for a WASN is one that contains a fusion center, to which all
sensor nodes are able to communicate (directly or indirectly via relay nodes). The ob-
served signals are then transmitted to the fusion center, and processed using conven-
tional multi-microphone noise reduction algorithms, e.g., [13]. Such a fusion center
can be one of the devices that is a part of the network. However, due to power limi-
tations, a limited transmission range and privacy considerations, such a fusion center
may be undesirable in many applications. Moreover, such a fusion center is not ro-
bust, since a breakdown of the fusion center (e.g. in the case that the device is turned
off or gets out of reach for other nodes) implies a complete breakdown of the WASN
for all users. To realize speech enhancement without a fusion center, it is necessary to
employ distributed speech enhancement algorithms, where the nodes process data lo-
cally and communicate only with their neighbors. Often, distributed signal processing
is better scalable than centralized processing for large WASNs, since local processing
can reduce computational complexity and the required communication bandwidth, as
multiple signals are locally combined, requiring only transmission of the end result.
Moreover, in the case that a node leaves the network, the remaining nodes can in gen-
eral still perform multi-microphone noise reduction, albeit with a different network
topology and one node less. In the case of centralized processing, if the fusion center
or other nodes that play a crucial role in transmission towards the fusion center break
down or leave the network, this will have dramatic impact on the ability of the com-
plete network to perform its task. Therefore, unlike conventional centralized beam-
forming technologies where the observation signals of all microphones are gathered
and processed in a fusion center, distributed speech enhancement algorithms aim to
perform beamforming principles in distributed way (every node gathers observations
from its neighboring nodes and then processes speech enhancement algorithms, rather
than sending its information to the fusion center and receiving the final output from
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the fusion center) and obtain the same noise reduction performance as conventional
centralized speech enhancement algorithms.

Recently, there has been an increased interest for distributed multi-microphone
noise reduction, leading to various algorithms for speech enhancement in a WASN,
e.g., [14][15][16][17]. One of the first algorithm in this category is the distributed
multi-channel Wiener filter, which was first proposed in [14] to estimate a single
target source with a binaural hearing aid where both hearing aids contain multiple
microphones and are connect via a wireless link. With this algorithm, each hearing
aid is supposed to work as a data sink, gathering compressed signals from the other
neighboring hearing aid, and estimates the optimal spatial filter coefficients in an it-
erative fashion. Later, several extensions were proposed to generalize this framework
to WASNs, e.g., [18][15][19][16]. In general, these distributed noise reduction algo-
rithms are assumed to operate in a WASN with a special network topology, such as
a fully connected topology or a tree topology. However, WASNs may be dynamic
as nodes may join or leave the network due to a defect or an empty battery, result-
ing in unpredictable changes in network size and topology. As a consequence, these
distributed algorithms cannot always be used reliably in a WASN. Further, WASNs
are generally randomly connected due to wireless communication range. To con-
struct specific network topologies, some available links may be pruned, or some extra
links between nodes with long distances have to be constructed, which makes those
distributed speech enhancement algorithms suboptimal. Therefore, distributed noise
reduction algorithms without network topology constraints are important for WASNs.

Although WASNs offer many advantages for multi-microphone speech enhance-
ment, it also comes with new risks. Among these risks is the fact that privacy of
the users is not always guaranteed to be preserved. With conventional microphone
arrays, e.g., consider a hearing aid, the only user of the device is the owner. In the
distributed setup, the WASN can be formed by devices that are not any longer owned
by the user himself, leading to serious privacy issues. One example could be the situ-
ation, where a hearing aid user makes use of the WASN to increase the intelligibility
of a conversation he is having during a cocktail party. His hearing aid devices are
therefore shared with the available WASN. Even though the hearing aid user would
like to use the WASN to estimate his signal of interest, he might not want to share
to which source or conversation in the environment he is interested in. Information
privacy might be a serious problem in distributed signal processing, since the multiple
sensors or wireless devices in a WASN can be owned by many different users and
private data or information may become public with such distributed signal process-
ing. In the context of speech enhancement in a WASN, such privacy problems have
been first considered in [20] and [21] for two scenarios. The scenario in [20] consid-
ered the case where a user keeps the exact source of interest private for other users,
while [21] considered the scenario where eavesdropping by untrusted third parties is
overcome. More specifically, both papers employed homomorphic encryption [22] to
realize privacy preservation. However, homomorphic encryption is computationally
very complex and requires very high bit rates for data transmission. In the given ap-
plication of a WASN, it is thus difficult to perform homomorphic encryption, as both
power and computational capacity of sensor nodes is limited.
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Another important problem in distributed multi-microphone signal processing is
the fact that each device in the network has its own individual clock. Multi-microphone
noise reduction algorithms heavily depend on timing information, since they usually
employ the delay that is experienced when an acoustical signal is observed at differ-
ent positions. Thus, their performance will heavily degrade when these clocks are
not synchronized. Most of the existing distributed multi-microphone noise reduc-
tion algorithms are based on the implicit assumption that the internal clocks are syn-
chronized, see e.g., [15][16][23][24]. In a practical WSN, clock differences between
nodes are inevitable, since each node is equipped with an independent clock oscil-
lator. This will introduce clock differences between nodes. Such clock differences
can cause unwanted time differences between the observed signals at the different
nodes, since signals originating from different microphones are sampled at different
sampling rates, finally leading to performance degradation of the multi-microphone
enhancement algorithm. Although the clock synchronization problem is neglected
in most contributions on distributed multi-microphone speech enhancement, several
clock synchronization algorithms have been developed, see e.g., [25][26][27][13]. In
general, these algorithms are not specifically developed for distributed speech process-
ing, but originate from different contexts. Moreover, different clock synchronization
algorithms are generally based on different principles and assumptions, which can af-
fect the accuracy and robustness of clock synchronization. However, currently it is
unclear to which extent the accuracy effects the performance of multi-channel signal
processing for speech enhancement.

1.2 Research Questions
In this thesis, we address distributed speech enhancement algorithms for WASNs by
the following assumptions.

1. WASNs are randomly connected and none of the nodes in the network will act
as a fusion center.

2. WASNs are used by multiple users. Different users may be interested in differ-
ent speakers, and they want to keep the source they are interested in private.

3. Each node in WASNs is equipped with an independent oscillator. Clock differ-
ences between different nodes need to be investigated.

Based on these assumptions, we formulate the following research questions and their
motivations.

Question 1. How can we develop distributed algorithms that perform in randomly
connected WASNs via local processing and improve the speech quality and intelligi-
bility in a similar way as centralized algorithms?
In the previous section, we have mentioned that many existing distributed speech

enhancement algorithms can only be performed in WASNs with specialized network
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topologies, such as a fully connected or tree connected network. In Chapters 3, 4
and 5, we will not only develop distributed approaches to perform noise reduction in
WASNs without network topology constraints, but also measure the mean square error
(MSE) between the output of the proposed algorithms and the output of the central-
ized noise reduction algorithms, which we consider as the optimal solution. We also
compare the noise reduction performance of the proposed algorithms with those of
existing distributed speech enhancement algorithms.

Question 2. How to effectively reduce communication cost in distributed speech en-
hancement algorithms?
Communication cost of distributed algorithms is an important measure in WASNs,

since it is inversely proportional to service life of WASNs. To improve the usability
of the proposed distributed speech enhancement algorithms in WASNs, we have to
assess their communication cost and find an efficient way to reduce this. On the other
hand, robustness of distributed speech enhancement algorithms is also an important
measure in WASNs, since wireless devices (nodes) may leave the network due to a
defect or an empty battery. Therefore, a reduction of the communication cost of an al-
gorithm should not come at the expense its robustness. This question will be answered
in Chapter 4.

Question 3. How to estimate the inverse correlation matrix in distributed way?
Many multi-microphone noise reduction algorithms depend on the inverse of the

noise or noisy correlation matrix, e.g., the MVDR beamformer or the multi-channel
Wiener filter. In practical, correlation matrices are usually estimated recursively by
exponential smoothing. Existing methods for distributed estimation of correlation
matrices require specialized network topologies, such as fully connected networks or
tree connected networks. In Chapter 5, we develop a distributed algorithm to estimate
correlation matrices by exponential smoothing in randomly connected WASNs. In
order to measure the performance of the proposed algorithm, we further introduce a
distributed beamforming technology based on the proposed method, and measure the
noise reduction performance of the distributed beamformer.

Question 4. How to develop distributed methods for speech enhancement in privacy
preserving WASNs?
Privacy preservation is a challenge topic when exploring distributed speech en-

hancement algorithms in WASNs, since WASNs generally formed and owned by mul-
tiple users. To include the concept of privacy preservation in distributed noise reduc-
tion algorithms in randomly connected WASNs, in Chapter 5, we present a method
where each user can estimate a different signal of interest from a mix of many dif-
ferent signals by means of distributed beamforming technologies without the need to
reveal the source of interest to other entities in the network.

Question 5. How does clock synchronization problems affect multi-microphone noise
reduction and what effect do the clock synchronization algorithms have on multi-
microphone noise reduction?
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Although often neglected in the development of distributed multi-microphone noise
reduction algorithms, clock synchronization plays an important role in more practical
setups. One reason is the fact that clock differences between capturing devices will
cause signal drift. Despite general knowledge that the noise reduction performance
of multi-microphone noise reduction algorithms will be affected by clock synchro-
nization problems, an analysis about the effect of clock synchronization problems on
multi-microphone speech enhancement is still missing. In Chapter 6, we first perform
an initial study on the effect of clock synchronization problems on multi-microphone
signal processing in a distributed setup, and then we give an overview of three clock
synchronization algorithms, that can potentially be used inWASNs. To use those clock
synchronization algorithms for multi-microphone noise reduction, the clock synchro-
nization have to be accurate enough. Furthermore, as different clock synchronization
algorithms are based on different theoretical frameworks, we discuss their advantages
and drawbacks for multi-microphone noise reduction processing.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis consists of seven chapters. In the current chapter, we give a brief overview
of the state of the art and current trends in distributed multi-microphone signal pro-
cessing for speech enhancement in a WASN, and briefly introduce the main research
topics of this thesis.

Chapter 2 This chapter provides the necessary background in order to read the follow-
ing chapters. This chapter first introduces the basic notation and the speech enhance-
ment problem statement. Later, a basic introduction on conventional beamforming
technologies, wireless acoustic sensor networks and distributed consensus problems
are provided. The final section of this chapter presents an overview of some existing
state-of-the-art distributed noise reduction algorithms for speech enhancement.

Chapter 3 In this chapter we investigate the use of randomized gossip for distributed
speech enhancement and present a distributed delay and sum beamformer (DDSB).
The algorithm aims to estimate the desired signal at each node by communicating
only with its neighbors in a randomly connected WASN. Based on the communication
schemes of the randomized gossip algorithm, we first provide an asynchronous DDSB,
where each pair of neighboring nodes updates its data asynchronously. Then, we in-
troduce an improved general distributed synchronous averaging algorithm (IGDSA),
which can be used in any connected network, and combine that with the DDSB algo-
rithm where multiple node pairs can update their estimates simultaneously. Conver-
gence analysis and the simulation results show that the DDSB using several different
updating schemes can reach the same performance as the centralized beamformer with
enough message transmissions, and the proposed IGDSA convergences much faster
than the original synchronous communication scheme. Moreover, comparisons are
performed with several existing distributed speech enhancement algorithms from lit-
erature. In the simulated scenario, the DDSB leads to performance improvement at
the expense of a higher communication cost. However, in contrast to other reference
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methods, which are constraint to perform in a network with special network topology
(e.g., fully connected or tree connected), the DDSB can be applied in any randomly
connected network.

Chapter 4 To improve convergence speed and reduce communication cost of the
proposed DDSB algorithm, which is presented in Chapter 3, a new clique-based dis-
tributed beamformer (CbDB) is proposed. Unlike the DDSB, where estimates are
updated across two neighboring nodes, the CbDB updates estimates across two neigh-
boring non-overlapping cliques. Theoretical and experimental analysis shows that the
CbDB improves the convergence speed of the DDSB. Moreover, experimental results
also show that the CbDB is more robust than a reference algorithm that is based on
clusters, since cliques generally have a better connectivity than clusters.

Chapter 5 In this chapter, we consider a privacy preserving scenario where users in the
network want to perform distributed target source estimation with a WASN, without
revealing the actual source of interest to other entities in the network. Moreover, we
consider distributed estimation of the inverse noise or noisy correlation matrix, which
is an important aspect for distributed multi-microphone noise reduction in WASNs
and in general a challenging problem. To make both privacy preservation as well as
distributed multi-microphone noise reduction possible, we make use of the fact that
recursive estimation of the inverse correlation matrix can be structured as a consensus
problem and can be realized in a distributed manner via the randomized gossip algo-
rithm. This makes it possible to compute the MVDR in a distributed manner without
revealing the steering vector to any of the other entities in the network, and providing
privacy about the actual source of interest. However, theoretical analysis and numer-
ical simulations show that the convergence error between the gossip-based estimated
correlation matrix and the centralized estimated correlation matrix accumulates across
time. To eliminate this convergence error, a clique-based algorithm for distributed
estimation of the inverse correlation matrix (CbDECM) is proposed. Further, we in-
vestigate the performance of the presented CbDECM algorithm in combination with
a distributed privacy persevering MVDR beamformer, where information about the
actual source of interest is kept private. Theoretical and experimental analysis show
that the proposed algorithm converges to the centralized MVDR beamformer.

Chapter 6 In a WASN, the local clocks of different nodes are usually not identical,
since each node is equipped with an independent clock oscillator. Such clock dif-
ference between nodes may cause signal drift and severe performance degradation of
multi-microphone signal processing, such as multi-microphone noise reduction algo-
rithms. In this chapter, we first analyze the effect of clock synchronization problems
on the performance of multi-microphone noise reduction. To facilitate a good anal-
ysis of the clock synchronization problem, this is done using synthetically generated
signals and the delay and sum beamformer. Further, we investigate the use of clock
synchronization algorithms for clock skew estimation and compensation, and evaluate
the effects of clock synchronization algorithms on the noise reduction performance of
the MVDR beamformer in simulated WASNs. This experimental study shows that the
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achieved precision of clock synchronization enables sufficient accuracy of clock skew
estimation and compensation for the MVDR beamformer either in a scenario with or
without noise on the parameters required for clock synchronization.

Chapter 7 This chapter provides a summary and discussion of all the results of this
thesis, and some insights for future research.

1.4 List of Papers
The following papers have been published by the author of this thesis during her Ph.D.
studies:

Journals
[A] Y. Zeng and R. C. Hendriks. Distributed Estimation of the Inverse of the Corre-

lation Matrix for Privacy Preserving Beamforming, Elsevier signal processing,
107:109-122, Feb. 2015.

[B] Y. Zeng and R. C. Hendriks. Distributed Delay and Sum Beamformer for Speech
Enhancement via Randomized Gossip, IEEE Trans. Audio, Speech and Lan-
guage Processing, 22(1):260-273, Jan. 2014.

Conferences
[a] Y. Zeng and R. C. Hendriks and N. D. Gaubitch. On clock synchronization for

multi-microphone speech processing in wireless acoustic sensor networks, Proc.
IEEE Int. Conf. Acoust., Speech, Signal Processing, Brisbane, Australia, April
2015.

[b] Y. Zeng, R. C. Hendriks and R. Heusdens. Clique-based Distributed Beam-
forming for Speech Enhancement in Wireless Sensor Networks, Proc. European
Signal Processing Conference, Marrakesh, Morocco, September 2013.

[c] Y. Zeng and R. C. Hendriks. Distributed Delay and Sum Beamformer in Regular
Networks Based on Synchronous Randomized Gossip, In Proc. Int. Workshop
on Acoustic Echo and Noise Control, Aachen, Germany, September 2012.

[d] R. Heusdens, G. Zhang, R. C. Hendriks, Y. Zeng and W. Kleijn. Distributed
MVDR beamforming for (wireless) microphone networks using message pass-
ing, In Proc. Int. Workshop on Acoustic Echo and Noise Control, Aachen, Ger-
many, September 2012.

[e] Y. Zeng and R. C. Hendriks. Distributed Delay and Sum Beamformer for Speech
Enhancement in Wireless Sensor Networks via Randomized Gossip, In Proc.
IEEE Int. Conf. Acoust., Speech, Signal Processing, pp. 4037-4040, Kyoto,
Japan, May 2012.
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This chapter provides some background information in order to read this thesis.
First we introduce the problem statement and notation in Section 2.1. This problem
statement will serve as the target applications for many of the noise reduction algo-
rithms that are described in this thesis. Since many distributed noise reduction algo-
rithms are based on conventional beamforming technologies, we describe in Section
2.2 conventional beamforming for speech enhancement. In Section 2.3, we briefly
provide the basic framework on which some existing distributed beamformers rely.
In Section 2.4, we explain the concept and the major characteristics of WASNs. The
distributed noise reduction algorithms in this thesis are mainly based on distributed
consensus algorithms. Section 2.5 therefore describes the basics of average consensus
problems in WSNs and state-of-the-art distributed techniques to solve them.

2.1 Problem Statement and Notation
Let us consider the scenario in Fig. 2.1, where a realization of the desired speech
signal is recorded by a microphone array consisting ofM microphones. We assume
that the data model of themth microphone signal consists of a target source degraded
by additive noise, which is given by

ym(n) = xm(n) + vm(n),m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} , (2.1)

where ym(n) is the observed signal at time sampling index n, and xm(n) and vm(n)
denote the clean speech signal and noise signal, respectively, at the location of micro-
phone m. Notice that, although xm(n) is referred to as the target speech component,
vm(n) is not necessarily non-speech (e.g., competing speakers can be included in
vm(n)). In our notation, we use upper case letters to denote random variables and the
corresponding lower case letters to denote their realizations. Further, we use non-bold
symbols to represent scalars, while vectors and matrices are denoted by bold symbols.
The noise component vm(n) and the speech xm(n) are the realization of the random
variables Vm(n) and Xm(n), respectively, and Vm(n) and Xm(n) are assumed to be
zero-mean and mutually uncorrelated. The observed signals can be transformed to the
frequency domain using the short-time discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Applying
the short-time DFT to the random time process, we obtain

Ym(f, k) = Xm(f, k) + Vm(f, k),m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} , (2.2)

where Ym(f, k), Xm(f, k) and Vm(f, k) denote the noisy speech, target speech and
noise DFT coefficient, respectively, at frequency-bin index f and time-frame index k.
Let [·]T denote the transposition of a vector or a matrix. We then define

Y(f, k) = [Y1(f, k), · · · , YM (f, k)]
T

as theM -channel signal where the DFT coefficients Ym(f, k), ∀m are stacked. Sim-
ilarly, X(f, k) and V(f, k) are defined in the same way as Y(f, k). Let d(f, k) =

[d1(f, k), · · · , dM (f, k)]
T denote the acoustic transfer function from the speech source

to all microphones. In general, d(f, k) models all reflections of a source to a certain
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location, i.e., the direct path and the reverberation, as also sketched in Fig. 2.1. How-
ever, notice that in this thesis we generally neglect reverberation in order to constrain
our problem. Given d(f, k), the speech DFT vector X(f, k) for all microphones can
therefore be written as

X(f, k) = d(f, k)S(f, k), (2.3)

where S(f, k) denotes the f th DFT coefficient at time-frame k for the clean speech at
the target location.

Figure 2.1: Typical conventional acoustic scenario with a microphone array.

The goal of noise reduction algorithms is to estimate the desired speech S(f, k)
from the observationY(f, k) = X(f, k) +V(f, k) = d(f, k)S(f, k) +V(f, k). Let
Ŝ(f, k) denote the estimator of S(f, k). To obtain Ŝ(f, k), noise reduction algorithms
first filter the microphone signals, and then sum the M filter outputs. Let w(f, k)
denote a vector with filter coefficients, then the estimate Ŝ(f, k) is given by

Ŝ(f, k) = wH(f, k)Y(f, k) = wH(f, k)d(f, k)S(f, k) +wH(f, k)V(f, k), (2.4)

where (·)H denotes the Hermetian transposition of a matrix. Since the target and noise
DFT coefficients are often assumed to be independent across time and frequency, we
omit the time and frequency indices for notational convenience.
The power spectral density (PSD) of the output of a noise reduction algorithm is

then given by
RŜŜ = E

[
ŜŜH

]
= wHRYYw. (2.5)

where E [·] denotes mathematical expectation and

RYY = RXX +RVV + E
[
XVH

]
+ E

[
VXH

]
. (2.6)

Making use of the assumption that target speech and noise are statistically uncorre-
lated and zero-mean, i.e., E

[
XVH

]
= E

[
VXH

]
= 0, the noisy spectral covariance

matrixRYY can then be written as

RYY = RXX +RVV. (2.7)
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Using (2.7), (2.5) can be rewritten as

RŜŜ = wHRXXw +wHRVVw, (2.8)

where RXX = E
[
XXH

]
is the PSD matrix of the speech signal and RVV is the

PSD matrix of the noise field. Further, in coherent noise field where the noise signals
on different microphones are strongly correlated, RVV is not a full-rank matrix, and
in incoherent noise fields where the noise measured at any given spatial location is
uncorrelated with the noise measured at all other locations,RVV is a full-rank matrix.

2.2 Conventional Beamforming Technologies
In a multi-microphone noise reduction algorithm, several microphone signals are com-
bined in order to estimate the signal of interest. Multi-microphone noise reduction al-
gorithms can be written as the concatenation of a beamformer and a single-microphone
noise reduction algorithm, see e.g., [1] [2] [3]. The latter performs only temporal filter-
ing, while the former performs spatial filtering. With a beamformer (see e.g., [4]) it is
thus possible to amplify signals coming from certain directions. There are many types
of beamforming techniques for speech enhancement. For a survey on beamforming
technologies, see e.g., [5] [4].
Conventional beamforming methods can be classified in fixed and adaptive beam-

forming. Fixed beamformers aim to estimate the speech signal from certain direction,
and suppress the background noise not coming from the same direction as the speech
source using fixed filters. Specifically, the filter coefficients in a fixed beamformer are
chosen to present a specified response for all signals and interference scenarios. In
adaptive beamformers, filter coefficients are solutions to optimization problems, and
updated based on microphone signals. Thus, adaptive beamformers enable to adapt to
changing acoustic scenarios and generally have better performance than fixed beam-
formers. In this thesis, we will mainly focus on the minimum variance distortionless
response (MVDR) beamformer [5] [6], which is a classic adaptive beamformer. This
beamforming method forms the backbone of the distributed delay-and-sum beam-
former (DDSB) and distributed MVDR beamformer, which will be introduced in
Chapters 3 and 5, respectively.

2.2.1 MVDR Beamformer
The MVDR beamformer is often used in the field of microphone array signal process-
ing, e.g., [5] [6], and is a special case of the the linearly constrained minimum variance
(LCMV) beamformer [7] [6]. The LCMV beamformer was proposed by Frost in [7]
and can be obtained by minimizing the beamformer output power subject to multi-
ple constraint of maintaining constant response in directions of interest. The MVDR
beamformer is a special case as it uses a single constraint on a single target source. To
reduce noise without speech distortion, the filter coefficient w of the MVDR beam-
former can be obtained by minimizing the beamformer output power and subject to
no speech cancellation or distortion, that is

min
w

wHRYYw, (2.9)
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subject to
wHd = 1. (2.10)

The method of Lagrange multiplier (e.g., [8]), can be used to solve the optimiza-
tion problem in (2.9). With the Lagrange multiplier λ, the cost function J is given
by

J (w) = wHRYYw + λ
(
wHd− 1

)
. (2.11)

The complex derivative (see e.g., [8]) of J (w) with respect to filter coefficients w is
given by

∂J(w)

∂wH
= 2RYYw + dλ. (2.12)

Setting (2.12) equal to zero, yields the solution

w = −
1

2
R−1

YYdλ. (2.13)

Using the constraint (2.10), the solution of Lagrange multiplier λ is

λ = −
1

dHR−1
YYd

. (2.14)

Substituting λ in (2.13), we get the solution of the desired filter w, that is

wMVDR1
=

R−1
YYd

dHR−1
YYd

. (2.15)

Let PS = E [SS∗] denote the PSD of the clean speech signal at the target location
with (·)∗ the convolution operator. The PSD matrixRXX can then be written as

RXX = PSdd
H . (2.16)

Using the assumption that the clean speech and noise are uncorrelated, (2.7) can be
written as

RYY = PSdd
H +RVV. (2.17)

Using the matrix inversion lemma [6],R−1
YY can be written as

R−1
YY = R−1

VV −
PSR

−1
VVddHR−1

VV

1 + PSdHR−1
VVd

. (2.18)

Right multiplying with d on both sides of (2.18), and substitutingR−1
YYd into (2.15),

the MVDR filter coefficients can be written as

wMVDR2
=

R−1
VVd

dHR−1
VVd

. (2.19)

The noise correlation matrixRVV can be estimated during noise-only periods with a
voice activity detection (VAD) (see e.g., [9] [10]), whileRYY can be estimated during
speech+noise periods. Using the adaptive filters in (2.15) and (2.19), background
noise in an acoustic scenario can be suppressed. By properly updatingRVV orRYY,
the filter coefficients are adapted towards the changing noise environment.
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2.2.2 Delay-and-Sum Beamformer
The delay-and-sum-beamformer (DSB) is a special case of the MVDR beamformer.
Assuming that the noise across microphones is spatially uncorrelated, the off-diagonal
elements inRVV are equal to zero. The noise correlation matrix can then be expressed
as

RVV = diag
{
σ2
V1
, · · · , σ2

VM

}
, (2.20)

where σ2
Vm
is the PSD of the noise process at microphonem. Notice that this assump-

tion is valid in an incoherent noise field. This assumption is, even though not always
fully true, often made for simplicity. Combining the MVDR filter from (2.19) with
(2.20), the optimal solution of the DSB can be written as

Ŝ =

∑M
m=1 d

∗
mσ−2

Vm
Ym∑M

m=1 d
∗
mσ−2

Vm
dm

. (2.21)

It should be noted that the beamformer in (2.21) allows for different noise PSDs
per microphone, while many definitions of the DSB assume the same noise PSD for all
microphones (see, e.g., [5]). Thus, compared to the standard DSB, the beamformer in
(2.21) is more general. The DSB is appropriate for incoherent noise fields, since the
noise DFT coefficient Vm between different microphones in incoherent noise fields
are uncorrelated. In diffuse noise fields and/or that the distance between microphones
is sufficiently large, the noise DFT coefficient Vm, ∀m can be argued to be approxi-
mately spatially uncorrelated. In those noise fields, the DSB can reach the same noise
reduction performance as the MVDR beamformer. However, in coherent noise fields
where the noise DFT coefficients between the different microphones are correlated,
the noise reduction performance of the MVDR beamformer is better than that of the
DSB, albeit at a higher computational complexity, due to calculation of the inverse of
the correlation matrix in the MVDR.

2.2.3 Multi-Channel Wiener Filter
The multichannel Wiener filter (MWF) is an optimal filter and is designed to minimize
the estimation error e between the estimate Ŝ and the desired speech signal S (i.e.,
e = S − Ŝ) in a statistical way. Considering the data model in (2.2), the MWF filter
is obtained by minimizing the mean-square error cost function of the error e, that is

J (w) = E
[∣∣S −wHY

∣∣2] . (2.22)

Taking the derivative of J (w) and setting it to zero, the MWF filter is given by

wMWF = R−1
YYRYS , (2.23)

withRYS = E
[
YSH

]
.

In practical applications, the MWF filter is generally used to estimate the clean
speech component of a reference microphone, e.g., [11] [12]. Assuming that the first
microphone is the reference microphone, the MWF filter is then used to estimate the
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clean speech component of the first microphone, which is denoted as X1, and can be
obtained aswMWF = R−1

YYRYX1
. Using the assumption that the noise signal and the

desired speech signal are uncorrelated, the correlation matrix RYX1
can be obtained

as
RYX1

= RXXe1, (2.24)

where e1 = [1, 0, · · · , 0]T is an M -dimensional vector with the first entry set to 1,
and all other entries set to 0. Equation (2.23) shows that the acoustic transfer function
is not explicitly required in the formulation of the MWF. To estimate RXX, one can
estimate RYY and RVV (e.g., during noise-only using a voice activity detector) and
use the fact thatRXX = RYY −RVV.

2.3 Basic Framework of Some Existing Distributed Beam-
formers

In this section, we explain the basic framework of a class of existing distributed beam-
formers, e.g., [13] [14] [15], which was first proposed in a distributed MWF-based
noise reduction algorithm for binaural hearing aids [13].
Consider a WASN where N sensor nodes are connected via wireless links and

each node consists of a microphone array with Mi microphones. The data model of
the observed signal of each microphone is given by (2.2). LetYi = [Yi,1, · · · , Yi,Mi

]
T

denote the Mi-channel noisy DFT coefficients at node i. Similar as Yi, Xi and Vi

denote the Mi-channel speech DFT coefficients and noise DFT coefficients, respec-
tively, at node i.
In conventional centralized MWF algorithms, each node i has to send its Mi-

channel microphone signals to the center processor, since conventional MWF al-
gorithms require to access all M -channel microphone signals to estimate the clean
speech component of the reference microphone. Unlike conventional noise reduction
algorithms, the distributed algorithms as proposed in [13] [14] [15] estimate the clean
speech component of the reference microphone at each node i in an iterative way with-
out the need for each node to send its Mi-channel microphone signals to the center
processor. Notice that each node i in distributed scheme will locally estimate the clean
speech component of its reference microphone, which generally is its first microphone
and is denoted byXi,1 (the clean speech DFT coefficient of the first microphone at ith
node). At each iteration t, each node i estimates Xi,1 using its own microphone sig-
nalsYi and the signals received from its neighbors. A basic scheme of the distributed
noise reduction algorithms with two nodes is depicted in Fig. 2.2.
Since we consider a single desired speech source in the WASN, each node i first

estimates the desired speech signal by applying a compression filter wii to its micro-
phone signalsYi, that is

Zii(t) = wH
ii (t)Yi, (2.25)

wherewii is the local filter coefficient of node i, and Zii(t) denotes the local estimates
of the desired signal at iteration t. Then, each node i updates its estimates by filtering
and summing its microphone signals Yi and the transmitted signal Zi(t) from its
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Figure 2.2: Basic diagram of distributed noise reduction algorithms in a WASN after
[13] [14] [15] with two nodes.

neighboring nodes with Zi(t) = {Zjj(t)|j ∈ Ni}, that is

X̂i,1(t) = wH
ii (t+ 1)Yi + μi(t+ 1)Zi(t), (2.26)

where μi(t + 1) is a |Ni|-dimensional vector that is applied to the signal Zi(t), and
X̂i,1(t) is the estimates of the desired signal at node i. In particular, the basic frame-
work of the distributed noise reduction consists of the following steps:

1. Initialize the iteration index t = 0, and initialize the filterswii(0) and μi(0), ∀i
with non-zero random vectors, respectively.

2. Each node i computes Zii(t) as given in (2.25), and transmit this signal to its
neighboring nodes.

3. A node i is selected to update its filters wii(t + 1) and μi(t + 1) based on
its local microphone signals Yi and the transmitted signals Zi(t). This can
be done by using principles of conventional beamforming technologies [5] [6].
For example,wii(t+1) and μi(t+1) can be updated using the principle of the
MWF, which is minimizing the mean-square error between the output signal
and the desired signal, i.e.[

wii(t+ 1)
μi(t+ 1)

]
= argmin

wii,μi

E

{∣∣∣∣∣Xi,1 −
[
wii μi

] [ Yi

Zi(t)

]2∣∣∣∣∣
}

(2.27)

where Xi,1 is the speech component of the first/reference microphone of the
node i.

4. t = t+ 1 and change the updating node i.

5. Return to step 2).

For the above distributed scheme it has been shown that the amount of data trans-
mitted by each node is reduced compared to centralized processing, since each node i
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transmitsMi-channel signals in centralized processing and only transmits one-channel
signal in the distributed scheme. Each node in this distributed scheme only needs to
transmit a single-channel signal to its neighboring nodes and receives a |Ni|-channel
signals from its neighboring nodes. For comparison, each node in the centralized
scheme has to transmitMi-channel microphone signals to its neighboring nodes.
In [13] it is shown that this distributed procedure converges to the centralized so-

lution in the case of a single desired speech source and two sensor nodes, and can
reach the same noise reduction performance as the centralized processing. For more
than two sensor nodes and multiple desired speech sources, the convergence analysis
is given in [14], for which it turns out that this distributed processing converges to the
centralized processing when a block of data Zii, ∀i is iteratively re-estimated based
on the observed signal Y. This may require many transmissions and much computa-
tional power when the required number of iterations is large. Although the different
iterations of this distributed processing can be spread out over different data blocks in
a time-recursive implementation, such that at each iteration Zii, ∀i is estimated using
different observations of Y (e.g., the observed signal in different time-frames), this
distributed scheme cannot reach the same noise reduction performance as the cen-
tralized processing [16]. Further, the noise reduction performance and convergence
speed of this distributed processing depends on the updating order of the nodes in the
network [17]. Moreover, this distributed processing is required to perform in specific
network topologies, such as a fully connected topology and a tree topology, since it is
not guaranteed to converge in a randomly connected network [18].

2.4 Wireless Acoustic Sensor Networks
A wireless acoustic sensor network (WASN) is a network where hundreds or even
thousands of small sensor nodes can be connected through wireless links. As an ex-
ample, consider Fig. 2.3. Each sensor node in a WASN is equipped with an acoustic
sensor, such as a single microphone or a microphone array. Further, besides the capa-
bility of harvesting information with sensors, each node also consists of a processing
unit and transmission unit, which can perform simple processing on the extracted data
and transmission of the output of the processor to neighboring nodes. Since these
nodes can communicate among each other via wireless communication links, a large
number of such nodes can be placed to sense larger areas and positions that are other-
wise hard to reach. Compared to conventional microphone arrays, WASNs can employ
more microphones to cover a larger spatial field, and are not limited by the dimensions
of a single device. The main characteristics of a WASN include

• Multiple nodes: Each node in a WASN is a device with multiple functions,
such as sensing, data processing and wireless communication.

• Dynamic network topology: Sensor nodes can construct different network
topologies via wireless communication. The specific topology depends on the
position of the nodes as well as on their communication range. A few common
network topologies are shown in Fig. 2.4. Recently, many researchers have ad-
dressed distributed noise reduction problems in WASNs with specific network
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Figure 2.3: A randomly connected WASN with 6 sensor nodes.

topologies, such as a fully connected topology [14] [15] or a tree topology [18].
However, setting up a specific network topology usually requires an extra upper-
layer protocol and communication. Such algorithms may be not robust against
moving nodes, node failure or new nodes joining the network, which will lead to
changes in network topology. Further, such algorithms are usually suboptimal,
since some available links between nodes may be pruned, or some extra links
between nodes with long distances have to be constructed to meet the demands
of network topology. Algorithms without network topology constraints can be
advantageous for WASNs.

• Power consumption constraints: Power consumption of individual sensor
nodes is proportional to lifetime of WASNs. However, the nodes in WASNs
are usually powered by batteries. A low-power consumption of the nodes is
therefore important in practical applications. Computation and wireless com-
munication (which includes data transmission and information processing), are
the two main energy-consuming operations of a node. Therefore, lowering
the computational complexity of data processing and minimizing the number
of transmissions are important aspects for WASNs. The transmission power
heavily depends on the distance between the different nodes and the network
topology. Some specific network topologies, such as a star topology, usually
consume more energy than a randomly connected network, since nodes in a
randomly connected network only share data with nodes that are close by, and
nodes in star topologies require more transmission power to transmit data to a
certain master node. An effective way to reduce wireless communication and
thus the amount of energy consumption, is to reduce the communication band-
width. In distributed signal processing, communication bandwidth generally
can be reduced by processing and compression of signals locally.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of network topologies.

2.5 Distributed Average Consensus Problems
In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, consensus techniques by means of randomized gossip meth-
ods are used to formulate distributed beamformers. Distributed average consensus
problems were first studied for distributed computation in [19]. With the advances
in WSNs, the distributed average consensus problems have attracted much attention
for possible applications to sensor networks, see [20] [21] [22]. In this section, we
introduce the average consensus problem statement and give a brief overview of the
randomized gossip algorithm [23], which is the main backbone of distributed beam-
forming technologies in this thesis.
Consider a connected network G withN nodes. Let gi(t) denote the value of node

i at the end of the tth tick of the global clock and let gi(0) denote an initial value of
node i. The average of the initial values at each node i is then given by

gave =
1

N

N∑
i=1

gi(0). (2.28)

The objective of distributed average consensus algorithms is to find the average value
gave at all nodes in the network by using local information and local communication.
Recently, gossip algorithms have been studied to solve averaging consensus prob-

lems without any requirement of specialized routing or network topology, e.g., [23]
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[24] [25]. Gossip algorithms can be categorized into two classes: randomized and
deterministic. In randomized gossip algorithms, each pair of neighboring nodes is
chosen randomly based on a probabilistic model to update information (Fig. 2.5(a)),
while neighboring nodes in deterministic gossip algorithms are chosen in a determin-
istic way (e.g., by using knowledge on the network topology) to update information
(Fig. 2.5(b)).

Figure 2.5: Gossip processing of all nodes in a WASN at time slot t.

In deterministic gossip algorithms, at each iteration t, node i, ∀i updates its esti-
mate gi(t) with a convex combination of its own value value and the values from all of
its neighbors (i.e., a linear combination of points with non-negative weights that sum
up to one), e.g., [25], that is

gi(t) = Wiigi(t− 1) +
∑
j∈Ni

Wijgj(t− 1), (2.29)

where Wij is the weight on gj(t − 1) to calculate the updated value for node i with
Wij = 0 when j /∈ Ni. To guarantee all nodes in the network to converge to the
average value gave for any initial value, the necessary condition for the weight matrix
W is [25]

lim
t→∞

Wt =
11T

N
, (2.30)
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with 1 denoting a vector of all ones.
A classical randomized gossip algorithm is pairwise randomized gossip [23], where

random pairs of connected nodes iteratively and locally average their values until con-
vergence to the average value gave. More specifically, at each iteration t, multiple node
pairs, e.g., the pair (i, j), are randomly selected to communicate with each other, and
update their estimates as

gi(t) = gj(t) =
gi(t− 1) + gj(t− 1)

2
. (2.31)

Depending on the exact protocol, the randomized gossip algorithm can be performed
asynchronously or synchronously. In asynchronous setups only one pair of neighbor-
ing nodes updates its estimates per iteration, while in synchronous communication
schemes multiple pairs of neighboring nodes update their estimates simultaneously
per iteration in the synchronous communication scheme. When each pair of neighbor-
ing nodes in G gossips frequently enough, the estimates of each node are guaranteed
to converge to the average value gave [23].
Many contributions on distributed averaging have been proposed which improve

convergence speed and reduce the number of required transmissions to reach consen-
sus, e.g., [26] [27] [28] [29]. The algorithm in [26] is based on broadcast nature of
the WSNs, where one node in each time-slot is randomly selected to broadcast its
data to all neighboring nodes, and each neighbor then updates its estimates with the
received information. Although the algorithm in [26] increases the convergence rate
of the randomized gossip algorithms, it is not guaranteed to converge to the average
value, since the networks global sum is not preserved. To guarantee that the broad-
cast gossip algorithm converges to the average value, a algorithm which incorporate
the weighted gossip into the broadcast gossip algorithm was presented in [29]. In
[27], the convergence speed of randomized gossip algorithms is improved by forming
overlapping clusters of nodes, and subsequently averaging per cluster instead of per
node-pair. A further improvement is obtained by averaging across two neighboring
non-overlapping clusters as proposed in [28].
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3.1 Introduction
In many speech processing applications, such as mobile telephony, hearing aids, and
human-machine communication systems, speech quality and intelligibility get severely
degraded in noisy environments. In the last few decades, a large number of speech en-
hancement algorithms have been developed to improve the quality and intelligibility
of noisy speech and to reduce or eliminate the acoustical noise in speech communi-
cation systems. Speech enhancement algorithms can be categorized into two classes:
single-channel and multi-channel techniques. Although single-channel algorithms can
improve quality and have been shown to be able to improve speech intelligibility to
some extent [1], improvements are generally modest as they can utilize only the spec-
tral information [2][3][4]. Multi-channel speech enhancement algorithms have in the-
ory the potential to improve the speech quality and intelligibility by using both spec-
tral and spatial information about the speech and the noise sources [5], [6]. However,
this also requires additional information such as the sensor and source locations or
the steering vectors, which are not always easy to estimate in practice. The perfor-
mance of multi-channel speech enhancement algorithms generally increases with the
number of microphones. However, conventional microphone arrays usually consider
a relatively small number of microphones with fixed locations. Recently, advances in
micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) enabled the emergence of small, low-cost
and low-power smart acoustic sensors with multiple functions such as sensing, data
processing and communication. Such smart sensors enable distributed sensing and
extend the sensing range, and therefore the sensors can be placed closer to the desired
sources and provide a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In addition, such acoustic
sensors can construct networks via wireless links, often referred to as wireless acoustic
sensor networks (WASNs) [7][8][9].
In principle, the observed signals of wireless microphones can be transmitted to

a fusion center where all signals are processed. This enables the use of conventional
centralized multi-channel noise reduction algorithms. However, due to privacy con-
siderations, transmission range and battery limitations, such a fusion center may be
undesirable in many applications. An alternative solution is to use distributed noise
reduction algorithms, e.g., [10][11][12][13][14], where each node can process data
locally and communicate with its neighbors, rather than with a fusion center.
In [10], a distributed multi-channel Wiener filter (DB-MWF) was proposed for the

minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimation of a single desired source in a bin-
aural hearing aid where both hearing aids contain multiple microphones. Markovich-
Golan [15] considered a special case of the DB-MWF algorithm and proposed a dis-
tributed minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer for a similar
binaural hearing aid system.
A more general case was presented in [16], [17], where multiple desired sources

and N(N ≥ 2) nodes are considered in a so-called distributed adaptive node-specific
signal estimation (DANSE) algorithm. The DANSE algorithm considers each node
in the network as a data sink, gathering compressed signals from its neighbors, and
estimates the optimal spatial filter coefficients in an iterative fashion. The DANSE
algorithm was proposed for a fully connected network [16] and a network with a tree
topology [17]. Later, a distributed LCMV beamformer was proposed in [11] by com-
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bining the framework for the DANSE algorithm with the LCMV beamformer. Related
to this, a time-recursive distributed generalized sidelobe cancellation (GSC) for a fully
connected WASN was presented in [14]. A different strategy was constructed in [13],
where a distributedMVDR beamformer for WASNs was proposed based on a message
passing algorithm [18].

These distributed speech enhancement algorithms are assumed to operate in net-
works with a special topology. For example, the algorithms in [16][17][11][14] are
confined to operate in fully connected networks or networks with a tree topology. The
algorithm in [13] requires the network topology to be consistent with the noise correla-
tion matrix, where two nodes are neighbors if their noise cross correlation is not equal
to zero. However, WASNs may be dynamic as nodes may join or leave the network
due to a defect or an empty battery, resulting in unpredictable changes in network
size and topology, a distributed beamformer which is robust to changes in network
topology and unreliable communication environments is important and valuable in
particular for large WASNs.

In this work, we investigate the use of randomized gossip [19] in distributed beam-
forming for speech enhancement in a randomly connected network. Without any spe-
cialized network routing constraint, the randomized gossip algorithm [19] is an attrac-
tive algorithm to solve consensus problems, such as computing the average, the mini-
mum or the maximum in a distributed manner. The consensus problems are solved by
performing only local information exchanges, and thus providing robust solutions for
large scale WASNs with dynamic topology. The randomized gossip algorithm is an
iterative processing scheme and uses simple computations. The original randomized
gossip algorithm in [19] was presented in two communication schemes: asynchronous
and synchronous. In the asynchronous randomized gossip, at every iteration, one ran-
domly selected node wakes up, after which it communicates with one of its neighbors
chosen at random. In this scheme, only one pair of neighboring nodes in each time-
slot can update its estimates. The distributed synchronous communication schemes
were presented for a bounded degree network and an unbounded regular network, re-
spectively. In the distributed synchronous gossip algorithm, multiple communicating
node pairs can estimate the signal statistics simultaneously. Thus, it can potentially
increase the convergence rate in both the bounded degree and the unbounded regular
networks. As a regular network is a special case of a bounded degree network, it could
be expected that the communication scheme for a regular network is a special case of
the communication scheme of a bounded degree network. However, this is not the
case. Therefore, besides the distributed beamformer, we present a generalization and
an improvement of the original distributed synchronous averaging (ODSA) algorithm
from [19]. We first introduce a generalized and improved synchronous communica-
tion framework for any randomly connected network with faster convergence speed,
and refer to this algorithm as the improved general synchronous averaging (IGDSA)
algorithm. Then, we present a beamformer for distributed estimation of a certain tar-
get signal in noise using the IGDSA algorithm. We will show how the theory can be
used to compute a distributed delay and sum beamformer (DDSB), i.e., a beamformer
where the noise is assumed to be spatially uncorrelated across microphones. These
assumptions are validated for diffuse noise fields and/or when the distance between
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microphones is sufficiently large. In order to take into account the correlation of the
noise across microphones, the presented theory can be combined with the method
in [13] to compute the inverse of a noise correlation matrix in a distributed fashion.
This would allow to compute a full MVDR beamformer in distributed fashion. How-
ever, as we like to focus on investigating the use of randomized gossip for distributed
beamforming for speech enhancement, we will mainly focus on the DDSB, but show
some results to demonstrate that the presented theory can also be used to compute a
distributed MVDR.
Furthermore, in order to focus on the theory and analysis of the distributed beam-

former algorithm, we assume here that the steering vector from the speech source to
each of the microphones is known. The steering vector in the distributed setup can be
obtained by estimating the location of the target source and the microphones. For an
overview on sensor network self-localization and source localization algorithms see
[20] and [21], respectively. In contrast to the traditional centralized delay and sum
beamformer (CDSB), the DDSB algorithm operates in a randomly connected network
and aims to estimate the desired signal in a distributed way via gossip processing.
The proposed DDSB algorithm is based on an iterative scheme and asymptotically
converges to the optimal estimation of the CDSB. At every iteration, each node in
the DDSB algorithm estimates the desired signal by using only local information and
by performing only local processing. In addition, since the DDSB algorithm needs
only local communication and local computing, there are no requirements for a spe-
cial network topology and there is no risk of having a single point of failure making
the DDSB effective for unreliable communication environments.
Some earlier initial results on the work in this article were described in [12] and

[22]. In [12], we briefly introduced the asynchronous DDSB (ADDSB) algorithm for
speech enhancement via the asynchronous gossip and derived a bound for the averag-
ing time in the case of the worst connected network. The current article provides more
details on the convergence analysis and bounds for the averaging time in the best and
worst connected networks. In [22] we presented a synchronous version of the DDSB
based on an improved version of the ODSA algorithm for regular networks. However,
since a regular graph is a strong limitation for the application of the DDSB algorithm,
we now provide an improved synchronous DDSB (ISDDSB) algorithm for speech en-
hancement based on the proposed IGDSA algorithm which can operate in a randomly
connected network. In addition, we provide a comparison of the convergence rate of
the DDSB under the various presented communication schemes in terms of an ana-
lytic convergence analysis as well as using simulation experiments. The simulation
results validate the theoretical results, which show that the IGDSA algorithm con-
verges faster than the asynchronous gossip algorithm and the ODSA algorithm in a
randomly connected network.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The problem formulation and

notation are given in Section 3.2. In Section 3.4, we briefly review the asynchronous
gossip algorithm and we propose the IGDSA algorithm based on the distributed syn-
chronous gossip algorithm. Then in Section 3.5, we describe the proposed DDSB al-
gorithm in detail. Section 3.6 discusses the conditions for the DDSB algorithm using
the different communication schemes to converge to the optimal CDSB solution and
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introduce the convergence rate analysis of the DDSB algorithm in the asynchronous
and synchronous communication schemes. In Section 3.7, the performance of the
DDSB algorithm and the convergence results are illustrated with simulations. Finally,
in Section 3.8, conclusions are drawn.

3.2 Problem Formulation
Let us consider a WASN consisting of N (wirelessly) connected nodes. We assume
that neighboring nodes can exchange information through a wireless link. Each node
is assumed to consist of a microphone and processor. Each node i captures a noisy
speech signal yi (n), which is assumed to consist of a target source degraded by ad-
ditive noise, given by yi (n) = xi (n) + vi (n), where xi (n) and vi (n) denote the
speech and noise signals, respectively, of node i at the time-sampling index n. We
further assume that the speech xi (n) and noise vi (n) are statistically independent.
These signals are windowed and transformed into the frequency domain by applying
the short-time discrete Fourier transform (DFT) leading to

Yi(k,m) = Xi(k,m) + Vi(k,m), (3.1)

where Yi(k,m), Xi(k,m) and Vi(k,m) denote the noisy speech, target speech and
noise DFT coefficient, respectively, at frequency-bin index k, time-frame index m
and microphone i. We assume the DFT coefficients to be independent in time and
frequency, which allows us omit the time and frequency indices for brevity. We define
Y = [Y1, · · · , YN ]

T as the N -channel signal in which all Yi are stacked, and where
(·)T indicates a matrix transposition. Similarly, we defineX andV as the vectors con-
taining the speech and noise DFT coefficients of the N nodes, respectively. We con-
sider a single target speech source in the network. The acoustic path from the desired
source to the N nodes is modeled by the steering vector d with d = [d1, · · · , dN ]

T .
We can thus formulate the WASN signal model for all nodes as

Y = dS +V, (3.2)

where S denotes the clean speech DFT coefficient of the target speaker. The objective
is then to estimate the desired speech signal S.

3.3 Centralized Beamforming
Although it is of interest to realize the above objective using distributed processing,
we will in this subsection briefly recapitulate the conventional solution of a centralized
beamformer. In a centralized beamformer, each node i in the network broadcasts its
noisy DFT coefficients Yi to a central processing unit. Then, the clean speech DFT
coefficient S can be estimated by applying a complex weight to the vector Y with
noisy DFT coefficients. That is,

Z = wHY, (3.3)
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where Z is an estimated clean speech DFT coefficient, andw is a vector with filter co-
efficients and (·)H denotes the Hermetian transposition of a matrix. As beamforming
is a well-established research topic, there are many types of beamformers that can be
used for this purpose. An often used beamformer for speech enhancement is the mini-
mum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer [21]. The corresponding
weight vector w is the solution to the following optimization problem

min
w

wHRYYw, subject towHd = 1, (3.4)

where RYY = E
[
YYH

]
is the spectral covariance matrix of the noisy signal with

the statistical expectation operator E[·]. Assuming that the speech signal is uncorre-
lated with the noise, i.e., E

[
XVH

]
= E

[
VXH

]
= 0, the noisy spectral covariance

matrixRYY can be written asRYY = RXX+RVV. Then, solving the optimization
problem (3.4) using the Lagrange multiplier approach [23] and the matrix inversion
lemma [24], yields the solution for the MVDR weights, given by

w =
R−1

VVd

dHR−1
VVd

. (3.5)

In this work, we assume that the WASN is in a diffuse noise field and/or that the
distance between nodes is sufficiently large. With this assumption, the noise coef-
ficient Vi, ∀i can be argued to be approximately spatially uncorrelated with power
spectral density (PSD) σ2

Vi
. The noise correlation matrix PSD can then be expressed

as
RVV = diag

{
σ2
V1
, · · · , σ2

VN

}
. (3.6)

However, the work presented in this article can also be applied in the situation
where this assumption is not made and RVV is not diagonal, e.g., by combining the
proposed algorithm with a message passing algorithm as in [13]. To demonstrate this,
we will present some additional experimental results in Section 3.7, where we show
the potential of the algorithm in combination with the method in [13] for distributed
matrix inversion in order to compute a distributed MVDR beamformer.
Combining the MVDR filter from (3.5) with (3.6), the optimal solution, in (3.3)

can be written as

Z =

∑N
i=1 d

∗
i σ

−2
Vi

Yi∑N
i=1 d

∗
i σ

−2
Vi

di
. (3.7)

It should be noted that this beamformer allows for different noise PSDs per micro-
phone, while the generally used delay and sum beamformer requires the same noise
PSD for all microphones. Thus compared to the standard delay and sum beamformer,
the beamformer in (3.7) is more general. To compute the optimal solution of (3.7) in
a centralized fashion, each node i needs to transmit its noisy DFT coefficients Yi and
steering vector di to the central processing unit. As an alternative we investigate in
this work the use of randomized gossip [19] in order to compute the beamformer in a
distributed way.
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3.4 Randomized Gossip Algorithm
The randomized gossip algorithm [19] is a simple iterative algorithm for solving av-
erage consensus problems in a distributed way. Consider a randomly connected net-
work, where the connectivity is represented with an undirected graph G = (V, E).
The vertex set V = {1, 2, · · · , N} consists of the N nodes, and the edge set E de-
notes the communication links between every set of two nodes. Ni = {j| {i, j} ∈ E}
denotes the set of neighbors of node i. In the connected network G, we assume that
each node i has an initial value gi(0). The randomized gossip algorithm aims to find
the average value gave = 1

N

∑N
i=1 gi(0) of the initial values at each node i by using

only local information and local processing. The active communicating node pairs
in the randomized gossip algorithm are constrained to be disjoint. This constraint
was referred to as the gossip constraint in [19] and guarantees that each node i only
communicates with one neighboring node at each iteration. In [19], the randomized
gossip algorithm was considered in an asynchronous communication scheme and a
synchronous communication scheme. In the asynchronous communication scheme,
only one pair of neighboring nodes can update its data per iteration. The synchronous
averaging algorithms were proposed in order to obtain multiple communicating node
pairs at the same time, assuming that this increases the convergence rate. The syn-
chronous communication schemes were considered for an unbounded degree regular
graph and a bounded degree graph. A regular graph, is a graph where each node has
an equal number of neighbors. Obviously, this is a strong limitation for the application
of distributed speech enhancement. The scheme for a bounded degree graph is more
general but still has a relatively low convergence speed as it depends on the node with
highest degree, i.e., the node with the maximum number of neighbors. Furthermore,
the averaging procedure between two nodes is canceled when more than one active
node contacts a non-active node simultaneously. This slows down the convergence
speed of the algorithm unnecessarily. While the regular graph is a special case of
a bounded degree graph, the synchronous communication scheme for regular graphs
is not a special case of the synchronous communication scheme for bounded degree
graphs. To obtain a more general framework and faster convergence rate, we present in
this section a distributed synchronous averaging algorithm for a randomly connected
network meant for distributed speech enhancement, based on the original distributed
synchronous averaging (ODSA) algorithms [19] and we refer to this algorithm as the
improved general distributed synchronous averaging (IGDSA) algorithm.

3.4.1 Asynchronous Communication
In the asynchronous gossip algorithm [19], a pair of nodes is randomly selected based
on the asynchronous time model. Each node i runs a Poisson process of rate 1 inde-
pendently, which is equivalent to a global clock of rate N and uniform selection of
the active node. Here we denote t as the instant of the tth tick of the global clock
and gi(t) as the value of node i at the end of time-slot t. In each time-slot t, when
node i’s clock ticks, it randomly selects one neighboring node j with probability pij .
All probability elements pij are stacked in aN×N dimensional probability matrix p,
where pij > 0 if node i and node j are neighbors, otherwise pij = 0. At each iteration
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t, with probability GA
ij = 1

N pij , a pair of neighboring nodes i and j in the network is
randomly selected to exchange and update their current estimates as

gi(t) = gj(t) =
gi(t− 1) + gj(t− 1)

2
. (3.8)

Except for the two active nodes, all other nodes in the network keep the estimates
from the previous time-slot t − 1. When each pair of neighboring nodes in the con-
nected network gossips frequently enough, the estimates of each node are guaranteed
to converge to the average value gave. We discuss the convergence conditions in the
analysis in Section 3.6.

3.4.2 Improved Synchronous Communication
In the asynchronous communication scheme, only one pair of neighboring nodes i and
j performs an update per iteration, while the other nodes keep their estimates. There-
fore, the asynchronous communication scheme may converge slow in time. This prob-
lem becomes worse when the network is a large sparse network; then the optimally
estimated signal Zi, ∀i can only be obtained at the cost of a large number of iterations.
A reasonable solution is to increase the number of simultaneously communicating
node pairs, i.e., multiple node pairs may update their estimates at each iteration, as
also suggested in [19] for a regular and bounded degree network with the aforemen-
tioned limitations. As an alternative, we present the IGDSA algorithm in order to ob-
tain a general framework for synchronized communication. The algorithm is inspired
by the ODSA algorithms in [19], but is generalized to randomly connected networks
and is improved for faster convergence rate. In contrast to the ODSA algorithms, the
IGDSA algorithm for a regular graph is a special case of the IGDSA algorithm for
a bounded degree graph. An additional drawback of the ODSA algorithms is that an
inactive node j fails to have contact with any other node when more than one node,
say r nodes, contact node j during the same iteration. This means that node j has a
decreased probability of contacting its neighboring active node i. An improvement
that overcomes this drawback is to allow the inactive node j to select randomly one of
the r requesting neighboring nodes with probability 1

r if contacted by r active nodes.
Given a randomly connected network of N nodes, each node i at each iteration t

is active with probability 1
2 independently. An active node i randomly contacts one

neighboring inactive node j with probability pij and ignores all requests from other
active nodes. The corresponding probability matrix has the same definition as the
probability matrix p in the asynchronous communication scheme. An inactive node
j randomly selects a node i with probability 1

r from the r active nodes that contact
it. After that, nodes i and j update their estimates according to (3.8). The probability
that node pair (i, j) is selected, is given by

GI
ij =

1

2

bj∑
r=1

1

r

(bj−1

r−1
)∑

f=1

∏
l∈ur

f

1

2
plj

⎛⎝ ∏
l∈Nj\ur

f

(1−
1

2
plj)

⎞⎠I

, (3.9)

where bj is the size ofNj , i.e., the number of neighbors of node j, and ur
f is the set of

r active nodes that contact node j. Set ur
f depends on the specific combination f taken
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from the
(
bj−1
r−1

)
possible combinations when there are r active nodes contacting node

j; I is an indicator function which is I = 0 when the set Nj \ u
r
f is empty and I = 1

otherwise. For a regular network, (a graph where each node has exactly b neighbors),
GI

ij can be simplified using the Binomial Theorem resulting in

GI
ij =

1

2b

(
1−

(
1−

1

2b

)b
)
. (3.10)

At each iteration t, the probability GI
ij can be computed as follows: node j is

inactive with probability 1
2 ; r, r ∈ {1, · · · , bj}, neighboring nodes of a node j become

active and contact the inactive node j with probability
∏

l∈ur
f

1
2plj . The active node

i is randomly selected by the inactive node j with probability 1
r while the bj − r

remaining nodes do not contact node j with probability
∏

l∈Nj\ur
f
(1 − 1

2plj). Note

that besides node i, the inactive node j has bj − 1 other neighbors and thus,
(
bj−1
r−1

)
is

the combination of selecting r − 1 active nodes out of bj − 1 remaining neighboring
nodes of node j. The IGDSA is guaranteed to converge to the average value gave if
a sufficient number of iterations is used. We will give a detailed convergence rate
analysis in Section 3.6.

3.5 Distributed Delay and Sum Beamformer
The algorithm proposed in this work is referred to as the distributed delay-and-sum
beamformer (DDSB), since its objective is to estimate the centralized beamformer
from (7) in a distributed way. Unlike the centralized beamformer where the informa-
tion from all nodes is gathered at a central processing unit, the DDSB allows each
node in a randomly connected network to broadcast its data to only one of its neigh-
bors with the aim to obtain the same optimally estimated signal as in (3.7) at each
node by using only local information and local processing.
In a randomly connected WASN, we assume that each node i has two initial values

for a given time frame Ỹi(0) = d∗i σ
−2
Vi

Yi and d̃i(0) = d∗i σ
−2
Vi

di, where the noisy
signal Yi is obtained from the observation of the microphone at node i; the steering
vector di and the noise PSD σ2

Vi
have to be estimated. In order to keep the focus

on the theory and analysis of the distributed beamformer algorithm, we assume here
that the steering vectors are known. An estimate of di in the distributed setup can be
obtained by estimating the location of the target source and the microphones. For an
overview on sensor network self-localization and source localization algorithms see
[20] and [21], respectively. To estimate the noise PSD σ2

Vi
, we make use of the noise

PSD estimator presented in [25]. Based on the two initial values Ỹi(0) and d̃i(0), the
optimal centralized beamformer from (3.7) can be obtained as

Z =
1
N

∑N
i=1 Ỹi(0)

1
N

∑N
i=1 d̃i(0)

. (3.11)

Equation (3.11) shows that the distributed beamformer can be written as a ra-
tio of two averages, and thus, it can be seen as an averaging consensus problem.
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Let Ỹave = 1
N

∑N
i=1 Ỹi(0) and d̃ave = 1

N

∑N
i=1 d̃i(0) denote the averages of all

nodes’ initial values Ỹi(0) and d̃i(0), respectively. The objective of the DDSB al-
gorithm is then to find the average value Ỹave and d̃ave in a distributed manner. The
DDSB considered here is based on the randomized gossip algorithm and is an iter-
ative and randomized scheme, since each pair of communicating neighboring nodes
is randomly selected at each iteration. In addition, we classify the DDSB as asyn-
chronous DDSB (ADDSB), original synchronous DDSB (OSDDSB) and improved
synchronous DDSB (ISDDSB) depending on the different communication schemes
of the randomized gossip algorithm. Although we focus on the DDSB, the same rea-
soning can be used to compute an MVDR beamformer in distributed manner. In that
case, h = R−1

VVd can be computed, for example, the message passing algorithm pre-
sented in [13]. Subsequently, Z = hHY

hHd
can be computed in a distributed fashion

using randomized gossip, similar to the DDSB.
Before describing the DDSB, we introduce some additional notation. Let Ỹ(0) =

[Ỹ1(0), · · · , ỸN (0)]T denote a stackedN -dimensional vector consisting of initial val-
ues Ỹi(0) for all nodes i, and let the N -dimensional vector d̃(0) denote a stacked
vector of all initial values d̃i(0). Similarly, we use the stacked vector notation Ỹ(t)
and d̃(t) denoting vectors Ỹ and d̃ at iteration t, respectively. Then a general vector
form of the DDSB which describes the estimate at iteration t is given by

Ỹ(t) = U(t)Ỹ(t− 1), (3.12)

d̃(t) = U(t)d̃(t− 1), (3.13)

Z̃i(t) =
Ỹi(t)

d̃i(t)
, (3.14)

where Z̃i(t) denotes the estimated output signal of node i at iteration t, and U(t) is
a randomly selected N ×N dimensional update matrix. The matrixU(t) is selected
independently across time and it is computed as

U(t) = I−
1

2

∑
i,j∈C(t)

(ei − ej)(ei − ej)
T , (3.15)

where I denotes theN ×N dimensional identity matrix, ei = [0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0]T

is an N -dimensional unit vector with the ith component equal to 1, and C(t) is a set
of all communicating node pairs in the tth time-slot. The update matrix is a doubly
stochastic matrix, which implies U(t)1 = 1 and 1TU(t) = 1T with 1 denoting a
vector of all ones. These properties are necessary for the randomized gossip algorithm
to converge [19].
Given the initial vectors Ỹ(0) and d̃(0), the DDSB algorithm is realized by the

following steps:

1. Initialize the iteration index t = 0.

2. Select communicating neighboring nodes i and j via the chosen communication
scheme.
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3. Update the estimates Ỹi(t), Ỹj(t), d̃i(t) and d̃j(t) of all selected averaging node
pairs (i, j) as in (3.8). This implies that the weight matrix U(t) in (3.15) is
updated in the general vector form of the DDSB, and thus, all nodes update
their local information Ỹ(t) and d̃(t) by using equations (3.12) and (3.13).

4. Update the DDSB output Z̃i(t) of each node i in the network in (3.14).

5. t → t+ 1.

6. Return to step 2 until convergence has been achieved (see Section 3.6) or after
a fixed amount of iterations.

The time domain signal is then obtained by applying a windowed frame-wise inverse
DFT followed by overlap-add.

3.6 Convergence Analysis
Given that the network is connected, the iterative randomized gossip algorithm guar-
antees that all nodes’ estimates converge to the optimal average value when the update
matrix in each time-slot is a doubly stochastic matrix [19]. Since the update matrix
U(t) of the DDSB is symmetric and doubly stochastic in each iteration, the conver-
gence of limt→∞ Ỹ(t) to Ỹave1 and limt→∞ d̃(t) to d̃ave1 is guaranteed for any Ỹ(0)
and d̃(0). The convergence of the parameters Ỹ(t) and d̃(t) guarantees that the output
Z̃i of the DDSB converges to the optimal centralized solution Z if d̃ave �= 0.
To analyze the convergence rate of the presented algorithms, we use the conver-

gence error defined as

CE =

∥∥∥Ỹ(t)− Ỹave1

∥∥∥∥∥∥Ỹ(0)
∥∥∥ . (3.16)

With the convergence error CE, the convergence rate of the algorithm can in anal-
ogy with [19] be defined as the first time-slot where the convergence error is smaller
than a desired error ε with high probability 1 − ε. This time is referred to as the
ε-averaging time and is given by

Tave(ε) = sup
Ỹ(0)

inf
t=0,1,···

{P (CE ≥ ε) ≤ ε} . (3.17)

The averaging time Tave(ε) can be shown to be bounded by the second largest
eigenvalue of the expected value of the update matrix, E[U], as [19]

0.5 log ε−1

log λ2 (E [U])−1 ≤ Tave(ε, E [U]) ≤
3 log ε−1

log λ2 (E [U])−1 . (3.18)

As a consequence, the convergence rate of the DDSB depends on the second
largest eigenvalue of E[U]; the smaller the magnitude of λ2(E[U]), the faster the
convergence. The general definition of the expected value of the update matrix E[U]
is given as follows:
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1. The entry in the i-th row and the j-th column of the update matrix is Uij = 1
2

for i �= j, with probability Gij + Gji; otherwise, Uij = 0. Thus, the entry of
the expected value E[U]ij is

E[U]ij =
1

2
(Gij +Gji). (3.19)

2. When i = j, the entry of the update matrix is Uii = 1
2 with probability∑N

j=1(Gij +Gji)− 2Gii; otherwiseUii = 1. Then the expected value is

E[U]ii = 1−
1

2

N∑
j=1

(Gij +Gji) +Gii, (3.20)

where Gij is the probability that nodes i and j are selected to update their estimates.
Note that in this work we assume that there is no self-communication in the network,
i.e., tr(G) = 0, as this will not lead to changes in the data. Similarly, we denote the
expected value of the ADDSB and the ISDDSB as EA[U] and EI [U], respectively.
From the above definitions of the expected values, it follows that E[U] can be written
in a general vector form as

E [U] = I−
m

2
+

G+GT

2
, (3.21)

wherem = diag ([m1, · · · ,mN ]) is a diagonal matrix withmi =
∑N

j=1 [Gij +Gji].
As we discussed two different communication schemes in Section 3.4, matrix G has
two different possible expressions (GA

ij and GI
ij) depending on the communication

scheme.
In this section, based on the bound given in (3.18), and in combination with the

expected values EA[U] and EI [U] of the DDSB using the ADDSB and ISDDSB,
respectively, we first give a convergence analysis of the ADDSB, and then we present
convergence rate comparisons between the different DDSB algorithms.

3.6.1 Convergence Analysis of Asynchronous Gossip
The upper bound given in (3.18) is the minimum averaging time of the algorithm for a
given connected network to guarantee P (CE ≥ ε) ≤ ε. In practice, the exact network
topology is unknown. To be more specific about the averaging time of the ADDSB
algorithm expressed in terms of sensors in the network, we now derive bounds under
certain conditions for the fastest and the slowest asynchronous gossip algorithms for
a network of a given size.
As defined in Section 3.5, the probability matrix p is a stochastic matrix. In the

following derivations we will assume for ease of analysis that the matrix p is dou-
bly stochastic. In that case, from (3.21) in combination with GA

ij , it follows that the
expected value of the ADDSB EA[U] is given by (see also [19])

EA[U] = (1−
1

N
)I+

1

N
r, (3.22)
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with r = (p + pT )/2. From the bound given in (3.18), and in combination with
(3.22), we see that λ2(EA[U]), and thus, Tave(ε, EA[U]), depend on the matrix p and
hence, on the underlying network topology.
Given the network size, the connectivity of a randomly connected network will

be between the connectivity of the worst connected network and the best connected
network. We will first derive an upper bound for the averaging time for the best
connected network, and then an upper bound for the averaging time for the worst
connected network, under the constraint that p is doubly stochastic.

Best Connected Networks

Since the expected valueEA[U] is a symmetric positive semi-definite doubly stochas-
tic matrix [19], the eigenvalues of EA[U] are non-negative and equal to or smaller
than 1 in magnitude. We denote them as

λ1(EA[U]) = 1 ≥ λ2(EA[U]) ≥ · · · ≥ λN (EA[U]) ≥ 0. (3.23)

By the definition of the probability matrix p, we have tr(p) = 0, which means that∑N
i=1 λi(p) = 0. Combining this with (3.22), it then follows that

tr(EA[U]) = 1 +
N∑
i=2

λi(EA[U]) = N − 1. (3.24)

From (3.23) in combination with (3.24), it follows that λ2(EA[U]) is at its minimal
when all λi(EA[U]) for i ∈ 2, · · · , N are equal. From (3.24), it then follows that
tr(EA[U]) = 1 + λ2(EA[U])(N − 1) = N − 1, and thus, the smallest second largest
eigenvalue is λ2(EA[U]) = 1− 1

N−1 and the corresponding second largest eigenvalue
of r is λ2(r) = − 1

N−1 .
An example of a p-matrix with such an eigenvalue distribution is the matrix given

by
p =

1

N − 1
(11T − I). (3.25)

This is intuitively satisfying, as this probability matrix p is the p-matrix corre-
sponding to a fully connected network where the probability that a node i communi-
cates with any other neighboring node is uniformly distributed.
Altogether, the network that converges fastest when using the asynchronous gossip

algorithm has a second eigenvalue λ2,FA(EA[U]) = 1− 1
N−1 . For this λ2,FA(EA[U]),

we get the upper bound of the N -size network as

Tave,FA(ε,N) ≤
3 log ε−1

log
(
1− 1

N−1

)−1 . (3.26)

Using the Taylor series expansion log
(
1− 1

N−1

)−1

=
∑∞

n=1
( 1

N−1 )
n

n ≥ 1
N−1 ,

the upper bound of the averaging time Tave,FA(ε,N) can be written in terms of the
number of nodes N as

Tave,FA(ε,N) ≤ 3(N − 1) log ε−1. (3.27)
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In summary, the upper convergence bound grows less than linear with the number
of microphones. Furthermore, it can be shown that a network with a corresponding
eigenvalue distribution is given by a fully connected network with uniform probabili-
ties on the graph.

Worst Connected Networks

On the other hand, an example of a worst-possible connected network is given by a
set of sensors that are connected as a string. In this section we assume that there is
no self-loop in the network and the probability matrix p is a doubly stochastic matrix.
Therefore, the string should form a closed circle (ring), where the probability that a
node connects to the next (clockwise) node is denoted by q and the probability that it
connects to the previous (anti-clockwise) node is 1 − q. This leads to the following
probability matrix,

p =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 q 1− q
1− q 0 q 0

1− q
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

0
. . . . . . q

q 1− q 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (3.28)

For this doubly stochastic matrix p, matrix r in (3.22) is also doubly stochastic
with real eigenvalues and is given by

r =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0.5 0.5
0.5 0 0.5 0

0.5
. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

0
. . . . . . 0.5

0.5 0.5 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (3.29)

This r-matrix is a special case of a Toeplitz matrix and is known as a Gear-matrix
[26]. More specifically, it is a Gear-matrix scaled by a factor 0.5. The eigenvalues of
a scaled Gear-matrix have a special form and are given by [26] λi = 2β cos(2πn/N),
with n ∈ {0, ..., N − 1}, and β = 0.5. Since (1 − 1

N )I is an identity matrix with
eigenvalues λi = 1 − 1

N , ∀i, the second largest eigenvalue of EA[U] is given by
λ2,WA(EA[U]) = 1 − 1

N + 1
N cos(2π/N), where the subscript WA indicates the

second eigenvalue of the worst converging network when the asynchronous gossip is
used. Using (3.18), this leads to the following upper bound of the averaging time
Tave,WA(ε,N)

Tave,WA(ε,N) ≤
3 log ε−1

− log
(
1− 1

N (1− cos(2π/N))
) . (3.30)
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Using the Taylor series expansion log (1− x) = −
∑∞

k=1
xk

k for−1 ≤ x < 1 and
cosx =

∑∞
k=0

(−1)kx2k

(2k)! [27] we can write the following worst case upper bound for
the averaging time in terms of N

Tave,WA(ε,N) ≤
3N3 log ε−1

(2π)2/2 +
∑∞

k=2(−1)k+1N2
(
2π
N

)2k
/(2k)!

. (3.31)

The averaging time in the worst connected network, grows thus with the order
O(N3), while the averaging time for the best connected network grows with the order
O(N). However, in many practical applications, the network graph will certainly
be better connected than the worst case scenario, but worse connected than the best
connected network, as we will be show in Section 3.7.

3.6.2 Convergence Rate Comparisons
The synchronous communication schemes are proposed to converge faster than the
asynchronous gossip algorithm since they allow multiple node pairs to update simul-
taneously. To investigate this, we compare the convergence rate of the asynchronous
gossip algorithm with the ODSA algorithm in [19] and the IGDSA algorithm. The
convergence analysis will be made for a regular network.
In a b-regular graph, where each node has exactly b neighbors, we define the proba-

bility matrix p as pij = 1/b if node i is connected with node j and pij = 0 otherwise.
Combining this probability matrix p with GA

ij , the simplification of GI
ij for regular

graphs given in (3.10) and with (3.21), the expected values ERA[U] and ERI[U] in a
b-regular graph are given by

ERA[U] = (1−
1

N
)I+

p

N
, (3.32)

ERI[U] = (1− b̂I)I+ b̂Ip, (3.33)

where the subscripts RA and RI indicate that these are the expected values of the asyn-
chronous gossip and IGDSA algorithm, respectively, and b̂I = 1

2

(
1−

(
1− 1

2b

)b).
The expected value of the ODSA algorithm can be shown to be [19]

ERO[U] = (1− b̂)I+ b̂p, (3.34)

with b̂ = 1
4 (1−

1
2b )

b−1. The number of neighboring nodes is then given by the range
2 ≤ b ≤ N − 1 and we assume that N > 2. Since both b̂I and b̂ are monotonically
decreasing functions as a function of b, they can be bounded as

1

4
(1−

1

2(N − 1)
)N−2 ≤ b̂ ≤

3

16
, (3.35)

and
1

2

(
1−

(
1−

1

2(N − 1)

)N−1
)

≤ b̂I ≤
7

32
. (3.36)
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To compare the convergence rate of the asynchronous gossip algorithm with the
ODSA algorithm in a b-regular graph, their second largest eigenvalues can be com-
pared as

λ2,RO(ERO [U])− λ2,RA(ERA [U]) =
1−Nb̂

N
(1− λ2(p)). (3.37)

where the subscript RO indicates that this is for a regular graph and the ODSA algo-
rithm.
From (3.35), it follows that the upper bound of 1−Nb̂ is monotonically decreasing

as a function of N . Then, using the fact that −1 ≤ λ2(p) < 1, we have that

λ2,RO(ERO [U]) > λ2,RA(ERA [U])

for N≤5 and
λ2,RO(ERO [U]) < λ2,RA(ERA [U])

for N ≥ 7, which indicates that the ODSA algorithm converges faster than the asyn-
chronous gossip algorithmwith high probability ifN ≥ 7 and it converges slower with
high probability ifN ≤ 5. A similar eigenvalue comparison can be given between the
IGDSA algorithm and the asynchronous gossip algorithm as

λ2,RI(ERI [U])− λ2,RA(ERA [U]) =
1−Nb̂I

N
(1− λ2(p)). (3.38)

From (3.38) and the bound given in (3.36), in combination with −1 ≤ λ2(p) <

1 and the fact that the upper bound of 1 − Nb̂I is monotonically decreasing as a
function of N , it follows that λ2,RI(ERI [U]) > λ2,RA(ERA [U]) for N ≤ 4 and
λ2,RI(ERI [U]) < λ2,RA(ERA [U]) for N ≥ 5. Thus, the IGDSA algorithm con-
verges faster than the asynchronous gossip algorithm with high probability if N ≥ 5,
while the IGDSA algorithm converges slower than the asynchronous gossip algorithm
when there are less than 5 nodes in the regular network.
The convergence rate comparison between the IGDSA algorithm and the ODSA

algorithm in a b-regular graph is given by

λ2,RI(ERI [U])− λ2,RO(ERO [U]) = (b̂− b̂I)(1− λ2(p)). (3.39)

Similarly, from (3.39) and the fact that−1 ≤ λ2(p)<1, we have λ2,RI(ERI [U])−
λ2,RO(ERO [U]) ≤ 0 for all N > 2. This implies that the IGDSA algorithm con-
verges faster than the ODSA algorithm with high probability.
The above convergence rate comparisons show that the synchronous communica-

tion schemes converge faster than the asynchronous communication scheme if there
are enough nodes in a regular network. In [19], the authors also proposed a dis-
tributed synchronous averaging algorithm for more general graphs, i.e., bounded de-
gree graphs. Although it is interesting to directly compare the convergence rate of the
presented IGDSA algorithm with the ODSA algorithm in a randomly (non-regular)
connected network, it is not straightforward to do this using analytic expressions, due
to the general nature of the IGDSA algorithm. Therefore, in order to compare the con-
vergence behavior of the two algorithms in a randomly connected network, we will
use simulations as discussed in Section 3.7.
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3.7 Simulations
In this section, we illustrate the performance of all the presented algorithms via a
simulated WASN. We first provide simulation results to demonstrate the accuracy of
the convergence analysis of the distributed averaging algorithms in Section 3.6 using
synthetic data. Then, we will consider speech data to evaluate the performance of the
DDSB algorithm using the different communication schemes.

3.7.1 Synthetic Data
In this subsection, we perform simulations using synthetic data in which each node
i in the network has the initial value Vi, and Vi, ∀i are independent and identically
distributed Gaussian variables. We first consider a randomly generated WASN, to
compare the convergence error CE with the bounds for the fastest and slowest aver-
aging time of the asynchronous gossip algorithm. Then, we compare the convergence
rate of the asynchronous gossip algorithm with the proposed IGDSA algorithm and
the ODSA algorithm from [19] for regular networks. Finally, we give a comparison of
the convergence behavior between the IGDSA algorithm, the ODSA algorithm, and
the asynchronous gossip algorithm for a randomly connected network.

Worst and Best Case Bounds for A WASN of A Given Size

To illustrate that the derived bounds for the worst and the best case averaging time
of the randomized gossip algorithm for a WASN of a given size guarantee a desired
convergence error ε with high probability 1− ε, we simulate a WASN where 20 nodes
are randomly connected with 60 edges. We repeat the simulation 20 times and use
different initial values at all nodes. To compare how different the CE is from the de-
sired convergence error for ε = 0.01, we evaluate the CE for the asynchronous gossip
algorithm using different fixed numbers of iterations. In the asynchronous gossip al-
gorithm, we first use Tave,PA which is based on the upper bound in (3.18) combined
with the optimal p-matrix from [19]. Then we compare this to the upper bound that
would be obtained for best connected network Tave,FA in (3.26) and the upper bound
that would be obtained for the worst connected network Tave,WA in (3.30).
Figure 3.1 shows that both with Tave,WA and with the optimal Tave,PA, the CE

of the asynchronous gossip algorithm is lower than the desired CE, and that with
Tave,FA the CE is higher than the desired CE. As expected, for a given ε, Tave,PA

of the asynchronous gossip algorithm is the least number of iterations to guarantee
convergence ε for a given connected network, and Tave,WA is the least number of
iterations to guarantee convergence ε given only the network size N when using the
asynchronous gossip algorithm with the assumption that matrix p is doubly stochastic.

Convergence Comparison in Regular Graphs

In Section 3.6, we showed a comparison of the convergence rate of the asynchronous
gossip algorithm with the IGDSA algorithm for regular graphs. To demonstrate the
accuracy of the convergence analysis of the distributed algorithms, we simulate four
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Figure 3.1: The convergence error CE across different realizations.

simple regular graphs where N = {4, 5, 6, 7} nodes are fully connected. At each
iteration t, we will use the convergence error CE given in (3.16) as a measure to
assess the performance of the algorithms.
Figure 3.2(a) shows a simulation result with four fully connected nodes. The

curves in Fig. 3.2(a) correspond to the three different communication schemes of the
randomized gossip algorithm and show that the asynchronous scheme converges faster
than the IGDSA and the ODSA algorithm. The simulation results with five, six and
seven fully connected nodes are shown in Figs. 3.2(b)-3.2(d), respectively, and show
that the asynchronous gossip algorithm converges slower than the IGDSA algorithm
when there are more than four nodes in the network. Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show
that the asynchronous gossip algorithm converges faster than the ODSA algorithm if
N ≤ 5, and in Fig. 3.2(d) we see that the ODSA algorithm converges faster than the
asynchronous communication scheme when N ≥ 7. These results are in line with the
convergence analysis in Section 3.6.2.

Convergence Comparison in Non-regular Graphs

Since it is not straightforward to perform a convergence rate comparison in a non-
regular graph using analytic expressions, we show in this subsection simulation re-
sults to compare the convergence rates of the proposed IGDSA algorithm with the
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Figure 3.2: The convergence error CE versus number of iterations.

ODSA algorithm and the asynchronous gossip algorithm in non-regular networks. We
simulate three different randomly connected networks where 20 nodes are randomly
connected with 60, 80, and 100 edges. The probability matrix p in this simulation is
defined as pij = 1/bi if node i and node j are neighbors, where bi is the number of
neighbors of node i; pij = 0 otherwise. We investigate the convergence error CE
given in (3.16) versus the number of iterations.
In Figs. 3.3(a)-3.3(c), we show a results of the randomized gossip algorithm in

a randomly connected network where 20 nodes are randomly connected with 60, 80
and 100 edges respectively. Not surprisingly, the IGDSA algorithm converges faster
than the ODSA algorithm and the asynchronous gossip algorithm. However, note
that the asynchronous gossip algorithm converges faster than the ODSA algorithm.
This can be explained by the fact that in the ODSA algorithm, the probability that
two neighboring nodes average is inversely proportional to the maximum degree of
the network. The detailed mathematical analysis of the ODSA was provided in [19],
which showed that the probability that two neighboring nodes average in the ODSA is
smaller than the probability in asynchronous gossip algorithm, if the maximum degree
of the network is relatively large.
Comparing Fig. 3.3(a), 3.3(b) and 3.3(c), we can also observe that by increasing

the number of edges, the convergence speed of the IGDSA increases. This can be
explained by the fact that increasing the number of edges will lead to more disjoint
pairs of nodes that can communicate simultaneously in the IGDSA. However, the con-
vergence speed of the ODSA has no significant change, since increasing the number
of edges will increase the maximum degree of the network and partly decrease the
probability that two neighboring nodes perform averaging.
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Figure 3.3: The convergence error CE versus number of iterations.

Figure 3.4 depicts the total number of required transmissions of the presented
algorithms for reaching a desired convergence error ε = 0.01 as a function of the
number of edges. We simulate some randomly connected networks where 20 nodes
are randomly connected with 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 edges, respectively.
For each simulated network, we repeat the experiment 1000 times and average the
required transmissions over the 1000 realizations. The simulation results show that
the required transmissions for reaching the desired convergence error ε is decreased
by increasing the number of edges of a given size network. This is consistent with the
simulation results in Fig. 3.1, where a better connected network requires less trans-
missions to reach the desired convergence error. Notice that the difference between
the total number of required transmissions of the three algorithms is very small. The
reason is that all three distributed algorithms are based on the pairwise communica-
tion scheme. However, as the IGDSA allows multiple pairs of nodes to communicate
simultaneously per iteration, it needs much less iterations compared to the ODSA and
the asynchronous averaging as shown in Fig. 3.3.

3.7.2 Wireless Acoustic Sensor Networks

In this section, we provide experimental results obtained using speech data. First,
the simulation environment and performance measures are described. Then, the per-
formance of the DDSB algorithm in regular and non-regular networks is discussed.
Lastly, the performance of the DDSB algorithm is compared with some existing dis-
tributed noise reduction algorithms.
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Simulation Environment and Performance Measures

We simulate regular networks and non-regular networks with acoustic sensor nodes.
In each network, we consider that wireless microphones, a speech source and a noise
source are randomly distributed in a 10m× 10m rectangular area. Each node gathers
noisy speech signals at a sampling frequency of fs = 16 kHz. We use a 30 s speech
signal originating from the Timit database [28] as the clean speech source and a white
Gaussian signal as the noise source. The noise PSD is estimated during noise-only
periods using an ideal VAD. Assuming a free-field situation, the steering vector d is
determined by gain and delay values as d =

[
a1e

−jωkτ1 , · · · , aNe−jωkτN
]T , where

ai is the damping coefficient, and τi denotes the delay in number of samples. In this
work, we assume that the distance li between microphone i and the desired source
is known. Then, with damping ai = 1/li, delay τi = li

c fs, and the speed of sound
c = 340m/s, the steering vector di of microphone i is known. All nodes process the
signals in the frequency domain using frame-based processing, with a frame length of
32 ms and a 50%-overlapping Hann window.

We use the mean square-error (MSE) as a measure to assess the noise reduction
performance of the presented DDSB algorithm, since we are mainly interested in the
performance difference compared to the centralized noise reduction algorithms. We
also assess speech quality by means of the segmental SNR, and the speech intelligibil-
ity of the enhanced signal using the short-time objective intelligibility measure (STOI)
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[29]. The MSE for node i is averaged over all time frames and is defined as

MSEi =
1

MK

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

∥∥∥Ẑi(k,m)− S(k,m)
∥∥∥2 , (3.40)

where K denotes the number of frequency bins,M is the number of time-frames and
Ẑi(k,m) and S(k,m) denote the frequency domain DFT coefficient of the beam-
former output and the desired speech signal, respectively, at frequency-bin index k
and time-frame index m. The segmental SNR for node i is averaged over all time
frames and is given by

SNRi =
1

M

M∑
m=1

10log10

∑K
k=1 |S(k,m)|2∑K

k=1

∣∣∣Ẑi(k,m)− S(k,m)
∣∣∣2 . (3.41)

The DDSB Algorithm in Regular Networks

We simulate two different regular networks with 20 microphones, a fully connected
and a ring-connected network, which are the best and worst connected networks, re-
spectively, for a doubly stochastic p-matrix. In the simulation, the input SNR of mi-
crophone 1 in the network is set to 1 dB. We investigate the performance of the DDSB
algorithm using the different communication schemes and compare the convergence
rate of the ADDSB with the OSDDSB and the ISDDSB.
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Figure 3.5: The MSE of node 1 with 1 dB input SNR versus iteration.

Figure 3.5 shows the MSE between the output of all DDSB algorithms at node
1 and the desired speech signal and the MSE between the CDSB and the desired
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speech signal. It is observed that the MSE of the DDSB algorithm using the different
communication schemes decreases with increasing number of iterations. It is also seen
that all presented DDSB algorithms reach the same performance as the CDSB when
enough iterations are used. As expected, the DDSB algorithm using synchronous
communication schemes converges faster than the ADDSB algorithm in both sub-
figures, since there are enough nodes in the regular network. The ISDDSB has the
fastest convergence, although the difference with OSDDSB in these regular networks
is relatively small. The simulation results corroborate the convergence rate analysis of
the DDSB algorithm in regular networks.

The DDSB Algorithm in Non-regular Networks

We now show a convergence rate comparison of all presented DDSB algorithms for
a randomly connected network. We simulate a non-regular network where 20 micro-
phones are randomly connected with 60 edges. The input SNR of microphone 1 in
the network is 2 dB. In [19], the authors described a distributed method for finding an
optimal probability matrix p in the asynchronous gossip algorithm. We use this opti-
mal probability matrix p in the experiment for all presented DDSB algorithms, since
the ADDSB has the fastest convergence speed using the optimal probability matrix in
a randomly connected network.
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Figure 3.6: The MSE of node 1 with 2 dB input SNR versus iteration.

Figure 3.6 shows that the DDSB algorithm using the different communication
schemes reaches the same performance as the CDSB when each pair of neighboring
nodes communicates frequently enough. As expected, the ISDDSB converges faster
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than the ADDSB and the OSDDSB algorithm. On the other hand, the ADDSB algo-
rithm converges faster than the OSDDSB algorithm, since the maximum degree of the
network is not small enough.

Comparison with Reference Methods

Here, we compare the presented framework for distributed beamforming with a method
from the literature [17] in terms of performance and required number of transmissions.
We simulate a randomly connected WASN where nine acoustic sensor nodes are ran-
domly connected with 24 edges. One target speech source and ten noise sources are
present in a 10×10meter rectangular area. The ten noise sources are simulated by five
independent white Gaussian noise signals and five independent babble noise signals.
Each node consists of one microphone and the input SNR of microphone 1 is 1 dB.
The noise PSD tracking algorithm in [25] is used to estimate the noise PSD σ2

Vi
.

Several existing methods are used to compare the performance of the ISDDSB.
First, we consider the single-microphone Wiener filter in order to compare the perfor-
mance to a single-microphone algorithm. The Wiener filter was implemented using
the decision-directed approach [3] to estimate the SNR and the MMSE based noise
PSD estimator from [25]. Second, we consider the DANSE algorithm [17]. Since
the single-microphone Wiener filter can be applied as a post-filter on the beamformer
output, we additionally include simulation results of the ISDDSB and DANSE with
the single channel Wiener filter as post-processor, referred to as ISDDSB-WF and
DANSE-WF, respectively. To compare the distributed beamformers with their cen-
tralized versions and evaluate any performance loss, we also use the centralized adap-
tive node-specific signal estimation (CANSE) algorithm, the CDSB, the CANSE-WF
and the CDSB-WF, which incorporate a Wiener as post-processor. Since the DANSE
algorithm is confined to perform in a network with a tree topology, we convert the
randomly connected network into a network with tree topology when the DANSE al-
gorithm is used. Furthermore, since the DANSE algorithm is time recursive and needs
some initialization time, we remove the first initializing 15 s when calculating the
MSE, segmental SNR and STOI.
Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(c) show the speech quality of the distributed beamform-

ers and their centralized version in terms of MSE and SNR, respectively. Figure
3.7(b) shows the predicted speech intelligibility performance of the beamformers out-
put. From the perspective of the centralized algorithms, we observed that both the
noise reduction and speech intelligibility performance of the CANSE algorithm and
CANSE-WF are better than the CDSB and CDSB-WF. This is reasonable since the
CANSE algorithm can essentially be implemented as an MVDR beamformer with
single-channel Wiener post-filter, and the MVDR beamformer generally has better
speech quality and intelligibility than the CDSB algorithm when the noise signals of
the microphones are correlated. Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(c) show that the noise reduc-
tion performance of the CANSE-WF and CDSB-WF is better than the CANSE and
CDSB. This is consistent with the fact that the single-microphone Wiener filter can
efficiently reduce noise power. However, Fig. 3.7(b) shows that the speech intelli-
gibility of the beamformers that do not use a post-filter is better. This is because the
single-channel Wiener filter leads to much speech distortion and relatively poor speech
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Figure 3.7: (a) The MSE of node 1 with 1 dB input SNR versus average number of
transmissions per time frame per node. (b) The STOI of node 1 with 1 dB input SNR
versus average number of transmissions per time frame per node. (c) The SNR of
node 1 with 1 dB input SNR versus average number of transmissions per time frame
per node.

intelligibility, which is also shown by comparing the STOI value of the noisy signal
and the single-channel Wiener filter output. From the perspective of the distributed
algorithms, it is observed that the ISDDSB and the ISDDSB-WF reach the same per-
formance as their centralized counterparts, the CDSB and the CDSB-WF algorithms,
respectively, when enough transmissions are used. However, both the speech quality
and the intelligibility of the DANSE and DANSE-WF are worse than the CANSE and
CANSE-WF, respectively. An interesting observation is that the performance of the
DANSE and DANSE-WF are somewhat worse than the DDSB and the DDSB-WF
algorithm in terms of MSE, SNR and STOI. These differences can partly be explained
by the following. First, in contrast to the DDSB, DANSE assumes no knowledge
about the steering vector, but estimates this implicitly using estimates of the noise, the
noisy correlation matrices and using information on the on-off behavior of the desired
signal. Secondly, the time-recursive DANSE algorithm does not fully converge to the
CANSE algorithm, which already implies some performance loss. This might be due
to the fact that 1) the DANSE algorithm performs subsequent iterations over differ-
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ent signal segments and only allows one node to update its beamformer coefficients
at each iteration, while other nodes only gather their neighbors’ information, 2) the
used observation window length is too short for the algorithm to estimate the signal
statistics, and 3) low-SNR nodes might affect the estimation in the reference node.
Next, Figs. 3.7(a), 3.7(b) and 3.7(c) show the trade-off between the performance

and the communication cost of all the distributed algorithms. Despite the small per-
formance improvement of the DDSB algorithm compared to the DANSE algorithm
it should be mentioned that this is at the expense of a higher communication load.
The main reason for this difference is the fact that the DANSE algorithm employs a
broadcast protocol and performs time-recursive updates over signal frames, while the
DDSB based algorithms use a point-to-point transmission protocol per signal frame.
The communication cost of the randomized gossip based distributed beamformers can
be reduced via clique or cluster based randomized gossip algorithms, [30], [31].
Furthermore, the DDSB assumes that the noise field is spatially uncorrelated. This

is not necessarily a problem, as shown by the experimental results in Fig. 3.7. This
experiment is based on point non-stationary noise sources where clearly this assump-
tion is not completely valid, but where validity depends on the inter-microphones
distance. To further improve the performance of the distributed beamformer, the pro-
posed algorithm can be combined with the message passing algorithm from [13] in
order to incorporate noise correlation. To demonstrate this, we present a final exper-
iment where we compare the performance of the CDSB and an MVDR, with their
distributed counterparts, that are, the ISDDSB and a distributed MVDR (DMVDR)
based on the message passing algorithm from [13] combined with the proposed in this
article randomized gossip algorithm for distributed beamforming.
The message passing algorithm can be used to compute R−1

VVd in a distributed
fashion. Subsequently, the proposed randomized gossip algorithm can be used to
compute YHR−1

VVd and dHR−1
VVd in distributed fashion. As the noise field is as-

sumed to be stationary in this experiment, the message passing algorithm is applied
only once, in case the noise field is changing, the algorithm must be applied repeatedly
for every time-frame.
Figure 3.8 depicts the noise reduction performance of the ISDDSB and the DMVDR

beamformer versus the number of transmissions. We simulate a network where ten
nodes are fully connected while the input SNR of microphone 1 is 1 dB. As expected,
we see that indeed a gain of approximate−5 dB can be obtained by taking noise corre-
lation into account in the DMVDR beamformer. Of course, the potential improvement
by incorporating noise correlation depends on the number of noise sources and their
locations. In addition, both the DMVDR and ISDDSB converge to their centralized
version, after sufficient iterations. Note that the DMVDR takes some extra transmis-
sions to estimateYHR−1

VVd compared to the ISDDSB algorithm.

3.8 Conclusions
In this work we introduced a distributed delay and sum beamformer (DDSB) algorithm
using both asynchronous and synchronous communication schemes for decentralized
estimation of the clean speech signal in a randomly connected wireless acoustic sensor
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Figure 3.8: The MSE of node 1 with 1 dB input SNR versus average transmission per
time frame.

network. The algorithm is based on randomized gossip. In addition, we presented an
improved general distributed synchronous averaging (IGDSA) algorithm that can be
applied to any connected network. The DDSB algorithm using the different communi-
cation schemes converges asymptotically to the centralized beamformer. We described
worst and best case convergence bounds for the asynchronous DDSB algorithm for a
network of a given size and we compared analytically the convergence rate of the
DDSB algorithm using the proposed IGDSA with the asynchronous DDSB (ADDSB)
algorithm and the original synchronous DDSB (OSDDSB) algorithm in an unbounded
regular network. The simulation results demonstrated that the proposed algorithm for
simultaneous updating increases the convergence rate of the DDSB when there is a
sufficient amount of nodes in the regular network. Furthermore, simulation results
with non-regular networks showed a large gain in convergence speed for DDSB us-
ing the proposed IGDSA compared to the DDSB using the existing communication
algorithm for non-regular networks.
Experiments on the comparisons between the proposed algorithm and several dis-

tributed speech enhancement reference algorithms from literature indicated the trade-
off between the speech enhancement performance and the communication cost of the
distributed algorithms. Specifically, with the advantage of not having a topology
constraint, the proposed algorithm has better performance than the referenced dis-
tributed adaptive node-specific signal estimation (DANSE) algorithm at the expense
of a higher communication cost. To further reduce the communication costs, use can
be made of clique and cluster based distributed beamforming. This is studied in [30],
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where the communication cost of the DDSB is further decreased, by investigating
the use of cliques and clusters for the randomized gossip algorithm in a randomly
connected network. In contrast to the DANSE algorithm where the steering vector
is estimated implicitly, the proposed algorithms make use of prior knowledge on the
steering vector. Ongoing research investigates how these steering vectors can be es-
timated in a distributed way and how correlated noise fields and reverberation can be
taken into account explicitly. Finally, to bring distributed noise reduction algorithms
to practice, practical aspects such as clock synchronization of the different sensors in
the WASN has to be taken into account.
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4.1 Introduction
In applications like hearings aids and mobile telephony, beamforming algorithms for
noise reduction, e.g., [1], are often used to improve quality and intelligibility of noisy
speech. However, conventional centralized beamforming algorithms generally use a
rather limited number of microphones at fixed locations, which limits the performance.
This can be improved using wireless acoustic sensor networks (WASNs), where many
low-cost microphones each with its own individual processor are distributed over the
environment. For large WASNs, traditional centralized beamformers are neither ro-
bust nor scalable. In contrast to centralized beamformers, distributed beamformers
only need to perform local communication and local processing, they scale well as the
network grows, and exhibit robustness as there is no centralized processor. Recently,
there has been a growing interest in distributed beamforming in WASNs, e.g., [2, 3, 4].
We introduced an asynchronous distributed delay-and-sum beamformer (DDSB)

in [3], which is based on the asynchronous randomized gossip algorithm [5]. Without
topology constraint, the DDSB converges to the optimal centralized beamformer. In
[6] it was shown that this approach can also be combined with a message passing algo-
rithm to compute a minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer
in a distributed way. However, the convergence rate of the asynchronous DDSB is
relatively slow, since only one pair of neighboring nodes can update its estimates per
time-slot. An obvious way to improve the convergence speed is to apply synchronous
randomized gossip [5] as applied in [7]. Although this improves the convergence
speed, other approaches are required to further improve the convergence speed of ran-
domized gossip-based beamforming.
Recent improvements of the randomized gossip algorithm exploit the principle

of broadcasting, e.g., [8, 9]. In [9] this is done by forming overlapping clusters of
nodes, and subsequently averaging per cluster instead of per node-pair. This improves
the convergence speed. A further improvement is obtained by averaging across two
neighboring non-overlapping clusters as proposed in [8]. Both algorithms depend on
cluster heads, which makes them sensitive to changes in network topology, in par-
ticular if a cluster head disappears from the network. In that case, the remaining
nodes in the cluster become useless and require a new formation of clusters. Instead
of using clusters, we propose in this article to improve the convergence speed of the
randomized gossip [5] using non-overlapping cliques. The randomized gossip is then
based on averaging across two neighboring non-overlapping cliques, which will lead
to a large improvement of the convergence speed of randomized gossip. Moreover,
as cliques are generally better connected than clusters, the presented approach will be
more robust (in terms of node failures) than the cluster-based approach [8].
The presented framework is subsequently combined with the DDSB [3]. We re-

fer to this algorithm as clique-based distributed beamformer (CbDB). Without central
unit and network routing requirements, the CbDB converges to the centralized beam-
former. Since the CbDB performs only local communication and local processing,
there is no constraint on the number and location of microphones and no risk of hav-
ing a single point failure. Moreover, we prove that the CbDB converges faster than
the DDSB in [3]. The convergence analysis of the CbDB is tested in a simulated
WASN, which shows that the convergence rate compared to the DDSB is significantly
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improved, and that the robustness of the CbDB is improved compared to the cluster-
based distributed beamformer.

4.2 Problem Formulation and Notation
We consider an WASN as a randomly connected undirected graph G = (V, E), with V
the vertex set consisting of N acoustic sensor nodes and E the edge set of undirected
communication links between every set of two connected nodes. We assume that each
node i ∈ V has |Ni| neighbors with Ni the set of neighbors of node i. Every node
captures a mix between a desired target speech source and noise sources present in the
environment. Assuming that speech and noise sources are uncorrelated and additive,
the signal model for each node i in the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) domain is
given as

Yi(k,m) = Si(k,m) + Vi(k,m), (4.1)

with Yi(k,m), Si(k,m) and Vi(k,m) the noisy speech, target speech and noise DFT
coefficient, respectively, at frequency-bin index k and time-frame index m. We as-
sume the DFT coefficients to have zero-mean and to be independent across time and
frequency, which allows us to omit the time and frequency indices for notational con-
venience. Further, we consider the case of a single desired speech source. The speech
Si at node i can then be written as Si = diS with S the speech DFT coefficient at the
source location and di the acoustic transfer function from the speech source S to node
i. In general, Yi, Si, Vi and di, ∀i ∈ V are stacked in N dimensional vectors Y, S,
V and d, respectively. A vector notation of the signal model in DFT domain is then
given byY = dS +V.
The clean speech DFT coefficient S can be estimated by applying a spatial filter

w toY, i.e., Z = wHY, with Z the estimated clean speech DFT coefficient and (·)H

Hermitian transposition. An often used filter is the MVDR beamformer, that is [1]

w =
R−1

V V d

dHR−1
V V d

, (4.2)

with RV V the noise spectral covariance matrix. For simplicity, we assume that the
WASN is in an uncorrelated noise field. With this assumption, Vi, ∀i can be argued
to be approximately spatially uncorrelated with power spectral density (PSD) σ2

Vi
, so

that RV V = diag
{
σ2
V1
, · · · , σ2

VN

}
. In case this does not hold, the presented theory

can still be used in combination with the message passing algorithm from [6]. The
clean speech DFT coefficient can then be estimated as

Z =

∑N
i=1 d

∗
i σ

−2
Vi

Yi∑N
i=1 d

∗
i σ

−2
Vi

di
, (4.3)

where (·)∗ denotes conjugation. Note that this beamformer is a special case of the
MVDR beamformer, but more general than the delay-and-sum beamformer [1]. More
specifically, it still allows different noise PSDs per microphone. The centralized beam-
former in (4.3), can be used when there is a central processor gathering the information
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from all nodes in G. However, the constraints of the communication reliability and ra-
dius of WASNs make the centralized beamformer neither robust nor scalable in a large
WASN. Instead, (4.3) can be implemented in a distributed way using the DDSB [3],
which is based on finding consensus across pairs of nodes in the network. To increase
convergence speed, we investigate in this article the use of cliques. This requires to
find the cliques in a network in a distributed way.
Finally, notice that distributed beamforming requires the clocks of all nodes in the

WASN to be synchronized. As clock synchronization is well studied, see e.g., [10]
and we want to focus this work, we assume all clocks to be synchronized.

4.3 Distributed Determination of Cliques
A maximal clique is a fully connected sub-graph that cannot be extended by including
more nodes without ceasing to be a clique. Since each node can belong to multiple
maximal cliques, the maximal cliques of G can be overlapping. To exploit the concept
of maximal cliques for beamforming based on randomized gossip, we consider non-
overlapping cliques only. Here we briefly discuss how to find a set of non-overlapping
cliques in a distributed way, such that each node belongs to only one clique.
The approach consists of two steps. First, each node i ∈ V finds all its maximal

cliques in a distributed way. This can be done using a slightly modified version of
the first Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [11]. In this modified version, each node i runs
the Bron-Kerbosch algorithm, where the set of candidate nodes that can form a clique
with node i consists of the setNi of neighboring nodes. For each node this results in a
set of maximal cliques. Subsequently, each node should be assigned to just one clique
by local communication. A more detailed description on how to make the cliques non-
overlapping are given in appendix A. This can be done using only local information of
the neighboring nodes. The constraint to make the cliques non-overlapping can lead
to situations where a smaller clique is selected instead of a maximal clique. Given the
set of non-overlapping cliques, we propose in the next section a distributed consensus
algorithm via non-overlapping cliques (DCvNC).

4.4 Distributed Consensus Algorithm
The non-overlapping cliques can be used to compress the graph by representing each
clique by one single node. Let C denote the number of non-overlapping cliques and
Kc denote the number of nodes in clique c. Consider a connected non-overlapping
clique network GR = (VR, ER) consisting of a set of non-overlapping cliques VR =
{1, · · · , C} and a set of edges ER, where each edge (c, l) ∈ ER is an undirected link
between two non-overlapping cliques c and l. A clique c has |Nc| neighboring cliques.
Note that GR is a compressed version of G, since all nodes in a clique c are represented
as a single node in GR and multiple edges between two cliques are compressed as one
edge in GR.
Each node i, i = 1, · · · , N , in the original graph G has an initial value gi(0). First,

each non-overlapping clique c in the corresponding compressed graph GR computes
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its initial value hc(0) as hc(0) =
∑

i∈c gi(0). To do so, each node i in a clique c
broadcasts its values gi(0) to all other nodes in the clique. The average value over
all cliques’ initial values is have = 1

C

∑C
c=1 hc(0). We assume that each node i ∈ c

has the list of all neighboring cliques Nc of clique c. To facilitate a convergence
analysis using the Laplacian matrix, we assume, similar as in [8], that each edge in the
compressed graph is activated with uniform probability. Therefore, each node i ∈ c

runs a rate |Nc|
2Kc

Poisson process independently. Clique c becomes active when the
clock of any node i ∈ c ticks. This means that a clique c runs a Poisson process with
rate |Nc|

2 . This corresponds to a global clock of rate |ER|, and implies that each clique
becomes active with probability |Nc|

2|ER| . In each time-slot t, two neighboring nodes
i and j in neighboring cliques c and l, respectively, communicate with probability
pcl =

1
2|ER| and update their current values as

hc(t) = hl(t) = (hc(t− 1) + hl(t− 1)) /2, (4.4)

where c and l denote clique index and hc(t) denotes the value of clique c at the end
of time-slot t. Subsequently, nodes i and j broadcast the updated estimates hc(t) and
hl(t) to all the nodes in clique c and l, respectively. Notice that after a sufficient
number of iterations, (4.4) does lead to the average have, but generally not to the
average gave = 1

N

∑N
i=1 gi(0). In case one is interested in the average gave, a second

consensus algorithm can be run in order to computeKave =
1
C

∑C
c=1 Kc (the average

number of nodes per clique), after which gave after a sufficient number of iterations is
given by gave = have/Kave.

4.5 Clique-based Distributed Beamformer
The beamformer in (4.3) can be seen as a ratio of two averages. Using a consensus al-
gorithm over non-overlapping cliques (see Section 4.4), it is possible to estimate these
averages in distributed fashion. We refer to this distributed beamformer as clique-
based distributed beamformer (CbDB).
We assume that each node i in the WASN for a given time frame has the initial val-

ues Ỹi(0) = d∗i σ
−2
Vi

Yi and d̃i(0) = d∗i σ
−2
Vi

di, where Yi is obtained by the microphone
at node i. To focus on the distributed processing, we estimate σ2

Vi
during noise only

periods and assume that the acoustic transfer function di of each node i to be known.
After finding all non-overlapping cliques, each non-overlapping clique c in the

network has the initial values Ŷc(0) =
∑

i∈c Ỹi(0) and d̂c(0) =
∑

i∈c d̃i(0). With the
initial values Ŷc(0) and d̂c(0) per clique c ∈ VR, the beamformer output in (4.3) is
given by

Z = Ŷave/d̂ave, (4.5)

where Ŷave = 1
C

∑C
c=1 Ŷc(0) and d̂ave = 1

C

∑C
c=1 d̂c(0). To find the average value

Ŷave and d̂ave in a distributed way, the CbDB uses the proposed DCvNC algorithm.

Let Ŷ(t) be a C-dimensional vector defined as Ŷ(t) =
[
Ŷ1(t), · · · , ŶC(t)

]T
, simi-

larly, all d̂c(t) are stacked in a C-dimensional vector d̂(t). In vector form, the CbDB
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at iteration t is given by

Ŷ(t) = U(t)Ŷ(t− 1) (4.6)
d̂(t) = U(t)d̂(t− 1) (4.7)
Z̃i(t) = Ẑc(t) = Ŷc(t)/d̂c(t), i ∈ c, (4.8)

with Z̃i(t) the CbDB output of node i ∈ c at iteration t and U(t) is a C × C-
dimensional update matrix, which is selected independently across time. MatrixU(t)
is given by

U(t) = I−
1

2
(ec − el) (ec − el)

T
, (4.9)

where ec is a C-dimensional unit vector with the cth component equal to 1 and I is the
C-dimensional identity matrix.

4.6 Convergence Analysis
The probabilities pcl that neighboring cliques c and l communicate can be stacked in a
C×C-dimensional probability matrix as p = AR

2|ER| , whereAR is a C×C symmetric
matrix with acl = 1 if (c, l) ∈ ER. The expectation of the update matrix in GR can
then be computed as [8],

E[U] = I− LR/ (2 |ER|) , (4.10)

where LR = DR −AR is the Laplacian matrix of graph GR with

DR = diag {|N1| , · · · , |NC |} .

Since the expectation matrix E[U] is positive semi-definite doubly-stochastic, and the
graph corresponding to E [U] is connected, Ŷ(t) and d̂(t) are guaranteed to converge
to the average value Ŷave1 and d̂ave1 in expectation [5], where 1 denotes the vector
of all ones. This guarantees that the output Z̃i of the CbDB converges to the optimal
output Z as long as d̂ave �= 0.
To assess the convergence rate of the CbDB, we consider the convergence error

ε(t) =
‖Ŷ(t)−Ŷave1‖

‖Ŷ(0)‖
, and in analogy with [5] define the convergence time of the

CbDB Tave(ξ) as

Tave(ξ) = sup
Ŷ(0)

inf
t=0,1,···

{Pr (ε(t) ≥ ξ) ≤ ξ} . (4.11)

From the definition of Tave(ξ) given in (4.11), the upper and lower bounds for Tave(ξ)
are given by [5]

0.5 log ξ−1

log λ2(E [U])−1
≤ Tave(ξ, E [U]) ≤

3 log ξ−1

log λ2(E [U])−1
. (4.12)
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Equation (4.12) shows that the convergence rate of the CbDB depends on the second
largest eigenvalue of E [U]. The smaller the magnitude of λ2(E [U]), the faster the
convergence. From (4.10), λ2(E [U]) can be computed as

λ2(E [U]) = 1−
1

2 |ER|
λC−1 (LR) , (4.13)

with λC−1(LR) the second smallest eigenvalue of LR. Substituting (4.13) into (4.12)
and using the Taylor series expansion, the upper bound for Tave(ξ) can now be written
in terms of the eigenvalue λC−1(LR). That is

Tave,U (ξ,LR)=
3 log ξ−1

log
(
1− 1

2|ER|λC−1 (LR)
)−1 ≤

6 |ER| log ξ−1

λC−1 (LR)
. (4.14)

From the lower bound on the eigenvalue λC−1 (LR) given in [12], λC−1(LR) can be
shown to be bounded by

4

CD(GR)
≤ λC−1 (LR), (4.15)

withD(GR) the diameter of GR. Combining (4.15) with (4.14), Tave,U (ξ,GR) can be
written in terms of the diameter and number of cliques in the graph GR. That is

Tave,U (ξ,GR) ≤
3

2
CD(GR) |ER| log ξ

−1. (4.16)

The convergence rate of the CbDB and the DDSB can now be compared using the
upper bounds of Tave,U (ξ,GR) and Tave,U (ξ,G), respectively. Since the DDSB is
performed in graph G and the CbDB is performed in G’s compressed graph GR, we
have C ≤ N , |ER| ≤ |E| and D(GR) ≤ D(G). In combination with (4.16), it follows
that Tave,U (ξ,GR) ≤ Tave,U (ξ,G). This implies that, with high probability, the CbDB
converges faster than the DDSB.

4.7 Computer Simulations
In this section, the performance of the presented DCvNC and CbDB is illustrated via
a simulated WASN. First, we compare the convergence rate and robustness of the
DCvNC with the randomized gossip algorithm [5] and the cluster-based gossip algo-
rithm [8] using synthetic data. After that, the performance of the CbDB is demon-
strated on speech data.
We simulate a network of 20 nodes and 40 edges and consider that each node i has

the initial value X̃i,m = X+Vi,m, wherem is a realization index,X is a constant that
is to be estimated in this experiment which is degraded by independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean Gaussian variables Vi,m. To compare the DCvNC with
the randomized gossip and the cluster-based gossip algorithm, we measure the mean
convergence error (MCE) as a function of used transmissions as,

MCE =
1

M

M∑
m=1

∥∥∥X̃m(t)−X1

∥∥∥ /∥∥∥X̃m(0)
∥∥∥ , (4.17)
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with M = 5000 the number of realizations. Here, one transmission is the sending
of data from one node. The MCE is shown in Fig. 4.1(a) as a function of transmis-
sions of the overall network. Both the proposed DCvNC and the cluster-based gossip
algorithm converge much faster than the randomized gossip algorithm. Due to the
centralized structure of clusters, the cluster-based algorithm will be more sensitive to
nodes failure than the DCvNC. In order to test the robustness of these algorithms, we
repeat this experiment for the case that one of the nodes randomly disappears and also
average this performance overM realizations. The result is shown in Fig. 4.1(b), from
which we see that the DCvNC is more robust than the cluster-based gossip algorithm,
since the disappearing node can be a cluster head in the cluster-based algorithm.
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Figure 4.1: 20 nodes randomly connected with 40 edges.

Next, we again simulate anWASNwhere 20microphones are randomly connected
with 40 edges. We assume that the 20 wireless microphones, a speech source and a
noise source are randomly distributed in a 10m × 10m × 5m room, and each micro-
phone gathers noisy speech at a sampling frequency of fs = 16 kHz. We use a 30 sec.
speech signal [13] as a speech source and a single zero-mean white Gaussian signal
as a point noise source. To demonstrate the distributed algorithms, we assume that
the distance li between microphone i and the desired signal source is known, and the
acoustic transfer function di of each node i is determined by gain and delay values
as di = xie

−jωkτi , where xi = 1/li and τi = li
c fs denote the damping and delay

coefficient, respectively, with c the speech of sound. All nodes process the signals
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frame-by-frame in the DFT domain with a 50%-overlapping Hann window of 25 ms.
To assess the performance, we make use of the mean-square error (MSE) between the
estimated clean speech coefficients Ẑi(k,m) from the distributed beamformers and
the desired speech coefficient S, given by

MSEi =
1

MK

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

∥∥∥Ẑi(k,m)− S(k,m)
∥∥∥2 . (4.18)
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Figure 4.2: MSE of node 1 with −1dB input SNR versus transmission.

Fig. 4.2 shows the comparison in terms of MSE between the proposed CbDB,
the DDSB and the cluster-based DDSB outputs of node 1 and the MSE of the op-
timal centralized beamformer (CB) output. Similar result are obtained for the other
nodes. The results in Fig. 4.2(a) show that all distributed algorithms reach the same
performance as the centralized beamformer after enough transmissions, but both the
CbDB and the cluster-based DDSB converge much faster than the DDSB. We also
compare the robustness of the CbDB and the cluster-based DDSB in the case that one
microphone which served as a cluster head in the cluster-based DDSB disappears.
Fig. 4.2(b) shows that the CbDB has better performance and is more robust than the
cluster-based DDSB when nodes disappear, since the cluster-based DDSB converges
to a larger MSE.
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4.8 Conclusions
To improve the convergence speed of the previously distributed delay-and-sum beam-
former (DDSB), we proposed in this article a clique-based distributed beamformer
(CbDB) for speech enhancement via non-overlapping cliques in a randomly connected
WSN. Without any central processor and network topology constraint, the CbDB con-
verges asymptotically to the optimal centralized beamformer. Furthermore, we in-
vestigate the convergence rate of the distributed beamformers which is inversely pro-
portional to the second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix of the graph and
compare the convergence rate of the CbDB with the DDSB. The simulation results
show that both the CbDB and the cluster-based DDSB converge much faster than the
DDSB while the robustness of the CbDB is better than the cluster-based DDSB.
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5.1 Introduction
To improve the quality and intelligibility of speech processing applications under
noisy environments, it is customary to equip them with a single- or multi-microphone
noise reduction algorithm (for an overview see e.g., [1] [3] [2]). As multi-microphone
noise reduction algorithms can take advantage of spatial diversity, they usually lead
to better speech quality and intelligibility than their single-microphone counterparts.
It is in particular the number of microphones and their placement that determine the
potential performance of a multi-microphone noise reduction algorithm. However, as
most mobile speech processing devices have relatively small dimensions, the number
of microphones as well as their placement is rather restricted.
Using so-called wireless acoustic sensor networks (WASNs), it is possible to use a

much larger number of microphones that are distributed in the environment and where
their placement is not restricted by the device itself. This allows a further increase
in noise reduction performance. However, the conventional multi-microphone noise
reduction algorithms (e.g. [3] [2]) are characterized by having one processor where all
data is processed centrally. Such centralized algorithms are less suitable for a WASN,
as they may require higher energy consumption or transmission bandwidth than nec-
essary. The fact that the sensors in a WASN are all equipped with a (simple) processor
potentially owned by different users, allows to perform intermediate processing of data
without the need to first send all data to a single point in the network. This has recently
led to an increased research interest to distributed speech enhancement algorithms, see
e.g., [4] [5] [6] [7].
As the processors and sensors in the WASN context are not necessarily anymore

owned by a single user, distributed processing might come with serious privacy risks.
These could range from an increased risk of being eavesdropped to an increased risk
that private data or information becomes public. Within the speech enhancement con-
text, such privacy issues were first addressed in [8] and [9] for two scenarios. The
scenario in [8] considered the case where a user keeps the exact source of interest
private for other users, while [9] considered the scenario where eavesdropping by
untrusted third parties is overcome. Both contributions employed homomorphic en-
cryption [10] to provide the necessary privacy. However, homomorphic encryption is
computational very complex, and requires very high bit rates for data transmission. In
this work, we consider a different approach and develop a framework for distributed
signal estimation employing a WASN, while providing the user a certain level of pri-
vacy with respect to the source of interest. We consider the case where the users of
the network do not want to share to which specific source in the environment they are
listening, while they do want to make use of the WASN to estimate their signal of
interest.
More specifically, the application scenario that we consider in this work, is the one

where multiple users make use of a WASN that consists of many processors (includ-
ing their own) and where each processor is equipped with multiple microphones. The
users can use the additional sensors in the WASN to obtain an improved estimate of
their signal of interest, which can be different for each user and is usually determined
by the steering vector of the beamformer. However, because of privacy reasons, the
users want to keep the specific source they are interested in private, i.e., the steering
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vector. Although the microphone signals might be public, hiding the steering vector
will overcome that the exact combination of microphone signals required for specific
target signal estimation is publicly known. Moreover, hiding the steering vector makes
sure that none of the entities with access to the network is able to reveal which con-
versation or source is apparently of interest for a particular user. This will guarantee
a certain amount of privacy to the users of the network. One way to guarantee pri-
vacy preservation on the source of interest, would be to send all data to all nodes and
compute a conventional beamformer in every node. In this way, users do not need
to make the steering vector public. However, this requires a lot of data transmission.
Performing calculations in a distributed way will reduce the number of data transmis-
sions, due to the fact that local nodes perform intermediate calculations. This leads
to a data compression depending on the number microphones per node. We investi-
gate thus the possibility that each user in the WASN estimates his signal of interest by
performing distributed computations on the WASN data, while keeping the particular
source of interest private. To do so, we concentrate on distributed estimation of one
of the most well-known beamformers, the minimum variance distortionless response
(MVDR) beamformer.

The MVDR beamformer depends on the inverse of the noise or noise+target spec-
tral correlation matrix. Computing this inverse in a distributed manner is not trivial,
as the data in a WASN is not centrally present and each element of the inverse of the
correlation matrix is a function of the statistics of the noise or the noise+target at mul-
tiple microphones. In [7], a distributed MVDR was presented based on a randomized
gossip algorithm [11] where the inversion of the noise correlation matrix was over-
come by assuming the correlation matrix to be diagonal. This simplifies distributed
computation of the MVDR, but it also compromises the performance as the noise is
assumed to be uncorrelated across microphones. In [12] the MVDR was computed
using a message passing algorithm [13]. However, this requires the network topology
to be consistent with the noise correlation matrix, where two nodes are neighbors if
their noise cross correlation is unequal to zero. This would require to adjust the trans-
mission range of the nodes in the network to the correlation matrix and consequently,
increase the energy usage for transmission or decrease the connectivity in the network.
In [5] and [6], computation of the inverse of the correlation matrix was overcome by
employing the generalized sidelobe canceler structure. However, this algorithm also
constrains the topology of the network to be fully connected.

The contribution of this work is twofold. First, we present a method were each
user can estimate a different signal of interest from a mix of many different signals by
means of a distributed MVDR beamformer without the need to reveal the source of in-
terest to other entities in the network. In order to do this, we develop an algorithm that
enables distributed estimation of the inverse of a correlation matrix, which is the sec-
ond contribution of this work. This algorithm for distributed estimation of the matrix
inverse is based on the observation that in practice, correlation matrices are usually es-
timated recursively by exponential smoothing. Using the Sherman-Morrison formula
[14], estimation of the inverse of the correlation matrix can be seen as a consensus
problem and can be realized using gossip algorithms. Although the convergence error
per time frame is decreased with increasing number of iterations when using gossip
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algorithms, estimation errors might accumulate. This is caused by the fact that the cor-
relation matrix is recursively estimated across time. These convergence errors can be
eliminated using the distributed clique-based algorithm that we propose in this article.
The performance of the proposed clique-based distributed estimation of the inverse
correlation matrix is compared with the centralized estimation approach in terms of
data transmissions in the scenario at hand where users want to estimate their signal of
interest without revealing this to other entities. In addition, we show that this algo-
rithm for distributed matrix inverse estimation can be used in the privacy preserving
scenario to estimate a certain signal of interest.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 25.2 we intro-

duce the notation that we will use throughout this article and describe the problem. To
guide the reader, we give in Section 35.3 a brief overview of gossip based algorithms.
In Section 45.4 we show how estimation of the inverse correlation matrix can be seen
as a consensus problem, and in Section 55.5 we introduce a framework to compute a
privacy preserving MVDR beamformer in a distributed way, after which we show in
Section 65.6 how this can be turned into a distributed estimation problem using gossip
techniques. Then, in Section 75.7 we introduce a clique-based distributed algorithm
in order to reduce the convergence error of the estimated inverse correlation matrix,
which might otherwise accumulate across time. In Section 85.8 we present simulation
results to demonstrate the presented algorithm and compare its performance in terms
of computational costs with centralized estimation. Finally, in Section 95.9 conclu-
sions are drawn.

5.2 Notation and Problem Description
Let Ym(f, k) denote a degraded speech short-time discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
coefficient obtained on a frame-by-frame basis at a microphone with index-number
m, frequency-bin index f and time-frame index k. The challenge for a speech en-
hancement algorithm is to estimate the underlying clean speech, given realizations of
the noise+target DFT coefficients.
A common model that often underlies such algorithms is an additive noise model

where the different sources are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated. Let Sm(f, k)
and Vm(f, k) denote the target and disturbance DFT coefficient. The noise+target
DFT coefficients are then given by

Ym(f, k) = Sm(f, k) + Vm(f, k), (5.1)

with Sm(f, k) = dm(f, k)S(f, k) and S(f, k) the clean speech at the target location,
and dm(f, k) the acoustic transfer function. Let index i denote a user (i.e., node) in the
network. In the scenario that we consider, each user (i.e., each node) in the network
can have a different target source S(f, k), say Si(f, k), with thus a different acoustic
transfer function (notice that this allows multiple microphones per node/user). The
remaining sources are considered as disturbance (noise) for this user and are symbol-
ized by the disturbance or noise DFT coefficient Vi(f, k). What is considered to be
noise for one user might be the target signal for another user. As such, (1) is different
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for all users. However, to simplify notation, we consider here the noise model for one
specific user.
The target and noise DFT coefficients are often assumed to be independent across

time and frequency. This allows to omit the time and frequency indices for nota-
tional convenience. Further, we will use a stacked vector notation, that is, Y =
[Y1, · · · , YM ]T , with M the total number of microphones in the network and where
(·)T denotes transposition of a vector or a matrix. We use bold symbols to represent
vectors or matrices, while scalars are denoted by non-bold symbols. For symbols rep-
resenting random variables, we use the upper case to denote the random variable, and
the corresponding lower case to denote its realization. The speech and noise vector S
and V are defined in the same way as Y. Let d = [d1, · · · , dM ]

T denote the steer-
ing vector representing the acoustic transfer function from the speech source to all
microphones. Altogether this gives for one specific user

Y = dS +V = S+V.

We assume that theM microphones in the WASN are grouped in N nodes. Each
node has Mi microphones withM =

∑N
i=1 Mi. The different nodes in the network

are connected via wireless links, while the microphones within the same node are
assumed to be connected via wired connections. Each node in the network symbolizes
a different device in the network potentially owned by a different user (hearing aid,
mobile phone, etc.).
The goal of a multi-microphone noise reduction algorithm is to make an estimate

of the clean speech DFT coefficient, say Ŝ. Although many alternatives exist, an often
used multi-microphone noise reduction algorithm is the MVDR beamformer. The
MVDR beamformer is given by [3]

w =
R−1

Y d

dHR−1
Y d

. (5.2)

where RY = E
[
YYH

]
, with E [·] denoting the statistical expectation operator, and

(·)H denoting the Hermitian transposition. Similarly we define RV = E
[
VVH

]
.

Alternatively, applying the matrix inversion lemma to (5.2) in combination with the
assumption that target and noise are uncorrelated, the MVDR beamformer can also be
written as

w =
R−1

V d

dHR−1
V d

. (5.3)

The problem statement in this work is to allow all users in the network to estimate
their own signal of interest in a distribute way using a WASN with the MVDR beam-
former by means of (5.2), while keeping the source of interest private. This implies
that the steering vector di for user (node) i should not be shared with other users. In
practical applications, the steering vector di has to be estimated. In order to concen-
trate on the distributed estimation of the inverse of the correlation matrix, we assume
here that each user i knows the steering vector towards the source of his or her inter-
est. Among other methods, the steering vector can be determined by estimation of the
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microphone locations and location/direction of the source of interest, or, by estimation
of the relative transfer function [15].
By keeping the steering vector private, each node i can estimate its own source

of interest Si without revealing to other users which particular source this is. In this
scenario it is thus the exact linear combination specified by the steering vector di that
is kept secret. With this assumption, an estimate of the target Si can be obtained as

Ŝi =
dH
i R−1

Y Y

dH
i R−1

Y di

. (5.4)

We will consider distributed estimation of the MVDR beamformer using the noisy
correlation matrix RY in the remaining part of this article. In case the objective is
to estimate the MVDR based on the noise correlation matrix (as in (5.3)), the pro-
posed algorithm can be combined with a voice activity detector (VAD) to distinguish
between noise+target and noise-only segments.
An often used procedure to estimate the correlation matrix is recursive exponential

smoothing, that is,

R̂Y(k) = λR̂Y(k − 1) + (1− λ)Y(k)YH(k), (5.5)

where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 denotes the exponential weighting factor and R̂Y(k) denotes an
estimate ofRY at time-frame k. With conventional centralized processing, this oper-
ation would be performed in a fusion center, where the observations for all nodes are
gathered and the correlation matrix is estimated and transmitted to other nodes in the
network that would require this estimate. In this work we employ an alternative way
to estimate the inverse correlation matrix based on the Sherman-Morrison formula.
This appears to be an important aspect, as it not only enables to compute the inverse
correlation matrix in a distributed way, but also enables to compute the MVDR beam-
former in a distributed fashion without the need to share the steering vector with other
users.

5.3 Gossip Algorithms
To guide the reader, this section presents a brief overview of gossip algorithms. Gossip
algorithms have been widely studied for in-network information processing in wireless
sensor networks [11]. They can be used to solve consensus problems in a distributed
way without any requirement of network topology. Given a randomly connected net-
work of N nodes and an initial value gi(0) at each node i, a possible objective of a
gossip algorithm could be to estimate the average value gave = 1

N

∑N
i=1 gi(0) of the

initial values at each node i by using only local processing. By allowing neighboring
nodes to exchange information and update this with a convex combination of their
own and neighboring values (i.e., a linear combination of points with non-negative
weights that sum up to one), convergence will be reached under certain conditions.
Gossip algorithms can be categorized into two classes, randomized, where each

pair of neighboring nodes is chosen randomly based on a probabilistic model to update
information, and deterministic, where neighboring nodes are chosen in a deterministic
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way (e.g., by using knowledge on the network topology) to update information. With
deterministic gossip the consensus will be achieved asymptotically, and with random-
ized gossip, consensus will be achieved asymptotically almost surely [16]. In typical
gossip algorithms, nodes in the connected network make a convex combination of their
own value and their values received from their neighbors. Let gi(t) denote the value
of node i at the end of iteration t. In a given time-slot t, a typical iteration of a gossip
algorithm consists of the selection of multiple nodes, e.g., the pair (i, j), and commu-
nication and update of their estimates, for example, gi(t) = gj(t) =

gi(t−1)+gj(t−1)
2 .

Depending on the exact protocol, the averaging operations can be performed asyn-
chronously or synchronously.

5.4 The Estimated Correlation Matrix
This section discusses that estimation of the inverse correlation matrix can be seen as
a consensus problem.
The Sherman-Morrison formula [14] provides an explicit formula for the inverse

of a matrixB = A+uvT , whereA is an invertibleM×M matrix and u and v areM -
dimensional column vectors. Matrix B is invertible if and only if 1 + vTA−1u �= 0.
In this case, the Sherman-Morrison formula is given by

B−1 = A−1 −
A−1uvTA−1

1 + vTA−1u
. (5.6)

From (5.5) and (5.6), the inverse correlation matrix R̂−1
Y (k) can be obtained as

[17]

R̂−1
Y (k) = λ−1R̂−1

Y (k − 1)−
λ−2(1− λ)R̂−1

Y (k − 1)Y(k)YH(k)R̂−1
Y (k − 1)

1 + λ−1(1− λ)YH(k)R̂−1
Y (k − 1)Y(k)

.

(5.7)
Notice that the computational complexity of (5.7) in each time-frame is only

O(M2) when a previous time-frame estimate R̂−1
Y (k−1) is available, while the com-

putational complexity of directly computing the inverse in R̂−1
Y (k) isO(M3). Besides

the lower computational complexity of (5.7) over the inverse that results from (5.5),
the structure of (5.7) makes it possible to estimate the inverse correlation matrix in a
distributed fashion. More specifically, each node will have an estimate R̂−1

Y (k − 1)
available from the iteration performed in the previous time frame k − 1. To compute
R̂−1

Y (k), it is required to compute R̂−1
Y (k − 1)Y(k) andYH(k)R̂−1

Y (k − 1)Y(k) in
a distributed way.
Let r1, · · · , rM be the columns of R̂−1

Y (k − 1). We then have

R̂−1
Y (k − 1)Y(k) = [r1, · · · , rM ]Y(k) =

M∑
m=1

rmYm, (5.8)

i.e., a weighted sum of the columns of R̂−1
Y (k− 1), where the weights are determined

by the noise+target DFT coefficients inY(k). In addition, let a = R̂−1
Y (k − 1)Y(k).
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We can then write

YH(k)R̂−1
Y (k − 1)Y(k) = YH(k)a =

M∑
m=1

Y ∗
mam, (5.9)

which is a weighted sum over a with the noise+target DFT coefficients as weights.
Obviously, givenY(k) and R̂−1

Y (k−1), the expressions in (5.8) and (5.9) can also be
seen as averaging operations, if a normalization over the number of nodesN would be
included. Such averaging operations can be computed in a distributed manner using
gossip algorithms. To do so, we need two rounds of gossip iterations. The first gossip
round is used to compute

E1
ave(k) =

1

N
R̂−1

Y (k − 1)Y(k), (5.10)

and the second round is used to compute

E2
ave(k) =

1

N2
YH(k)R̂−1

Y (k − 1)Y(k). (5.11)

For notational convenience we will denote intermediate estimates of E1
ave(k) in frame

k, iteration t and node i by E1
i,t(k) and intermediate estimates of E2

ave(k) in frame k
and iteration t by E2

i,t(k).

5.5 Distributed Privacy Preserving MVDR Computa-
tion

This section introduces an approach to perform a distributed MVDR beamformer
based on the presented distributed estimation of the inverse correlation matrix with
privacy preservation of a source of interest. We first demonstrate how any user in
the network can employ the presented framework for (distributed) matrix inverse es-
timation in order to compute an MVDR beamformer in a distributed fashion without
revealing their source of interest.
Given that (5.8) and (5.9) are computed in a distributed fashion, every user can

compute an estimate of the inverse correlation matrix by means of (5.7), that is R̂−1
Y (k).

By means of (5.8), every user has a local estimate of a = R̂−1
Y (k − 1)Y(k). Given

that the user knows the steering vector for his source of interest, say di, the target that
is of interest for the user at node i can be estimated as Ŝi =

dH
i a

dH
i
R̂

−1

Y
(k−1)di

. Here di

denotes the steering vector towards the source of interest for user i (at node i). Both a
andRY are computed in distributed fashion using gossip techniques. This means that
no shared central processor is needed, but that every user has its own estimates of a
and RY. The steering vector di is only known locally by the user. In this way, every
user can compute his signal of interest without sharing the steering vector. An alter-
native to the presented distributed MVDR would be the use of one centralized MVDR
that calculates RY

−1 in one centralized node and subsequently transmit this matrix
together with Y(k) to all other nodes. However, as will be shown in the analysis in
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Section 5.6, this will lead to a much larger transmission cost compared to distributed
computation. Using distributed computations, intermediate calculations can be per-
formed that compress the data prior to transmission.

5.6 Gossip-based Distributed Estimation of the Corre-
lation Matrix

In this section, we first discuss a gossip-based algorithm for distributed estimation
of the inverse correlation matrix. Next, we give a convergence error analysis of the
algorithm and show that the convergence errors accumulate across time due to the
recursive estimation procedure. Therefore, we present in Section 5.7 an alternative
approach that eliminates the accumulating convergence error. Although our interest
is to estimate the inverse correlation matrix, the error analysis will be based on the
correlation matrix as this will be more insightful.

5.6.1 Estimation ofR−1

Y
(k) Using Gossip

Let R̂−1
Y,i(k) denote the estimated inverse of the correlation matrix at node i and time-

frame k. To estimate R−1
Y (k) recursively as given in (5.7), we assume that at each

node i initializes the inverse of the noise+target correlation matrix as R̂−1
Y,i(0) = I,

where I is aM×M dimensional unit matrix. This requires that the dimensionM , i.e.,
the total number of microphones in the network is known. When this is unknown, it
can be estimated using gossip based techniques, see e.g., [18] and references therein.
Before starting gossip iterations between nodes in a time-frame k, first the initial

value E1
i,0(k) needs to be determined for each node i. This is obtained by comput-

ing E1
i,0(k) =

∑
m∈Mi

rmYm. Notice that E1
i,0(k) is an M × 1 dimensional vector,

since rm isM × 1 dimensional vector. Then, gossip iterations can be used to estimate
1
N R̂−1

Y (k − 1)Y(k) in frame k in a distributed manner, by computing the average in

each iteration t between two nodes i and j, i.e., E1

i,t(k)+E1

j,t(k)

2 . Let E1
i,T1

(k) denote
the final estimate of round 1 at node i and iteration T1. According to the conver-
gence properties of gossip algorithms, the estimates E1

i,T1
at all nodes are guaranteed

to converge to the average value (5.10) after a sufficient number of iterations.
As soon as E1

i,T1
(k) is known accurately enough at all nodes, a second gossip

round can be started to estimate 1
N2Y

H(k)R̂−1
Y (k−1)Y(k). First, each node i deter-

mines the initial value E2
i,0(k), that is, E2

i,0(k) =
∑

m∈Mi
Y ∗
m[E1

i,T1
(k)]m, where [·]m

indicates the mth element of the corresponding vector. Given E2
i,0(k), gossip itera-

tions can be performed to estimate E2
ave(k), by computing the average in each iteration

t between two nodes i and j, e.g., E
2

i,t(k)+E2

j,t(k)

2 . The final E2
i,T2

at all nodes are guar-
anteed to converge to the average value (5.11) when using enough iterations T1 and
T2 in both gossip rounds. Notice that the convergence error in the second estimation
round depends on the convergence error in the first estimation round. Based on the es-
timates of E1

i,T1
(k) and E2

i,T2
(k), each node i can locally update the estimate R̂−1

Y,i(k)
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using (5.7) as

R̂−1
Y,i(k) = λ−1R̂−1

Y,i(k − 1)−
λ−2(1− λ)N2E1

i,T1
(k)E1,H

i,T1
(k)

1 + λ−1(1− λ)N2E2
i,T2

(k)
. (5.12)

5.6.2 Convergence Error Analysis
To assess the performance of the gossip-based distributed estimation algorithm, we
define the squared error (SE) between the inverse of the gossip-based distributed es-
timate of the inverse correlation matrix and the centralized optimal estimate of the
correlation matrix for a given time-frame k as

SE(k) =
∥∥∥R̂Y,T1,T2

(k)− R̂Y,c(k)
∥∥∥
fro

, (5.13)

where || · ||fro denotes the Frobenius norm, R̂Y,c(k) denotes the centralized estimated
correlation matrix using (5.5) and R̂Y,T1,T2

(k) is the inverse of the estimated inverse
correlation matrix using T1 and T2 iterations in the first and second gossip round, re-
spectively. Depending on T1, T2 and the network topology, a convergence error might
be introduced by the gossip-based algorithm, and as the matrix inverse is computed
recursively across time, these errors might accumulate. To investigate this, we define
the error introduced by the gossip operation at time-frame k by the matrixΔk as

Δk = R̂Y,T1,T2
(k)− λR̂Y,T1,T2

(k − 1)− (1− λ)Y(k)YH(k). (5.14)

From (5.14) in combination with the initial value R̂Y,T1,T2
(0), we can write

R̂Y,T1,T2
(k) as

R̂Y,T1,T2
(k) =

k∑
n=1

λk−nΔn + λkR̂Y,T1,T2
(0) +

k∑
n=1

λk−n(1− λ)Y(n)YH(n).

(5.15)
Further, we can write R̂Y,c(k) as

R̂Y,c(k) = λkR̂Y,c(0) +

k∑
n=1

λk−n(1− λ)Y(n)YH(n). (5.16)

From (5.15) and (5.16) in combination with (5.13) and the fact that R̂Y,T1,T2
(0) =

R̂Y,c(0) = I, it then follows that

SE(k) =

∥∥∥∥∥
k∑

n=1

λk−nΔn

∥∥∥∥∥
fro

. (5.17)

Equation (5.17) shows that the SE depends on the summation of the gossip error
across all time frames, which indicates that the SE between the output of the gossip-
based distributed estimation and the output of the centralized estimation accumulates
with increasing number of time frames. The reason that the SE accumulates across
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time frames is that the correlation matrix is recursively updated across time frames
and the gossip algorithms have a convergence error at each time frame. This depends
on the number of iterations and on the way the sequence of gossip operations is per-
formed. Although it is interesting to analyze the changes of the SE as a function of
time frames, it is not straightforward to do this using analytic expressions. In Section
5.8, we will use simulations to illustrate the SE behavior versus time frames.

5.7 Clique-based Distributed Estimation of the Inverse
Correlation Matrix

One way to eliminate the convergence error described in Section 5.6.2, is to make
sure that the gossip algorithm aggregates the information from all nodes. To do this
in an efficient manner, we first compress the graph using non-overlapping cliques as
previously presented in [19] for gossip-based estimation. For this compressed graph
we then determine the spanning tree.
A clique is a fully connected sub-graph. The cliques of a graph G can be over-

lapping, since each node can belong to multiple cliques. Here we consider non-
overlapping cliques only, where each node belongs to only one clique. In this sec-
tion, we first present a clique-based distributed (CbD) algorithm based on the non-
overlapping cliques of a graph G. Then we study the performance of the CbD algo-
rithm and compare the clique-based distributed estimation of the inverse correlation
matrix with a centralized estimation algorithm in terms of required data transmissions.
The performance comparison will be made for a fully connected and string connected
network.

5.7.1 Clique-based Distributed Algorithm

In [19] it was proposed how a method to determine all non-overlapping cliques in a
distributed fashion given a randomly connected graph G. We assume that there are
C non-overlapping cliques in graph G. These cliques can be used to compress the
original graph G by representing each clique by a single node in G1. An example is
given in Fig. 5.1. The nodes are here denoted by gi, with i the node index, while the
cliques are denoted by hj , with j the index of the clique. Notice that graph G1 is a
compressed version of the original graph G, since all nodes in a clique are represented
by a single node in G1 and multiple edges between two neighboring cliques are com-
pressed into a single edge in G1. In the compressed graph G1, two cliques are said to be
neighbors if there is at least one direct link joining them. If more than one such links
exist, only one of them is activated by random selection. The end nodes of active links
are called gateway nodes. To eliminate the convergence error of gossip-based dis-
tributed algorithms and reduce the computational complexity of the CbD algorithm,
the compressed graph G1 is further pruned to a spanning tree. Many approaches were
proposed to define and compute spanning trees, see e.g., [20]. Let Gt denote a tree
graph which is pruned from the compressed graph G1, let L denote the total number
of levels of the graph Gt and let Cl denote the number of cliques in the lth level of
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Gt. We assume that each node i in G has an initial value gi(0). In the current case of
estimating NE1

ave, gi(0) is given by gi(0) = E1
i,0(k) =

∑
m∈Mi

rmYm. Based on the
tree graph Gt, the CbD algorithm is described in Table 5.1. For the given initialization,
this will finally lead toNE1

ave. In a similar wayN2E2
ave can be estimated by initializing

gi(0) as gi(0) =
∑

m∈Mi
Y ∗
m[NE1

ave(k)]m.

Table 5.1: CbD algorithm.

1. Initialize the level index l = 1 and gi = gi(0), where gi denotes
the current value of node i.

2. Each clique cl, where cl denote a clique in the lth level, updates
its estimation as hcl =

∑
i∈cl gi. To do so, each node i in the

clique cl broadcasts its value gi to all other nodes in the clique.

3. Each clique cl sends its estimates hcl to its neighboring clique
cl+1 via gateway nodes one level up in the tree. The gateway
node j ∈ cl+1 updates its estimation as gj = gj(0) + hcl .

4. l → l + 1.

5. Return to step 2 until l = L.

6. The root clique cL at the top level updates its estimation as hcL =∑
i∈cL gi and sends the updated estimation hcL back to all other

nodes in the lower levels of Gt.

It is worth pointing out that the CbD algorithm can reach the summation of all ini-
tial node values in the network in a distributed manner. Thus, using the CbD algorithm
algorithm, exact values for NE1

ave and N2E2
ave in (5.10) and (5.11), respectively, are

obtained, while the randomized gossip approach described in the previous section will
always have a (small) convergence error. In combination with the Sherman-Morrison
formula (5.6), the inverse correlation matrix can be obtained in a distributed manner
in a similar way as with (5.12). We refer to this distributed algorithm as a clique-based
distributed estimation of the correlation matrix (CbDECM).

5.7.2 Transmission Cost Analysis

This subsection discusses the required number of transmissions of the CbD algorithm.
We assume that one transmission is the sending of a scalar value from one node to
another. Given a connected network G, the required number of transmissions of the
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Figure 5.1: (a) The original graph G. (b) The compressed graph G1. (c) The tree graph
Gt.

CbD algorithm will be explained below and is given by Td =
∑L

l=1 t
l with

tl =

{∑Ĉl

cl=1 Kcl + Cl 1 ≤ l < L,

KcL + 2(C − 1) l = L,
(5.18)

where tl is the required number of transmissions of the CbD algorithm in the lth
level of Gt, Kcl is the number of nodes in a clique cl, and Ĉl is the number of non-
overlapping cliques which consist of more than one node. Notice that Ĉl ≤ Cl, since
Cl is the total number of non-overlapping cliques in the lth level of Gt.
In G, C non-overlapping cliques can be determined and represent C nodes in G1.

The compressed graph G1 is then pruned to a tree graph Gt and the C cliques are
distributed in the different levels of Gt. For the CbD algorithm, we go through the tree
Gt from the lowest level, l = 1 up to the root L. When l is smaller than L, each node i
in a clique cl broadcasts their data to all other nodes in the clique. The required number
of transmissions for all nodes in the lth level is

∑Ĉl

c1=l Kcl . In addition, each clique cl
needs one transmission to send the updated estimates to its neighboring clique cl+1 in
the (l + 1)th level. Thus, the required number of transmissions in lth (l < L) level is
equal to

∑Ĉl

cl=1 Kcl + Cl.
At the top level of Gt, there is only one clique which is the root clique of Gt.

Similar as the other cliques, each node i in the root clique broadcasts their data to all
other nodes in the clique. On the other hand, the root clique has to send the updated
estimates to all other nodes in the lower levels. Since the number of remaining cliques
in Gt is C − 1 and each clique requires one transmission to receive data from its
neighboring clique and one transmission to synchronize all nodes in this clique with
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the updated data, the required number of transmissions for sending data from the root
clique to all other nodes is 2(C−1). Therefore, at the top level of Gt, the total required
number of transmissions isKcL + 2(C − 1).
Notice that tl is the upper bound of the required number of transmissions, since

there are some cliques that might consist of only one node. Moreover, the CbD algo-
rithm costs one transmission less when a gateway node has two neighboring gateway
nodes in two different cliques.

5.7.3 Performance Comparison

This subsection analyzes the relative performance between the proposed CbDECM
algorithm and a centralized way for matrix inverse estimation in terms of data trans-
missions. This comparison is done in the given scenario where the source of interest
(by means of the steering vector) is considered to be private. In such a scenario, each
user is in need of the estimated inverse correlation matrix, i.e., R̂−1

Y , as well as R̂−1
Y Y.

Given knowledge of these two quantities, in combination with the locally known steer-
ing vector di, every user (node) can estimate his source of interest by constructing the
MVDR beamformer (by means of Ŝi =

dH
i R̂

−1

Y
Y

dH
i
R̂

−1

Y
di

). Although the proposed algorithm

also inherently delivers an estimate of R̂−1
Y Y, we concentrate this comparison solely

on the number of data transmissions required to compute the matrix inverse at each
user’s processor. For the centralized approach, which is our reference method, we
therefore first gather all data at a single processor (which is assumed to be one of the
nodes), after which the inverse correlation matrix is computed in a centralized fashion
according to (5.7) and transmitted back to all users such that it can subsequently be
used to estimate their signal of interest. Similarly, for the proposed approach, where
(5.7) is computed in a distributed way based on the CbD algorithm presented in this
section.
Consider a WASN with given size, the number of data transmissions for both the

CbDECM and the centralized algorithm depend on the network topology. However,
in practice, the exact network topology is unknown, complicating a comparison using
analytic expressions in a randomly connected network. We therefore compare the Cb-
DECM with the centralized algorithm in terms of the number of data transmissions
in a fully connected network and a string connected network. In general, the fully
connected topology has the best connectivity, while the string connected network has
the worst connectivity. To do the performance comparison with analytic expressions,
we assume that each clique in the network consists of K nodes and each node i has
Mi = u microphones. This means there are N = KC nodes and M = Nu micro-
phones in the network and the inverse correlation matrix is an M × M dimensional
matrix. This assumption is only made for ease of analytical analysis, but not required
in practice.
In a fully connected network, M − u data transmissions are needed to gather all

observed signals in the central processor and then M2

2 + M
2 data transmissions are

needed to send the lower or upper triangle of the estimated inverse correlation matrix
back to all other nodes. Thus, the required number of data transmissions TC,F is given
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by

TC,F =
M2

2
+

3M

2
− u, (5.19)

where the subscripts C and F indicate the centralized algorithm and a fully connected
network, respectively. Further, we use subscripts D and S to indicate the CbDECM
algorithm and a string connected network, respectively.
The CbDECM algorithm requires two rounds of processing in order to compute

the sums in (5.8) and (5.9), respectively. As a fully connected network can be seen as
a single clique, the compressed graph G1 will consist of just one node and tree pruning
is not necessary. Thus, the number of levels is given by L = 1. Based on (5.18), it
then follows that for a scalar value it requires Td = Kc1 transmissions. As the number
of cliques in a fully connected network is C = 1, and the number of nodes in that
clique is K = N = M

u , it requires K = M
u transmissions for one scalar value. The

distributed estimation of the matrix inverse requires an estimate of a vector of length
M (by means of (5.8)) and a scalar value (by means of (5.9)), which then leads to
M2

u and M
u data transmissions, respectively. Thus, the total required number of data

transmissions TD,F is given by

TD,F =
M2 +M

u
. (5.20)

To compare the computational cost of the CbDECM with the centralized algo-
rithm in a fully connected network, their required number of data transmissions can
be compared as

TC,F − TD,F =
M2u+ 3Mu− 2M2 − 2M

2u
− u. (5.21)

We assume thatM > 2. From (5.21), we then have that TC,F < TD,F for u = 1
and TC,F > TD,F for u ≥ 2. This indicates that the computational cost of the
centralized algorithm is larger than those of the CbDECM algorithm if there is more
than one microphone per node. Table 5.1 gives a numerical comparison between TC,F

and TD,F forM = 500 andC = 10 and various combinations ofK and u. This shows
that for a fully connected network, and when the number of microphones per node is
u > 1, the proposed CbDECM algorithm always requires fewer data transmissions
than the centralized approach.
In a string connected network where all C cliques are connected as a string, we

assume that one node in the center of the string serves as the fusion center. The data is
transmitted from both sides to this fusion center. The number of transmissions depends
on C being odd or even. For compactness we only consider the case that C is even.
For odd C a similar analysis can be carried out. When C is even, one side consists of
C
2 cliques and the other side consists of

C
2 − 1 cliques. The required number of data

transmissions for both sides sending data to the gateway nodes in the central clique is
2Ku

∑C
2

c=1 c + 2Ku
∑C

2
−1

c=1 c. Next, the required number of data transmissions for
the central clique sending the data to the central node is Ku(C − 1) + (K − 1)u.
The central node updates the estimates of the inverse correlation matrix and sends the
estimates back to all other nodes in G. Since the correlation matrix is a symmetric
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matrix, the central node only needs to transmit the upper or lower triangle of the
correlation matrix, which consists of M2

2 + M
2 variables. The required number of

transmissions for all nodes to receive this information is 2(C − 1) + 1, since the
central node needs one transmission to broadcast the estimates to all other nodes in
the central clique and 2(C − 1) transmissions to send the data to the nodes in the
remaining C − 1 cliques. Here, each clique requires one transmission to send data
to its neighboring clique and one transmission to synchronize all nodes in this clique
with the updated estimates. Therefore, the required number of data transmissions of
the centralized algorithm TC,S is given by

TC,S = (C −
1

2
)M2 + (

3

2
C +

1

2
)M − u. (5.22)

For the CbDECM algorithm, the data transmissions can be obtained using the
transmission analysis given in Section 5.7.2. In a string connected network, there are
L = C levels of graph Gt, and each level consists of only one clique (by means of
Cl = Ĉl = 1). Since we assume that each clique consists of K nodes, we have
Kcl = K, ∀ l. Thus, the required number of transmissions for the level l < L is
K+1. For the top level of Gt, the required number of transmissions isK+2(C− 1).
Combining the transmissions with the fact that anM -dimensional vector is transmitted
per transmission in the first round and a scalar value is transmitted per transmission in
the second round, the required number of data transmissions TD,S is given by

TD,S = (M + 1) {(K + 1)(C − 1) +K + 2(C − 1)} = (M + 1)(N + 3C − 3).
(5.23)

We compare TC,S and TD,S for a given size network withM = 500 and C = 10.
The required number of data transmissions of both the CbDECM and the centralized
algorithm are given in Table 5.2 for various combinations of u andK, such that M

C =
Ku = 50.

Table 5.2: The required number of data transmissions of the CbDECM algorithm and
the centralized algorithm.

TC,F TD,F TC,S TD,S

K=1,u=50 125700 5010 2382700 18537
K=2,u=25 125725 10020 2382725 23547
K=5,u=10 125740 25050 2382740 38577
K=10,u=5 125745 50100 2382745 63627
K=25,u=2 125748 125250 2382748 138777
K=50,u=1 125759 250500 2382749 264027

This shows that the number of data transmissions for the proposed CbDECM al-
gorithm is always smaller than for the centralized algorithm for the string connected
network under the given parameter setting. It should be noted that this comparison in
terms of required data transmissions is under the privacy preserving scenario where
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each user (processing node) is in need of the matrix inverse. If the constraints on
the privacy preserving aspect are loosened, and the centralized processor directly es-
timates the target signal followed by transmission of the estimated target signal, the
required transmissions are significantly reduced.

5.8 Simulations
In this section, we first illustrate the performance of the gossip-based algorithm and
the CbDECM algorithm when estimating the inverse correlation matrix in a simulated
WASN. Secondly, we demonstrate the use of the proposed CbDECM algorithm in
combination with the MVDR.

5.8.1 Simulation Environment
We simulate a wireless network with 6 cliques (C = 6), where each clique consists
of 3 acoustic sensor nodes (K = 3 and N = 18) and where each acoustic node
consists of 2 microphones (u = 2). The distance between the two microphones is
2 cm. The 6 cliques are (wirelessly) connected as depicted in the network in Fig.
5.2. A network like this could be obtained from a randomly connected network by
first compressing it into a compressed network by finding the non-overlapping cliques
in the network. Subsequently, the network can be pruned into a spanning tree. We
consider a scenario where all sensor nodes, three speech sources and a noise source
are placed in a 10m × 8m rectangular area. The overall node positions relative to the
target signal are shown in Fig. 5.3. Furthermore, the speech sources consist of 30 s
speech signals sampled at 16 kHz originating from the Timit database [21], and the
noise source is a White Gaussian noise signal. To model the microphone-self noise,
an independent additive white noise source is added to each microphone signal at
the SNR of 40 dB measured at the microphone that is furthest away from the target
source. In this work, the simulation environment is assumed to be free of reverbera-
tion. The steering vectors di per user can then be calculated by gain and delay values
as di = [ai,1e

−jωfτi,1 , · · · , ai,Me−jωfτi,M ]T , where ai,m = 1/li,m is the damping
coefficient, and τi,m =

li,m
c fs is the delay in number of samples with li,m the distance

between microphone m and the desired speech source and c = 340 m/s the speed of
sound. The smoothing constant λ, see e.g., (5.5), is set at λ = 0.997. All nodes pro-
cess the signals in the frequency domain using frame-based processing, with a frame
length of 32 ms and a 50%-overlapping Hann window. Notice that all simulations in
the following subsections are performed according to the environment given in this
subsection.

5.8.2 Estimation ofR−1

Y

In this subsection, we compare the two methods presented in Section 5.6 and 5.7,
that are, the gossip-based algorithm and the CbDECM algorithm for distributed esti-
mation of the inverse correlation matrix, with a centralized estimator for the inverse
correlation matrix.
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root clique

Figure 5.2: Example of a network with tree topology with six cliques.
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Figure 5.3: WASN with 18 nodes, 3 speech sources and a noise source.

The gossip operations in the gossip-based distributed processing algorithm are
based on the clique-based algorithm presented in [19], which performs randomized
gossip [11] across non-overlapping cliques.
To quantify the performance of the distributed estimation algorithms, we define the

error between the estimated R−1
Y from the distributed algorithms and the estimation

results from the centralized algorithm as

Erri(k) = 20log10
1

F

F∑
f=1

∥∥∥R̂−1
Y,i(f, k)− R̂−1

Y,c(f, k)
∥∥∥fro∥∥∥R̂−1

Y,c(f, k)
∥∥∥fro . (5.24)

where Erri(k) is the normalized square error at node i and frame k, and F denotes
the number of frequency bins, and R̂−1

Y,i(k) and R̂
−1
Y,c(k) denote the estimated inverse

correlation matrix obtained from one of the distributed algorithms and the centralized
algorithm, respectively. To aggregate information across frequency and time, Erri(k)
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is averaged across time, that is

MEi =
1

K̃

K̃∑
k=1

Erri(k), (5.25)

with K̃ the number of time-frames.
Fig. 5.4 shows the error Err1 between the gossip-based estimated inverse correla-

tion matrix and the centralized estimated inverse correlation matrix for various num-
ber of randomized gossip iterations, and the error Err1 between the inverse correlation
matrix estimated using the proposed CbDECM method and a centralized estimate. It
is observed that the error Err1 when using the gossip-based distributed algorithm in-
creases across time. This is in line with the convergence analysis given in Section
5.6.2. As expected, the error Err1 is decreased by increasing the number of iterations.
In addition, as the number of iterations is increased, the increase of the error across
time slows down. Moreover, we observe that the CbDECM algorithm converges to a
very accurate estimate of the inverse correlation matrix after an initial increase of the
error (which is due to the floating-point relative accuracy of the Matlab).
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Figure 5.4: The error Err of node 1 with 1 dB input SNR versus time frame.

Fig. 5.5 depicts the estimation performance of the gossip-based distributed esti-
mation algorithm and the proposed CbDECM algorithm as a function of the number
of data transmissions per time frame. From Fig. 5.5, we see that the error ME1 of the
gossip-based distributed estimation algorithm is decreased by increasing the number
of data transmissions per time frame. In addition, we observe that both the transmis-
sion costs and the error of the gossip-based processing for distributed estimation of
the inverse correlation matrix are higher than for the proposed CbDECM algorithm.
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Figure 5.5: The mean error ME of node 1 with 1 dB input SNR versus data transmis-
sions per time frame.

5.8.3 Estimation of a Target Signal

This section discusses the performance when the proposed framework for distributed
matrix inverse estimation is used in combination with an MVDR beamformer. The
scenario in this experiment considers the case where the source of interest for a node i
is private and selected from one of the available sources in the environment depicted in
Fig. 5.3. The steering vector di from the desired source of node i to all microphones
in the network is assumed to be known only locally. For comparison, we use the
distributed delay and sum beamformer (DDSB) presented in [19]. This DDSB is
essentially an MVDR defined as in (5.3) where RV is assumed to be diagonal. This
DDSB thus does not need the full correlation matrix, but is only in need of the diagonal
elements, i.e., the noise PSD per microphone. The distributed MVDR beamformer
with the CbDECM algorithm and the DDSB are based on similar setup where a clique-
based graph is used and the steering vectors are assumed to be known a priori. To
compare the distributed beamformers with their centralized versions and evaluate their
performance, we also compare to the centralized MVDR (CMVDR) beamformer and
the centralized delay and sum beamformer (CDSB) in this experiment. For the DDSB
and the CDSB, the noise power spectral density (PSD) tracking algorithm in [22] is
used to estimated the noise PSD. Moreover, for a fair comparison we set the number
of data transmissions in the DDSB such that it equals to the number of required data
transmissions in the CbDECM.
To compare the performance of the proposed CbDECM algorithm and the central-

ized estimation algorithm for estimating the inverse correlation matrix, we employ the
estimated inverse correlation matrices of the CbDECM algorithm and the centralized
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algorithm in the MVDR beamformer as

Ŝi(k) =
dH
i R̂−1

Y (k − 1)Y(k)

dH
i R̂−1

Y (k − 1)di

, (5.26)

where Ŝi(k) is the frequency domain DFT coefficient of the beamformer output, and
R̂−1

Y is the estimated inverse correlation matrix. Notice that we explicitly mention
here the dependency on time-frame k for clarity. Since each node in the network
has the estimates of R̂−1

Y (k − 1), R̂−1
Y (k − 1)Y(k) and R̂−1

Y (k) at time frame k,
an alternative approach to incorporate the estimated inverse correlation matrix from
frame k instead of k − 1 as in (5.26) is given by

Ŝi(k) =
dH
i R̂−1

Y (k)(R̂−1
Y (k − 1))−1R̂−1

Y (k − 1)Y(k)

dH
i R̂−1

Y (k)di

. (5.27)

Obviously, the computational complexity of (5.27) is higher, since (5.27) requires
in addition to compute R̂−1

Y (k)(R̂−1
Y (k − 1))−1. To distinguish the estimation meth-

ods in (5.26) and (5.27), we denote the algorithm in (5.26) by CbDECM1, and the
algorithm in (5.27) by CbDECM2.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm we compute the mean

square-error (MSE) between the estimated desired signal and the clean speech sig-
nal. The MSE for node i is averaged over all time frames and frequency bins, and is
give by

MSEi =
1

K̃F

K̃∑
k=1

F∑
f=1

∣∣∣Ŝi(f, k)− Si(f, k)
∣∣∣2 , (5.28)

where Si(f, k) is the frequency domain DFT coefficient of the desired speech signal of
node i. In addition, we qualify the speech quality and the speech intelligibility of the
estimated desired signal in terms of the segmental SNR and the short-time objective
intelligibility measure (STOI) [23], respectively. The segmental SNR for node i is
defined as

SNRi,seg =
1

K̃

K̃∑
k=1

10log10

∑F
f=1 |Si(f, k)|

2∑F
f=1

∣∣∣Ŝi(f, k)− Si(f, k)
∣∣∣2 . (5.29)

Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) show the noise reduction performance of the distributed
beamformers and their centralized versions in terms of the segmental SNR and the
MSE, respectively, while Fig. 5.6(c) show the instrumental speech intelligibility of
the beamformer output. In Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), we observe that the speech quality
of the CbDECM1 is very close to the CMVDR and the CbDECM2. More specif-
ically, the difference between the segmental SNR of the CbDECM1 algorithm and
the CMVDR in Fig. 5.6(a) is decreased from 0.3 dB to 0.1 dB with increasing SNR
of the noise+target input signal. Similarly, the difference between the MSE of the
CbDECM1 algorithm and the CMVDR in Fig. 5.6(b) decreases from 0.3 dB to 0.1
dB. This is reasonable since the CMVDR uses the estimated inverse correlation matrix
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of the current time-frame k to estimate the desired signal, while the CbDECM1 algo-
rithm uses the estimated inverse correlation matrix of the previous time frame k − 1.
Fig. 5.6(c) shows that the speech intelligibility in terms of STOI of the CbDECM1

algorithm is identical to the CMVDR and the CbDECM2 algorithm. All three fig-
ures in Fig. 5.6 show that both the speech quality and the speech intelligibility of the
CbDECM2 reaches the same performance as the CMVDR. This can be explained by
the fact that the estimated inverse correlation matrix of both CbDECM based algo-
rithms converge to the estimated inverse correlation matrix of the centralized estima-
tion algorithm. This is consistent with the experiment results given in Fig. 5.4 and Fig.
5.5. In addition, all three figures in Fig. 5.6 show that the improvement of the MVDR
beamformers (CMVDR, CbDECM1 and CbDECM2) over the DDSB and the CDSB is
increased from 1 to 10 dB in terms of the segmental SNR with increasing input SNR.
A similar performance improvement is shown in terms of MSE and STOI. This should
not come as a surprise, since the potential improvement of the MVDR beamformer is
obtained by taking noise correlation into account. Moreover, all distributed beam-
formers (DDSB, CbDECM1 and CbDECM2) converge to their centralized versions
with sufficient data transmissions per time frame.
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Figure 5.6: (a) The segmental SNR of node 1 versus the global input SNR. (b) The
MSE of node 1 versus the global input SNR. (c) The STOI of node 1 versus the global
input SNR.
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5.9 Conclusions
In this work, we proposed a framework for distributed estimation of the inverse corre-
lation matrix in a randomly connected network. The proposed framework is based on
the fact that using recursive exponential smoothing in combination with the Sherman-
Morrison formula, the estimation of the inverse correlation matrix can be structured
as two rounds of averaging consensus problems. We first investigated the use of gos-
sip processing for distributed estimation of the inverse correlation matrix, since gos-
sip processing is an well known approach for solving averaging consensus problems.
However, due to the fact that the inverse correlation matrix is updated recursively
across time, the convergence error between the gossip-based estimated correlation
matrix and the centralized estimated correlation matrix accumulates across time. In
addition, we therefore also proposed a clique-based distributed algorithm to elimi-
nate this convergence error. This algorithm is referred to as clique-based distributed
estimation of the inverse correlation matrix (CbDECM).
The proposed CbDECM is analyzed and compared with a centralized estimator in

terms of transmission costs. The comparison is done in a scenario, where the source
of interest of a user in the network is considered to be privacy preserving by hiding
the information of the steering vectors. In such a privacy preserving scenario, each
user in the network is assumed to know the steering vectors locally, and thus each user
requires an estimate of the inverse correlation matrix.
Simulation results with the gossip-based estimation approach showed that the con-

vergence error of the estimated inverse correlation matrix increases across time, while
the CbDECM algorithm converges to the same estimate as the centralized estimator.
Moreover, experiments on the comparisons between the proposed CbDECM algo-
rithm and the distributed delay and sum beamformer in referenced literature illustrated
the performance improvement of the proposed CbDECM algorithm by incorporating
noise correlation. Compared with other distributed adaptive beamformers, the pro-
posed distributed MVDR beamformer in this article make use of prior knowledge on
the steering vectors. For future research it will be interesting to investigate how to es-
timate the steering vectors in a distributed way while still preserving the users’ privacy
with respect to his source of interest.
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6.1 Introduction
Wireless acoustic sensor networks (WASNs) have been proposed for speech enhance-
ment by means of multi-microphone noise reduction [1] [2] [3] [4]. Compared with
conventional multi-microphone signal processing systems, where all microphones are
connected via wired links, and the observed signals of all microphones are gathered
and processed in a fusion center, multi-microphone signal processing in WASNs aims
to distribute computational load across all sensors, while reaching comparable perfor-
mance as conventional systems. Multi-microphone noise reduction algorithms such
as beamforming, heavily depend on timing information as they usually employ the
delay that is experienced when an acoustic signal is observed at different positions.
However, in WASNs, each node usually has its own processor with an independent
internal clock. Employing multi-microphone noise reduction algorithms, in practice,
requires that these clocks are synchronized. Most of the multi-microphone signal pro-
cessing algorithms for WASNs (see e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4]) are based on the often implicit
assumption that the internal clocks are synchronized. An unsynchronized clock can
cause drift of time differences of the observed signal at the different nodes, and, as a
consequence degrade the performance of the multi-microphone noise reduction algo-
rithm.
Since clock synchronization is an important aspect for signal processing in wire-

less sensor networks (WSNs), several algorithms addressing this issue (not specifi-
cally for speech enhancement) have been presented [5] [6] [7] [8]. However, most
studies on beamforming/speech enhancement in WASNs neglect the clock synchro-
nization problem and simply assume the clocks to be synchronized. Studies on the re-
quired precision and the applicability of such algorithms in terms of data transmissions
and robustness in practical scenarios is generally lacking. In this work we therefore
present an in-depth comparison of several clock synchronization algorithms for dis-
tributed speech enhancement. The consequence of an unsynchronized clock is a clock
skew and a clock offset. To focus this work, we will only consider the clock skew,
which causes signal drift and results in a poor performance of speech enhancement
algorithms. Many algorithms for clock skew compensation employ a series of timing
message transmissions, e.g., [6] [7]. In [6], a joint ranging and clock synchroniza-
tion (JCS) algorithm is proposed to estimate relative clock skews, clock offsets and
pairwise distances in a WSN using a single clock reference. This algorithm requires
that the node with the reference clock serves as a central processor, connected with all
other nodes in the network. Specifically, with the JCS, relative clock skews and offsets
among nodes are estimated by minimizing the least squares norm of the measurement
noise of the time-stamps. The gossip-based clock synchronization (GbCS) algorithm
in [7] is based on time stamps in combination with the randomized gossip algorithm
[9]. Unlike the JCS algorithm where the clocks of all nodes are synchronized with
respect to the clock of a reference node, the GbCS algorithm synchronizes them with
a virtual clock. Thus, the GbCs algorithm synchronizes the clocks in a distributed way
without the requirements of a reference clock or a specific network topology. The ac-
curacy of these time-stamp based algorithms is, generally, proportional to the number
of timing message transmissions.
Another class of clock synchronization algorithm is based on the observed sig-
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nal, such as the blind sampling-rate offset estimation (BSrOE) algorithm in [8] and
the blind synchronization algorithm in [10]. Assuming that there is a reference node
in the WASN, the BSrOE estimates relative clock skews using the phase drift in the
coherence between the observed signals of two communicating nodes. Similar to the
JCS, the BSrOE requires that the node with the reference clock serves as a central
processor. Although the algorithms in [6], [7] and [8] can all synchronize clocks in
WSNs, they have different advantages and disadvantages when used in WASNs for
practical multi-microphone signal processing, as they are based on different assump-
tions and frameworks.
In this work we present a study of the effect of clock synchronization problems

on multi-microphone signal processing where each node has an individual clock. We
perform theoretical and experimental investigations of the effects of clock synchro-
nization on the delay-and-sum beamformer (DSB) and the minimum variance distor-
tionless response (MVDR) beamformer using three state-of-the art algorithms (i.e.,
the JCS, the GbCS and the BSrOE). In particular we analyze the communication costs
of the three algorithms and investigate their robustness to noise on the parameters used
to synchronize the clocks. In addition, we discuss the advantages and drawbacks of
the three clock synchronization algorithms in view of their theoretical frameworks and
simulation results.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we state the

problem and introduce the notation that we will use throughout this article. In Sec-
tion 6.3 we analyze the effects of clock synchronization problems on beamforming
technologies. Then, in Section 6.4 we give a brief overview of three different clock
synchronization algorithms, which are the JCS, the GbCS and the BSrOE. In Sec-
tion 6.5 we illustrate the estimation accuracy of the three clock synchronizations and
evaluate their effect on the MVDR beamformer in terms of speech quality and speech
intelligibility. Finally, in Section 6.6 conclusions are drawn.

6.2 Problem Statement and Notation
Consider a WASN comprising N nodes randomly distributed in a noisy environment,
where each node is driven by it’s own processor with an internal clock and contains
one microphone. Let yi(t) denote a continuous-time signal observed at node i. As-
suming that the signal yi(t) consists of a target source signal xi(n) degraded by addi-
tive noise vi(n), a common data model of yi(t) is given by

yi(t) = xi(t) + vi(t), (6.1)

The challenge for noise reduction algorithms is to estimate the target signal from the
noisy observations. With a conventional microphone array, the speech signal can be
estimated using beamforming methods, such as the DSB or the MVDR beamformer,
since all microphones have the same clock and sampling rate. However, in a WASN,
each node is equipped with an independent clock oscillator. Clock differences between
nodes are therefore inevitable. Let ti denote the local clock reading at node i, given
by

ti = αit+ βi, (6.2)
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where t is the global time or the local time of a reference node, αi is the clock skew
and βi is the clock offset. We assume the clock offset parameter to be known and we
concentrate on the clock skew. The clock model ti in (6.2) can then be simplified to

ti = αit. (6.3)

Without loss of generality, we assume that the first node is the reference node (e.g.,
t1 = t). Based on the time model in (6.3), the sampling rate at node i is given by

fs,i = αifs, (6.4)

where fs,i is the sampling rate at node i, and fs is the sampling rate at a reference
node (e.g., fs = fs,1). Let yi[n] denote the discrete-time observed signal at time-
sampling index n. The discrete-time signal yi[n] can be obtained by sampling the
continuous-time signal yi(t) at time n

fs,i
, i.e.,

yi[n] = yi
(
n/fsi

)
, t = n/fsi and −∞ < n < +∞. (6.5)

Similarly, xi[n] and vi[n] denote the discrete-time speech signal and noise signal,
respectively.
Equation (6.5) indicates that different sampling rates cause drift of time difference

between the observed digital signals. This problem can be solved by synchronizing
sampling rates of all nodes, which can be realized by synchronizing clock skews of
all nodes. In this work, we study the problem of clock skew synchronization and
investigate its impact on multi-microphone noise reduction. Moreover, we investigate
and compare three different algorithms for clock skew synchronization and study their
implications on multi-microphone noise reduction.

6.3 Analysis of the Clock Synchronization Problem for
Beamforming Technologies

In this section, we analyze the effect and importance of clock synchronization on
beamforming technologies. To facilitate a simple and clear insight into the problem,
we use a synthetic signal. The multi-microphone noise reduction algorithm that we
use in these illustrations is the DSB, since this is the most simple way to exemplify the
consequences of having non-synchronized clock skews. Later on, in Section 6.5 we
will use the MVDR beamformer and speech signals to compare the impact of different
clock synchronization algorithms.
Let w(·) denote a window function of length J and let K be the window shift.

As beamforming algorithms are usually conducted in the short-time discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) domain, signals are windowed and transformed into the frequency
domain by applying a DFT, i.e.,

Yi(f,m) =

mK+J∑
n=mK+1

yi(n)w(n−mK)e−jωf (n−mK), (6.6)
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where Yi(f,m) is the noisy DFT coefficient at frequency-bin index f and discrete-
time frame indexm, and ωf = 2πf/J is the discrete frequency variable at frequency-
bin index f . Similarly,Xi(f,m) and Vi(f,m) denote the speech DFT coefficient and
the noise DFT coefficient, respectively. Consider a single target speech source in the
network, the speech DFT coefficient Xi(f,m) is given by

Xi(f,m) = di(f,m)Si(f,m),

where di(f,m) is the acoustic transfer function (ATF), and Si(f,m) is the clean
speech at the target location, both with sampling rate fs,i. To estimate the clean
speech signal, the noisy DFT coefficients Yi(f,m) can be stacked into a vector, say
Y(f,m) = [Y1(f,m), ...YN (f,m)]T , with [·]T the transposition of a vector or a
matrix, followed by filtering withW(f,m) (i.e., Ŝ1(f,m) = WH(f,m)Y(f,m)).
However, since all nodes have different sampling rates, the beamformer performance
will be degraded depending on the differences between sampling rates.
Consider aWASNwith two nodes, each node with one microphone. The sampling-

rate of node 1 is fs1 = fs = 16 kHz (i.e., the reference node) and the sampling-rate of
node 2 is α2fs. To assess the performance of the DSB versus the clock skew of node
2, we use the spatial directivity pattern Q(ω) of the DSB, that is

Q(ω) =
dH d̃

dHd
, (6.7)

with (·)H Hermitian transposition, d̃ = [d1(f,m), d2(f,m)]
T the ATF under sampling-

rate mismatch, and d the ATF without sampling-rate mismatch. If there is a sampling-
rate mismatch, and d �= d̃, then Q(ω) measures the amount of mismatch, which
reflects the amount of distortion that the clean signal will undergo after processing by
the beamformer. In a free-field scenario without damping (i.e., |di| = 1), we then

have d =
[
e−jω

l1
c
fs , e−jω

l2
c
fs
]T
and d̃ =

[
e−jω

l1
c
fs , e−jω

l2
c
fs,2

]T
, where li is the

distance from the source to the ith node, and c = 340m/s is the speed of sound. Then,
Q(ω) can be expressed as

Q(ω) =
1

2
+

1

2
ejω

l2
c
(1−α2)fs = cos

(
ω
l2
2c

(1− α2)fs

)
ejω

l2
2c

(1−α2)fs . (6.8)

Notice that damping can easily be included, but is left out here for simplicity.
Equation (6.8) shows that |Q(ω)| is periodic as a function of the clock skew, see

also Fig. 6.1 for a plot of |Q(ω)|. Ideally, for the case that there is no clock skew
(i.e., αi = 1, ∀ i), Q(ω) = 1. Obviously, when there is clock skew, |Q(ω)| deviates
from 1 and distortions are introduced in the spatial directivity pattern. That is, the
beamformer response in the target direction may be suppressed depending on α. This
dependency ofQ(ω) on α is periodic as is clear from (6.8) and also shown in Fig. 6.1.
To further assess the distortions introduced in the estimated clean DFT coeffi-

cients, we investigate the output of the DSB when applied to the clean input only, i.e.,
Vi = 0, ∀i. In this case, we set the clean target signal to a sinusoidal signal given
by the expression s(t) = cos(2πνt) with ν = 1250 Hz. Sampling this signal with
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Figure 6.1: The distortion |Q(ω)| versus clock skew

the sampling frequency of node 1 and node 2 (i.e., fs1 = fs and fs2 = α2fs), leads
to s1[n] = cos(2π ν

fs
) and s2[n] = cos(2π ν

α2fs
n) with the two different frequencies

ν and ν/α, respectively. Let S1(f,m) and S2(f,m) denote the DFT of a windowed
frame of s1[n] and s2[n], respectively. Stacking these DFT coefficients in a vector,
and including the delays τ1 and τ2 due to the signal propagation over distances l1
and l2, respectively, we get X(f,m) =

[
S1(f,m)e−jωf τ1 , S2(f,m)e−jωf τ2

]T , with
τ1 = l1fs1/c and τ2 = l2fs2/c.
Let Ŝ(f,m) denote the DSB output when applying the beamformer to the clean

signals only (i.e., to X(f,m)). When there is no clock skew, the output equals the
clean signal, Ŝ(f,m) = 1

2 (S1(f,m) + S2(f,m)). However, the DSB output under
clock skew is given by

Ŝ(f,m) =
dHX(f,m)

dHd
=

1

2

(
S1(f,m) + S2(f,m)ej2πf(1−α2)l2/c

)
. (6.9)

Two effects become apparent. What should be the average of the DFT coefficient
Ŝ(f,m) of two windowed sinusoids with similar frequency and compensated delay
such that they constructively add, becomes the sum of the DFT coefficients of two
windowed sinusoids with a) two different frequencies, and b) a delay with respect to
each other that is not correctly compensated.
As an example, Fig. 6.2 shows the value |Ŝ(f,m)| with and without clock skew

for a fixed frequency bin f = 20 (chosen as the bin with center frequency closest to
ν = 1250 ) across time frames. The blue dashed line shows the estimated |Ŝ(f,m)|
when there is no clock skew (α1 = α2) and the red solid line shows for a fixed
α2 = 1.0032. The distortion |Ŝ(f,m)| varies periodically across time and that the
distortion in Ŝ(f,m) is upper and lower bounded.
The above analysis and simulations show that asynchronous clocks in WASNs can

severely degrade the performance of beamformers. First, the delay compensations by
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d are incorrect, leading to an undesired beamformer response. Secondly, at nodes
with clock skew αi �= 1, the signal gets translated to another frequency. Depending
on αi this is audibly perceived as the sum of two speech signals that are not aligned
with respect to each other and have different sampling frequencies. A solution is to
perform clock synchronization and/or sampling-rate offset compensation.

6.4 Clock Synchronization
In this section, we give a brief overview of three clock synchronization algorithms for
wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The three algorithms are the JCS [6], the GbCS [7]
and the BSrOE [8]. Specifically, the JCS and GbCS are time-stamp based algorithms.
Clock synchronization in these algorithms is based on local time-stamp communica-
tion, while the BSrOE is a signal based algorithm, where clock skews are estimated
based on the phase drift in the coherence between the observed signals. The three algo-
rithms make use of different underlying principles and rely on different assumptions.
In this section we will describe the underlying principle of each of these methods.
Although each algorithm has its own requirements (e.g., the number of transmissions,
the network topology, centralized or decentralized processing), they can all be used to
solve the sampling-rate synchronization problem in WASNs albeit at different costs
and requirements.

6.4.1 JCS
The JCS algorithm proposed in [6] is based on a two-way communication scheme,
where two neighboring nodes communicate with each other during each time-slot. We
give here an overview of the pairwise synchronization, while for further information
about this algorithm, the reader is referred to reference [6].
Consider two nodes (i, j) in a connected WSN. Node i becomes active and sends a

message to node j and node j sends a response message back to node i. Both nodes i
and j record the transmission time and the reception time. Nodes i and j communicate
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with each otherK times and record the transmission and reception times as

tij =
[
t
(1)
ij,s, t

(1)
ij,r, t

(2)
ij,s, · · · , t

(K)
ij,r

]T
and

tji =
[
t
(1)
ji,r, t

(1)
ji,s, t

(2)
ji,r, · · · , t

(K)
ji,s

]T
where t(k)ij,s is the transmission time at node i for sending the kth message to node j,
t
(k)
ij,r is the response time at node i for receiving kth message from node j, and tij is
the 2K × 1 dimensional vector with the transmission and response times measured at
node i. Let ηij denote the propagation time between nodes i and j. Based on the time
model in (6.3), the relation between the transmission and response time can be written
as [6]

t
(k)
ij,s = αi

[
α−1
j (t

(k)
ji,r + g

(k)
j,r )− ηij

]
+ g

(k)
i,s , (6.10)

and
t
(k)
ij,r = αi

[
α−1
j (t

(k)
ji,s + g

(k)
j,s ) + ηij

]
+ g

(k)
i,r . (6.11)

where
{
g
(k)
j,r , g

(k)
i,s , g

(k)
j,s , g

(k)
i,r

}
are additive Gaussian independent identical distributed

random variables that model the noise (error) on the time recording. Assuming that
node i is the reference node with αi = 1, the parameters αj , and ηij can then be
estimated by solving the following least squares algorithm problem [6]

minpj
‖Tjipj − tij‖

2
2 , (6.12)

where
Tji = [tji, e]

pj = [αj , ηij ]
T

with 2K × 1 dimensional vector e = [−1, 1,−1, · · · , 1]T . The estimate of pj can be
obtained as

p̂j =
(
TT

jiTji

)−1
TT

jitij . (6.13)

This pairwise estimation method can be extended to the entire network as long as
the network has a special structure such as, a fully connected or star connected net-
work, where the clock of one of the nodes serves as a reference clock. The reference
node must be connected with all other nodes in the network, since the relative clock
skews αj

αi
are estimated with respect to its clock. Furthermore, if extended to clock

synchronization for the entire network, a common fusion center is assumed in order
to calculate the extended version of Eq. (6.13).

6.4.2 GbCS
Given the local clock model in (6.3), the local clock reading at node j at time t can be
expressed in terms of the local clock of node i as

tj =
αj

αi
ti. (6.14)
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where αj

αi
is the relative clock skew between node j and node i. To estimate αj

αi
, the

GbCS algorithm makes two assumptions on the clock-reading procedure. First, there
is no noise during clock reading. Secondly, clock reading of two communicating
nodes is performed instantaneously, since the propagation time between two commu-
nicating nodes is assumed to be negligible. It remains to be seen to which extend these
assumptions are valid in practice. In Section 6.5 we will test this by introducing noise
on the clock reading procedure. Based on those two assumptions, the relative skew
αj

αi
between nodes i and j can be estimated as

αj

αi
=

t
(1)
ji − t

(2)
ji

t
(1)
ij − t

(2)
ij

. (6.15)

Since αi and αj are unknown, it is impossible to directly estimate αi and αj . To
achieve clock synchronization, the GbCS algorithm uses a clock skew compensation
parameter si. The local clock of node i can then be compensated as

t̂i = siti = siαit, (6.16)

where t̂i is the updated local clock of node i. The randomized gossip algorithm is
performed to achieve the consensus of t̂i at all nodes. In each time-slot u, two neigh-
boring nodes i and j are randomly selected. To update their synchronization of the
clock skew we first write

si(u+ 1)αi =
1

2
si(u)αi +

1

2
sj(u)αj . (6.17)

Dividing left and right hand side with αi and combining the estimated relative
clock skew αj

αi
in (6.15) with (6.17), it follows that

si(u+ 1) =
1

2
si(u) +

αj

2αi
sj(u). (6.18)

Similar as node i, the skew compensation parameter sj of node j can be updated as

sj(u+ 1) =
αi

2αj
si(u) +

1

2
sj(u). (6.19)

Given any initialization of si, clock skews of all nodes are guaranteed to converge
to the average value 1

N

∑N
i=1 si(0)αi as long as each pair of neighboring nodes in a

connected network gossips frequently enough. Thus, the updated local clocks of all
nodes are synchronized with 1

N

∑N
i=1 si(0)αit, when a sufficient number of iterations

are used in the GbCS algorithm. In Section 6.4.4, we analyze the communication cost
of this algorithm.

6.4.3 BSrOE
In [8], it was proposed to perform a blind sampling-rate offset estimation based on the
phase drift in the coherence between two node signals, which are sampled at different
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sampling rates. Considering a connected WASN, where all nodes are placed in a
noisy speech environment, two neighboring nodes communicate with each other by
exchanging their observed noisy speech signals. It is assumed that the noise-only
segments are detected using a voice activity detector (VAD) and used to estimate the
sampling-rate difference between two nodes.
Assuming that the sampling rate of the first node as the reference sampling rate

(e.g., fs,1 = fs), the relative sampling-rate offset between the reference node and a
node i is given by

e1i =
fs,i − fs

fs
. (6.20)

Let γ1i [f ] denote cross-coherence between the reference node 1 and node i at
frequency bin f , which is defined as

γ1i [f ] =
R1i [f ]√

R1 [f ]Ri [f ]
, (6.21)

where R1i [f ] is the cross-spectrum of nodes 1 and i, and R1 [f ] and Ri [f ] are the
auto-spectrum of nodes 1 and i, respectively. To estimate the relative sampling-rate
offset e1i, the microphone signals are first segmented to P segments. Then, the Welch
method is applied to estimate the cross-spectrum and the auto-spectrum for fmax fre-
quency bins and the estimation of the relative sampling-rate offset e1i is obtained as

ê1i =
1

fmax

fmax∑
f=1

F

2πLf
∠

{
1

P − 1

(
P−1∑
p=1

γ̂p
1i [f ]

γ̂p−1
1i [f ]

)}
, (6.22)

where L is the number of samples in each segment, fmax is the maximum frequency
bin, which is used to guarantee that the phase difference between γp

1i [f ], and γ
p−1
1i [f ]

is bounded in the range [−π π], and is defined as [8]

fmax =
F

2Lemax
, (6.23)

with emax the bound of relative sampling-rate offsets. The estimation accuracy of e1i
depends on the value of emax. When emax >> |e1i|, few frequency bins contribute in
the estimation, and the estimation of e1i will be incorrect if emax < |e1i| [8]. In [8], the
authors assume that the WASN is a fully connected network and a node in the network
is selected as a fusion center, gathering all microphone signals and synchronizing all
clocks with a selected reference clock in the network. Although the algorithm assumes
that the WASN is a fully connected network, it can also synchronize clock skews in a
non-fully connected network by using other nodes as relay stations to send the data to
a central processor (which is the reference node). This algorithm may result in a large
number of data transmissions, in particular for non-fully connected networks since all
signals need to be sent to this central processor.

6.4.4 Communication Cost Analysis
To analyze communication cost of the three clock synchronization algorithms, we
define a data transmission as the sending of a scalar value from one node to another.
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In both the JCS and GbCS, clocks are synchronized by exchanging time information,
which is a scalar value of the time-stamp. In a fully connected network withN nodes,
the number of data transmissions of the JCS algorithm is given by

TJ = 2K(N − 1), (6.24)

since all N − 1 pairs of neighboring nodes (each pair includes the reference node and
one other node) communicateK times with 2 transmissions each time.
The number of data transmissions of the GbCS algorithm TG is

TG = 4C, (6.25)

with C number of iterations. At each iteration, two neighboring nodes communicate
a time message and clock skew compensation parameter. This means twice the trans-
mission of two variables per iteration.
In the BSrOE, allN −1 nodes (all nodes except the reference node) send the DFT

coefficients of their observed signals to the reference node, which serves as the central
processor. Thus, the data transmission of the BSrOE can be computed as

TB = (N − 1)Pfmax, (6.26)

where there are P segments and fmax frequency bins per segment. Notice that the
required number of data transmissions of the JCS and BSrOE given in (6.24) and
(6.26), respectively, consider only a fully connected network. More data transmissions
are required for clock synchronization when used in non-fully connected networks as
the time message information or microphone signals need to be sent to the central
processor using relay nodes. Only the data transmissions of the GbCS given in (6.25)
is directly applicable to randomly connected networks.

6.5 Simulations
In this section, we study the performance of the three clock synchronization algo-
rithms described in Section 6.4 and evaluate their effect on the performance of the
MVDR beamformer in terms of instrumental speech quality and speech intelligibly
metrics. The comparison is first performed in an ideal scenario without noise on the
information required by each algorithm, followed by a practical scenario with additive
noise.

6.5.1 Simulation Environment and Performance Measurements
We simulate a WASN with five fully connected nodes, and consider a free-field sce-
nario. Thus, the steering vector d is determined by gain and delay values. The node
positions relative to the sources are shown in Fig. 6.3. The speech source consists
of a 30 seconds speech signal sampled at 16 kHz originating from the Timit [11]
database, and the noise source is a babble noise signal. All nodes in the WASN first
synchronize their clocks using one of the three algorithms, and then process the sig-
nals in the frequency domain using a frame-based MVDR beamformer, with a frame
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length of 32 ms and a 50%-overlapping Hann window. The following parameters
are used in the BSrOE. The Welch method is used with a DFT size of 4096 and
75% overlap. Each segment consists of L = 16000 samples and P = 32 segments
with 50% overlap are used to estimate the sampling-rate offset, which is bounded by
emax = 800 ppm with ppm = 10−6. The clock skews of the five nodes are set to
α = [1, 1.0001, 1.0002, 1.0003, 1.0004]T . Notice that all simulations in this section
are based on the scenario given in this subsection.
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Figure 6.3: WASN with 5 nodes, a speech source and a noise source.

To assess the estimation accuracy of the clock skew, we define the mean square
error (MSE) between the estimated clock skews α̂i of all nodes and the reference clock
skew αref as

MSET = 10 log10
1

N

N∑
i=1

|α̂i − αref|
2
. (6.27)

The reference clock skew in the JCS algorithm and the BSrOE algorithm is the
clock skew of the first node, while the reference clock skew in the GbCS algorithm
is the average value 1

N

∑N
i=1 si(0)αi. In order to evaluate the effect of the clock

synchronization algorithms on the performance of the MVDR beamformer, we use
the segmental signal-to-noise ratio (SNRseg) to assess the speech quality of the MVDR
beamformer and the short-time objective intelligibility measure (STOI) [12] to assess
the speech intelligibility of the MVDR beamformer. The SNRseg of node i is averaged
over all time frames and defined as

SNRseg =
1

M

M∑
m=1

10 log10

∑F
f=1 |S(f,m)|2∑F

f=1

∣∣∣Ŝi(f,m)− S(f,m)
∣∣∣ , (6.28)

whereM is the number of time-frames, F denotes the number of frequency bins, and
Ŝi(f,m) is the frequency domain DFT coefficient of the MVDR beamformer output,
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calculated as

Ŝi(f,m) =
dHR−1

YYY

dHR−1
YYd

. (6.29)

As reference signal in STOI and SNRseg we use the clean signal sampled by the
reference clock at the reference node. For notational convenience, we denote the
MVDR with perfect clock synchronization by C-MVDR, the MVDR beamformer
without clock synchronization by E-MVDR, the MVDR beamformer with the JCS
by J-MVDR, the MVDR beamformer with the GbCS by G-MVDR, and the MVDR
beamformer with the BSrOE by B-MVDR.

6.5.2 Ideal Clock Synchronization
We begin with the assumption that there is no measurement noise on the time-stamp in
the JCS and GbCS, and the observed signal used in the BSrOE is a babble noise-only.
This follows the ideal circumstances described in the original papers.
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Figure 6.4: The MSE versus number of transmissions.

Figure 6.4 shows that all three algorithms can reach the same accuracy of clock
synchronization in terms of MSET with enough data transmissions. The estimation
accuracy of the clock skew in the JCS and GbCS is increased with increasing number
of data transmissions. Further, the BSrOE needs more data transmissions to reach a
performance similar to that of the JCS and GbCS.
Figure 6.5 shows the effect of clock synchronization on the MVDR beamformer.

In Fig. 6.5(a), we see that the SNRseg of the E-MVDR output is even lower than those
of the input noisy signal for global input SNRs larger than 2 dB. In Fig. 6.5(b), it
can be seen that the STOI values of the E-MVDR output are smaller than those of
the noisy input signal. This indicates that the predicted speech quality and intelligi-
bility of the MVDR is severely degraded without clock synchronization. Note that to
obtain absolute intelligibility scores, the STOI output needs to be mapped using for
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example a logistic function. Moreover, these results also indicate that noise reduc-
tion performance of the MVDR with clock synchronization (i.e., J-MVDR, G-MVDR
and B-MVDR) can reach the same performance as the C-MVDR, where clocks of all
microphones are perfectly synchronized with the reference clock.
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Figure 6.5: (a) The segmental SNR of node 1 versus the global input SNR. (b) The
STOI of node 1 versus the global input SNR.

6.5.3 Clock Synchronization with Noisy Parameters

Next, we investigate the performance of the clock synchronization algorithms in a
realistic setup where the measurements are subject to imperfections. For the JCS
and GbCS, this means that we add white Gaussian noise to the time-stamps with a
variance that is normalized by the precision of the internal clock. The system clock
in modern PCs runs at 66 MHz. The minimum difference between two time-stamps
is thus 1/(66 × (106)). The variance on the measurement noise is then given by
66 × 106 × σ2, with σ2 the variance of the white Gaussian noise process. Since
the performance of the JCS and GbCS depends on the number of transmissions, we
use for both algorithms the same amount of 400 data transmissions. For the BSrOE
we use a noisy speech signal instead of the pure noise. The noisy signal consists
of a speech signal degraded by additive babble noise at several input SNRs. Note
that the BSrOE requires much more data transmissions than the other two reference
algorithms, namely 20480.
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Figure 6.6: (a) The MSE versus the noise variance in time recording. (b) The MSE
versus the global input SNR.

The effect of the measurement noise of time-stamp on the estimation accuracy of
clock skew is shown in Fig. 6.6. In Fig. 6.6(a), the MSET for both the JCS and the
GbCS is seen to increase with increasing measurement-noise variance. In addition, the
results show that the MSET of the JCS increases slower than that of the GbCS. This
is reasonable, since the time model in the JCS can take measurement noise of time-
stamps into account, and the clock parameters in the JCS are estimated by minimizing
the least squares norm of the measurement noise of time-stamps, while the time model
in the GbCS assumes that there is no measurement noise on the time-stamps. The JCS
shows a better estimation accuracy of the clock skew than the gossip based algorithm.
In Fig. 6.6(b), the MSET of the BSrOE is increased from −123.5 dB to −122.7 dB
with increasing global input SNR, which indicates that the effect of the SNR of the
observed signal on the estimation accuracy of the BSrOE in terms of MSE is small,
around 1 dB in this SNR range.
To illustrate the performance of the MVDR beamformer in the situation with mea-

surement noise on the time-stamp, we investigate the SNRseg and the STOI of the
MVDR output of reference node 1 versus the normalized noise variance. The global
input SNR of the signal at node 1 is −2.5 dB. In Figs. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b), both the
SNRseg and the STOI of the J-MVDR and the G-MVDR are decreased with increas-
ing noise variance on the time stamps. Although the B-MVDR uses the noisy speech
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Figure 6.7: (a) The segmental SNR of node 1 versus the noise variance in time record-
ing. (b) The STOI of node 1 versus the noise variance in time recording.

signal for clock synchronization, it reaches the same performance as the C-MVDR,
since the B-MVDR is a signal-based algorithm, not sensitive for time-stamp noise.
The performance of the J-MVDR decreases slower than that of the G-MVDR. This is
consistent with the simulation results in Fig. 6.6. Moreover, for small noise variances,
the J-MVDR reaches the same performance as the C-MVDR, while this is at a much
lower transmission cost than the B-MVDR.

To further access the performance of the B-MVDR versus the global input SNR,
we set the normalized measurement-noise variance in the JCS and GbCS to 0.0001,
and set the global input SNR of the signal at reference node 1 is in the range from −5
dB up to 5 dB. In Fig. 6.8, the simulation results show that both the SNRseg and the
STOI of all three clock synchronization algorithms can reach the same performance
as the centralized MVDR beamformer, which indicates that the accuracy of the clock
synchronization of the three algorithms is still enough for beamforming technologies,
when noisy speech is used in the B-MVDR and measurement noise with noise vari-
ance 0.0001 is added to the time-stamps used by the J-MVDR and the G-MVDR.
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Figure 6.8: (a) The segmental SNR of node 1 versus the global input SNR. (b) The
STOI of node 1 versus the global input SNR.

6.5.4 Discussion

Despite fact that all three algorithms can synchronize the clocks in WSNs, they do
differ on four aspects that are important for use in WASNs, which are: 1) requirement
on the network structure; 2) requirement on a central processor; 3) including noise or
measurement uncertainty; 4) required number of data transmissions. In Table 6.1 we
give an overview on each of these aspects for the three algorithms, which we further
discuss below.
First, in the JCS and BSrOE, choosing or setting a reference clock in the network

is required, since these two algorithms estimate the relative clock skew between a ref-
erence node and the other nodes. This requirement leads to the fact that these two
algorithms can only operate in a network with a special topology, such as star con-
nected networks or fully connected networks, where the node with the reference clock
is connected with all other nodes. However, WASNs may be dynamic as nodes may
join or leave the network due to a defect or an empty battery, resulting in unpredictable
changes in network size and topology. Thus, the limitation of network topology of the
JCS and BSrOE may constraint their practical application. On the other hand, the
GbCS can operate in a randomly connected network, and the clocks of all nodes in the
GbCS are synchronized with a virtual clock.
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Table 6.1: Four aspects of the three clock synchronization algorithms.

Aspects JCS GbCS BSrOE
Requirement
on network
structure

Yes, fully
connected
or star con-
nected

No Yes, fully
connected
or star con-
nected

Requirement
on a central
processor

Yes No Yes

Including
noise or
measurement
uncertainty

The accuracy
of clock syn-
chronization
is decreased,
the beam-
former output
get degraded

The accuracy
of clock syn-
chronization
is decreased,
the beam-
former output
get degraded

The accuracy
of clock syn-
chronization
is slightly
decreased, but
is enough for
beamforming
technologies

Required
number of
data transmis-
sions

2K(N − 1)
in fully con-
nected or star
connected
network

4C in a
randomly
connected
network

(N−1)Pfmax
in fully con-
nected or star
connected
network

Second, both the JCS and BSrOE require a central processor to synchronize all
clocks with the reference clock, where the observed signals or timing messages are
gathered and processed in the central processor. This requirement is consistent with
the requirement on network topology, which may limit their applications in practical
WASNs. On the contrary, the GbCS algorithm has no such requirements, since it is
based on local processing and local communication.
Furthermore, to access the effects of noise or measurement uncertainty on the syn-

chronization accuracy of the three algorithms and on the noise reduction performance
of beamforming technologies, we took measurement uncertainty into account. The
simulation results show that the synchronization accuracy of the three compared algo-
rithms is sufficient for synchronizing the clock skew in scenarios without measurement
noise. In practical scenarios with measurement uncertainty or noise, the beamformer
output with time-stamp based clock synchronization algorithms get degraded, while
the accuracy of the signal based clock synchronization algorithms is still sufficient for
beamforming technologies.
Finally, we investigated the communication cost of the three algorithms in terms

of data transmissions. Since both the JCS and the GbCS are time-stamp based clock
synchronization algorithms, their communication cost is proportional to the number
of transmissions. On the other hand, the required number of data transmissions of the
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BSrOE algorithm depends on the number of nodes and the size of the observed signals.
Furthermore, the latter algorithm generally requires many more data transmissions.
Moreover, since both the JCS and BSrOE require a central processor to do signal
processing, they will require additional data transmissions if the network topology is
neither fully connected nor star connected.

6.6 Conclusions
In this work, we first analyzed effects of clock synchronization on the DSB with a
synthetic signal. Then, we analyzed communication cost of three different clock syn-
chronization algorithms. From this, it follows that the BSrOE requires a significantly
larger amount of transmissions than the JCS and the GbCS approaches due to the
fact that it is signal based. To which extent this high data-transmissions is a problem
for distributed signal processing, depends on the processing in the subsequent steps.
The experimental study has shown that the accuracy of clock synchronization of the
three algorithms is sufficient for the MVDR beamformer under ideal circumstances.
In scenarios with measurement uncertainty or noise, the output of the MVDR with the
JCS and the GbCS degrades, but the MVDR with the BSrOE reaches the same per-
formance as the centralized MVDR beamformer. For small amounts of measurement
noise, the JCS gives similar performance as the BSrOE, but, at a significantly lower
amount of data transmissions.
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In this thesis we focused on the field of distributed noise reduction for speech
enhancement in wireless acoustic sensor networks (WASNs). The objective of dis-
tributed noise reduction algorithms is to obtain the same performance as their cen-
tralized equivalents, as their centralized equivalents by performing computations in a
distributed way.

7.1 Conclusions and Discussion
This section gives answers to the research questions, which we identified in Section
1.2, and discusses the results of our research work.

As WASNs are general randomly connected, making sense of distributed signal pro-
cessing for randomly connected WASNs is an important task. The following research
question was thus investigated.
1) How can we develop distributed algorithms that perform in randomly connected

WASNs via local processing and improve the speech quality and intelligibility in a
similar way as centralized algorithms?
To answer this first question, we proposed a distributed delay-and-sum beam-

former (DDSB) algorithm in Chapter 3, a clique-based distributed beamformer (CbDB)
in Chapter 4, and a distributed minimum variance distortionless response (DMVDR)
beamformer in Chapter 5. The three distributed beamformers are proposed for de-
centralized estimation of clean speech signal in WASNs. Since they are based on only
local communication and local processing, they have no requirements on a special net-
work topology and no risk of having a single point of failure. The theoretical analysis
and simulation results shown that the proposed distributed beamformers asymptoti-
cally converge to the optimal estimation of their centralized equivalents.
In Chapters 3 and 4, both the DDSB and the CbDB assume that WASNs are in in-

coherent noise field or in diffuse noise field. However, the experimental results shown
that the DDSB and the CbDB can be used sucessfully in other noise fields and reduce
noise as well. To further improve their noise reduction performance, we proposed
the DMVDR beamfromer in Chapter 5 for coherent noise fields where noise signals
between different microphones are correlated. In addition, we have shown that the
DMVDR beamformer has better noise reduction performance than the DDSB and the
CbDB in coherent fields.

Since the proposed distributed speech enhancement algorithms asymptotically con-
verge to the optimal estimation of their centralized equivalents, we analyzed the con-
vergence speed and communication cost of the distributed algorithms and answered
the research question as follows.
2) How to effectively reduce communication cost in distributed speech enhance-

ment algorithms?
This second question was addressed by reducing the communication cost of ran-

domized gossip algorithms [1], since the proposed distributed speech enhancement al-
gorithms are mainly based on the randomized gossiping. The randomized gossip algo-
rithms are classified into an asynchronous communication scheme and a synchronous
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communication scheme. To improve the convergence speed of the synchronous ran-
domized gossip algorithm, we presented an improved general distributed synchronous
averaging (IGDSA) algorithm for randomly connected networks in Chapter 3.
However, the proposed IGDSA algorithm did not reduce the communication cost

of the randomized gossip algorithms, which was shown in Fig. 3.4. Furthermore,
experiments on the comparisons between the DDSB and several existing distributed
speech enhancement algorithms shown that besides the advantage of not having a
topology constraint, the DDSB has better noise reduction performance than the ref-
erenced distributed adaptive node-specific signal estimation (DANSE) algorithm [2]
at the expense of a higher communication cost. The main reason for this is that the
DANSE algorithm employs a broadcast protocol and performs time-recursive updates
over signal frames, while the DDSB based algorithms use a point-to-point transmis-
sion protocol (pairwise communication scheme) per signal frame.
Therefore, to reduce the communication costs of the DDSB, we first proposed a

clique-based gossip algorithm, and then we presented the CbDB algorithm based on
the principle of clique-based gossiping for distributed speech enhancement in Chapter
4. The CbDB algorithm not only improved the convergence speed of the DDSB, but
also reduced the communication cost of the DDSB. Instead of the pairwise neighbor-
ing nodes updating their estimates per iteration as with the randomized gossip algo-
rithm, the nodes in two neighboring non-overlapping cliques update their estimates
simultaneously per iteration with the clique-based gossip algorithm. This algorithm
performs a broadcast protocol and allows more nodes to update their estimates simul-
taneously. Moreover, simulations in Chapter 4 demonstrated that the proposed CbDB
algorithm is robust for node failures. The CbDB algorithm was further compared to a
reference algorithm that is based on clusters, which reduces the communication cost
of the randomized gossip algorithm via cluster structures. Simulations in Chapter 4
also showed that the robustness of the CbDB is better than the cluster-based algorithm
due to the fact that cliques generally have a better connectivity than clusters.

To develop a distributed speech enhancement algorithm for coherent noise fields, we
further answered the research question as follows.
3) How to estimate the inverse correlation matrix in distributed way?
In Chapter 5, we address this third research question on how to estimate inverse

correlation matrix in distributed way. The distributed estimation of the inverse cor-
relation matrix was based on the fact that using the Sherman-Morrison formula, the
estimation of the inverse of the correlation matrix can be seen as a consensus problem
and can be solved using distributed consensus algorithms. Although randomized gos-
sip algorithms can be used to solve consensus problems in distributed way, they are not
good for distributed estimation of correlation matrix. The reason is that the correlation
matrix is recursively estimated across time, and randomized gossip algorithms have
estimation errors per time frame. Although the convergence error between gossip-
based estimated correlation matrix and the centralized estimated correlation matrix
per time frame is decreased with increasing number of iterations, the error for the
estimated inverse matrix accumulates across time. Therefore, we presented a clique-
based distributed algorithm to eliminate this convergence error. The simulation results
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shown that the proposed algorithm for estimation of the inverse correlation matrix can
reach the same performance as the centralized algorithm. According to the results
in this chapter, distributed adaptive beamforming technologies for multi-microphone
noise reduction in coherent noise fields can be developed.

Furthermore, we considered privacy preservation problem in performing distributed
speech enhancement and answered the research question as follows.
4) How to develop distributed methods for speech enhancement in privacy pre-

serving WASNs?
This fourth research question was considered in Chapter 5. We considered sce-

narios where multiple users make use of a WASN consisting of many processors (in-
cluding their own). The users use the WASN to estimate their signal of interest, which
can be different for each user, and want to keep private to which specific source they
are interested. Based on the distributed estimation of the inverse of the correlation
matrix, we introduced the DMVDR beamformer, where each user in the WASN es-
timates his signal of interest by performing distributed computations on the WASN
data, while keeping the particular source of interest private. The privacy preserva-
tion was provided by hiding the steering vector, where each user in the network is
assumed to know the steering vector only locally. Our results shown that the DMVDR
beamformer generally requires less communication cost than its centralized version
in string connected networks and fully connected networks when considering privacy
persevering WASNs. Since in Chapter 5 we assume that the steering vector is pri-
vacy sensitive, it will be interesting to investigate how to develop a distributed way
to estimate the steering vector in more complicated acoustic scenarios (e.g. involving
reverberation) and keep the knowledge on the source of interest private. This is also
one of the future research topics that will be discussed in the next section.

Existing distributed multi-microphone signal processing generally assume that clocks
between different microphones are synchronized, we thus studied the effects of clock
synchronization problems on multi-microphone noise reduction and answered the re-
search question as follows.
5) How does clock synchronization problems affect multi-microphone noise reduc-

tion and what effect do the clock synchronization algorithms have on multi-microphone
noise reduction?
This research question was answered in Chapter 6. We investigated the effect of

clock synchronization problems on multi-microphone signal processing in WASNs
via theoretical and experimental analysis of the noise reduction performance of beam-
forming technologies. Results have shown that the noise reduction performance of
both the DSB and the MVDR beamformer was severely degraded when clocks of
microphones were not synchronized. Three issues arise. At first, the beamformer re-
sponse is not identical to the desired response. Secondly, speech signals at different
nodes get translated to different frequencies, and finally, speech signals at the different
nodes will not get aligned with each other.
Furthermore, the effects of three existing clock synchronization algorithms on the

MVDR beamformer in simulated WASNs was studied in Chapter 6. The three clock
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synchronization algorithms are the joint ranging and clock synchronization (JCS) al-
gorithm [3], the gossip-based clock synchronization (GbCS) [4] and the blind sampling-
rate offset estimation (BSrOE) [5]. We found that the clock synchronization of the
three algorithms is accurate enough for beamforming technologies under ideal cir-
cumstances without measurement noise. When measurement uncertainty is present
on the communicated time information, the output of the MVDR beamformer with
the JCS and the GbCS get distorted, while the accuracy of the BSrOE algorithm is
still accurate enough for beamforming technologies.
The results in this chapter give a theoretical reference on using the three clock

synchronization algorithms for multi-microphone noise reduction in WASNs. For
multi-microphone signal processing in randomly connected WASNs, the GbCS al-
gorithm has more advantages than the JCS and the BSrOE, since both the JCS and
the BSrOE require a central processor to do clock synchronization, which constraints
the network topology to be fully connected or star connected. For practical WASNs
with specialized network topologies, the BSrOE performs better than the JCS, and
the JCS performs better than the GbCS. Both the JCS and the GbCS are time-stamp
based algorithms. The time model in the GbCS ignores measurement noise, which
explains the worse performance when measurement noise is present. Moreover, when
considering communication cost in WASNs, the GbCS and the JCS generally require
less communication cost than the BSrOE, since the communication cost of the BSrOE
depends on the number of nodes and and the size of the observed signals, while the
communication cost of the GbCS and the JCS depends on the number of transmis-
sions. Due to the importance of clock synchronization in practical WASNs, it would
be interesting to perform and compare the three clock synchronization algorithms in
practical setup, where a WASN is constructed with mobile phones and/or computers.

7.2 Directions for Future Research
Based on the methods and findings presented in this thesis, we suggest the following
recommendations for future work.

1. Distributed estimation of the recursive least squares filter The basic concept
that was used in Chapter 5 to derive the distributed algorithm for matrix inverse calcu-
lation and formulate this as a consensus problem, is the Sherman-Morrison formula.
The Sherman-Morrison formula has been used before to define recursive filters, e.g.,
the recursive least squares (RLS) filter [6]. This implies that the basic idea of this
distributed algorithm can also be employed to estimate the RLS filter in a distributed
way. With the RLS filter, filter coefficients are recursively estimated by minimizing a
weighted linear least squares cost function relating to the input signals [6]. Estimation
of the RLS filter coefficients can thus be seen as a distributed consensus problem and
can be solved using three rounds of gossip iterations. Two rounds of gossip iterations
are used to estimate the inverse of the correlation matrix, and the third round is used
to update the correction vector of the filter coefficient.

2. Distributed estimation of the acoustic transfer function
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In this thesis and we assumed that the acoustic transfer function (ATF) is known
a priori, which should be estimated in practical application. The ATF depends on
acoustic environments, e.g., the room scale and type of materials. In free field sce-
narios where reverberation can be neglected, the acoustic transfer function (ATF) is
determined by damping and delay, which can be obtained by estimating the distance
between the microphones and the target source. Therefore, distributed estimation of
the ATF in free field can be obtained by estimating the location of the target source
and the microphones in a distributed way, see e.g., [7][8]. In practical acoustic en-
vironments, which consist of both reverberation and background noise, the ATF is
determined by the acoustic room impulse response (RIR) [8]. An algorithm for a
distributed estimation of relative ATF has been proposed in [9]. This algorithm is
constrained to work in fully connected WASNs. For distributed estimation of RIRs
in fully connected networks, one could also use the proposed clique-based distributed
consensus algorithm in Chapter 4 and combine this with the RIR estimation algorithm
in [10]. With each node broadcasting its observations to its neighbors, the local RIR
estimates can be obtained via distributed consensus processing. Furthermore, the pro-
posed algorithm for distributed estimation of the correlation matrix in Chapter 5 can
be used to develop a distributed multi-channel Wiener filter, which can be used for
randomly connected WASNs in practical environments. The attractiveness of this is
the fact that estimation of the ATF is implicitly included in the multi-channel Wiener
filter by estimating the noise and noisy correlation matrices.

3. Privacy preserving beamforming technologies in a WASN

We have discussed the concept of privacy preserving beamforming in Chapter 5.
However, the distributed noise reduction algorithm in Chapter 5 only made privacy
preservation of the ATF possible, rather than complete preservation of the privacy of
the different target signals against eavesdroppers. Combining secure signal processing
[11] with the proposed DDSB algorithm in Chapter 3, privacy preserving distributed
speech enhancement was proposed in [12] and [13]. However, the homomorphic
encryption for privacy preservation in WASNs requires very high bit rates for data
transmission, and is computationally very complex. For further research on privacy
preserving distributed speech enhancement, one can rely on the distributed speech en-
hancement algorithms derived in this thesis, combined with secret sharing [14]. Secret
sharing is less complex and requires lower data rates than homomorphic encryption.
In this case, the reconstruction of the desired signals is only possible when a sufficient
number of shares are combined.

4. Node subset selection for distributed noise reduction

The distributed noise reduction algorithms proposed in this thesis, estimate the tar-
get clean speech source using the observed signals of all nodes of a connected WASN.
Although WASNs can employ a large number of microphones to cover a larger spa-
tial field and provide more information, WASNs with more nodes will require more
transmissions or communication cost and have therefore a higher power consumption.
An important aspect for distributed noise reduction algorithms is the tradeoff between
noise reduction performance and power consumption. One research direction to guar-
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antee noise reduction performance and reduce power consumption is selection of the
most useful nodes in WASNs to perform signal estimation, rather than using all of the
nodes. This means that some pre-processing can be used to prune the original WASN
to be a smaller WASN. For example, the microphones with highest SNR are chosen
[15] or a set of microphones with strong cross-correlation is chosen [16]. In this case,
less useful nodes (e.g., far away from the target sources) can be switched off and save
their energy for other tasks, and each node will communicate with less nodes. As a
consequence the distributed estimation of the target source in each node will be based
on less information. The tradeoff between noise reduction performance of distributed
beamforming technologies and power consumption can be evaluated by assessing the
mean square error between the output of distributed algorithms and the output of the
centralized estimation versus data transmissions.
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Appendix A

Derivations for Chapter 4

For completeness we give in this appendix the most important steps to find all non-
overlapping cliques in randomly connected wireless sensor networks.

A.1 Non-overlapping Cliques
Consider a WASN as a randomly connected undirected graph G = (V, E), where V is
the vertex set with N acoustic sensor nodes, and E is the edge set of communication
links between every set of two neighboring nodes. We assume that each node i ∈ V
has |Ni| neighboring nodes withNi the set of neighbors of node i. Further, we assume
each node i consists of Mi microphones. The total number of microphones then is
M =

∑N
i=1 Mi.

The algorithm that we present in Chapter 4 makes use of non-overlapping cliques.
Therefore, in this appendix a discussion is given on non-overlapping cliques and how
to find them. In G, a clique is a fully connected sub-graph (Fig. A.1(a)), and a maximal
clique is a fully connected sub-graph that cannot be extended by including more nodes
without ceasing to be a clique, see Fig. A.1(b). Since each node i can belong to
several maximal cliques, the maximal cliques of G can be overlapping (Fig. A.1(c)).
In Chapters 4 and 5 we exploit the concept of non-overlapping cliques, such that
each node belongs to only one clique, see Fig. A.1(d). In this section, we discuss an
approach to find a set of non-overlapping cliques in a distributed way. The approach
consists of two steps. First, each node i ∈ G finds all maximal cliques which it belongs
to in a distributed way, and subsequently each node is assigned to just one clique by
local communication.
Given a connected undirected graph G, a slightly modified version of the first

Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [1] can be used to find maximal cliques in a distributed
way. To do so, each node i runs the first Bron-Kerbosch algorithm, where the set
with candidate nodes that can form a clique with node i consists of the set Ni of
neighboring nodes. For each node this results in a set of maximal cliques.
As the maximal cliques should be non-overlapping, i.e., each node should be-

long to just one clique, each node independently runs an algorithm to find the largest
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Figure A.1: Schematic diagram of network topologies.

possible clique in distributed fashion. Notice that this can lead to situations where a
smaller clique is selected instead of a maximal clique, in order to make the cliques
non-overlapping. Let Ki

max denote the size of the maximum maximal clique node i
belongs to and let Ki

M denote the maximum value of K
j
max with j ∈ N c

i and N c
i

the neighboring nodes in node i’s current candidate maximal cliques. We consider
that each node i is numbered with a unique identification number and receives the
information Kj

max, j ∈ N c
i from the neighboring nodes in its current candidate max-

imal cliques. Each time instant, the unique number of each node i is decreased by 1.
When node i’s number equals 0, it computes the maximal value Ki

M and compares
Ki
M with its maximum size Ki

max. If Ki
M and Ki

max are identical, it randomly selects
one maximal clique with sizeKi

max and informs the neighboring nodes in the selected
clique to select the same maximal clique. All nodes in the selected clique then set
their number to 0 and send a message to their neighboring nodes that are not in the
current selected clique and remove themselves from these neighbors’ current list of
candidate maximal cliques, after which these neighbors update their Ki

M. When all
node identification numbers become negative, all the largest possible non-overlapping
cliques are formed.
To further explain this distributed approach for finding all non-overlapping cliques

in a graph G, an example is given on the graph given in Fig. A.1. Let {· · · } denote a
set of nodes that are in a maximal clique. Each node i in iteration 0 first finds its maxi-
mal cliques using a slightly modified version of the first Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [1].
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In iteration 1, the unique number of the node 1 equals 0 and becomes active. Node 1
computes K1

M and compares K1
M with K1

max. Since K1
M = K1

max = 4, it selects the
maximal clique {1, 2, 3, 4}, and the neighboring nodes 2, 3 and 4 set their identifica-
tion number to zero. Notice that, if node 1 has several cliques with the size K1

max, it
will randomly select one. Further, if node 1 does not have clique with the size K1

max,
it will become inactive. Nodes 3 and 4 send a message to nodes 5 and 6 and remove
themselves from their list of candidate maximal cliques {3, 4, 6} and {3, 5, 6}. Sim-
ilarly, node 5 in time instant 5 becomes active and selects the clique {5, 6}. In time
instant 6, the processing ends with negative identification numbers for all nodes.

Table A.1: An example of finding all non-overlapping cliques in a WSN with 6 nodes.

Time 0
1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5) 6 (6)
{1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {3, 5, 6} {3, 4, 6}

{3, 4, 6}
{3, 5, 6}

{3, 4, 6} {3, 5, 6}

Time 1
1 (0) 2 (1) 3 (2) 4 (3) 5 (4) 6 (5)
{1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {5, 6} {6}
K1
max =

K1
M = 4

{5, 6}

Time 2 1 (−1) 2 (−1) 3 (−1) 4 (−1) 5 (3) 6 (4)
{1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {5, 6} {6}

{5, 6}

Time 5 1 (−4) 2 (−4) 3 (−4) 4 (−4) 5 (0) 6 (1)
{1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {5, 6} {5, 6}

K5
max =

K5
M = 2

Time 6 1 (−5) 2 (−5) 3 (−5) 4 (−5) 5 (−1) 6 (−1)
{1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4} {5, 6} {5, 6}
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Samenvatting

In toepassingen van digitale spraakcommunicatie zoals handsfree mobiele telefonie,
gehoorapparaten en mens-machine communicatie systemen, worden de opgenomen
spraak signalen vaak verstoord door achtergrondgeluiden. Hierdoor kan de kwaliteit
en spraakverstaanbaarheid ernstig verslechteren. Traditionele ruisonderdrukkings tech-
nieken maken doorgaans gebruik van een microfoonarray en bewerken de signalen
met gecentraliseerde beamforming technieken. Recente ontwikkelingen in de micro-
elektromechanische systemen en draadloze communicatie maken de ontwikkeling van
draadloze sensornetwerken mogelijk, waar goedkope, low-power en multi-functionele
sensoren draadloos met elkaar zijn verbonden. Vergeleken met de conventionele mi-
crofoon arrays, kunnen draadloze sensoren willekeurig geplaatst worden in de omgev-
ing, waardoor ze een groter ruimtelijk gebied bedekken en meer informatie kunnen
geven over de waargenomen signalen. Dit proefschrift verkent een aantal problemen
op het gebied van multi-microfoon spraakverbetering voor draadloze akoestische sen-
sornetwerken, zoals gedistribueerde ruisreductie, kloksynchronisatie en privacy waar-
borging.
Ten eerste hebben we een gedistribueerde delay-en-sum beamformer (DDSB) on-

twikkeld voor spraakverbetering in draadloze akoestische sensornetwerken. Vanwege
de beperkte energie van draadloze sensor nodes, hebben signaalverwerkings algorit-
men met een lage rekencomplexiteit en lage communicatiekosten de voorkeur. Met
gedistribueerde signaalverwerking communiceert ieder node alleen met zijn direct
naburige knooppunten en voert alleen lokaal berekeningen uit, waarbij communi-
catie kosten en rekencomplexiteit worden verdeeld over alle nodes in het netwerk.
Zonder centrale processor en beperking op de netwerktopologie, schat het DDSB al-
goritme het gewenste spraaksignaal via lokale bewerkingen en lokale communicatie.
Het DDSB algoritme is gebaseerd op een iteratief schema, waarbij in elke iteratie
paren van aangrenzende nodes hun schattingen bijwerken volgens het principe van
de traditionele delay-en-sum (DSB) beamformer. De schatting van de DDSB con-
vergeert asymptotisch naar de optimale oplossing van de gecentraliseerde DSB beam-
former. Echter, de ruisonderdrukking van de DDSB gaat samen met hogere commu-
nicatiekosten die een ernstige nadeel kunnen zijn voor praktische toepassingen.
Daarom wordt in het tweede deel van dit proefschrift, een gedistribueerde beam-

former voorgesteld op basis van cliques, afgekort als CbDB, met als doel de com-
municatiekosten van het oorspronkelijke DDSB algoritme te verminderen. Met de
CbDB worden per iteratie tegelijkertijd de schattingen van alle nodes in twee naburige
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niet-overlappende cliques bijgewerkt. Aangezien elke niet-overlappende clique uit
meerdere nodes bestaat, staat de CbDB het toe om meer nodes tegelijkertijd hun
schattingen te laten actualiseren. Dit leidt tot lagere communicatie kosten dan met
het oorspronkelijke DDSB algoritme. Bovendien tonen theoretische en experimentele
studies aan dat de CbDB convergeert naar de gecentraliseerde beamformer en dat de
CbDB robuuster is tegen storingen in sensor nodes.
In het derde deel van dit proefschrift presenteren we een privacy gewaarboorde

minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer voor spraakverbe-
tering in draadloze akoestische sensornetwerken. Verschillende draadloze apparaten
in draadloze akoestische sensornetwerken behoren in het algemeen tot verschillende
gebruikers. We beschouwen een scenario waarin een gebruiker deel neemt aan een
draadloos akoestisch sensornetwerk en schattingen van zijn gewenste bron via dit
netwerk gaat maken. Echter, deze gebruiker wil zijn bron van interesse priv houden.
Om tot een gedistribueerde MVDR beamformer met behoud van privacy te komen,
wordt eerst een gedistribueerd algoritme voorgesteld om op een recursieve manier de
inverse van de correlatie matrix in willekeurig gevormde draadloze akoestische sen-
sornetwerken te schatten. Deze gedistribueerde techniek is gebaseerd op het feit dat
met de Sherman-Morrison formule een schatting van de inverse van de correlatiema-
trix kan worden beschouwd als consensus probleem. Door het verbergen van de stu-
urvector van de beamformer, kan de privacy behoudendeMVDR beamformer dezelfde
ruisonderdrukking prestaties als zijn gecentraliseerd versie bereiken.
In het laatste deel van dit proefschrift, onderzoeken we klok synchronisatie proble-

men voor multi-microfoon spraakverbetering in draadloze akoestische sensornetwerken.
Elk draadloos apparaat in het netwerk is voorzien van een onafhankelijke klok oscilla-
tor, waardoor de interne klokken onderling onvermijdelijk verschillen. Deze klokver-
schillen tussen verschillende apparaten in het draadloze netwerk zullen leiden tot drift
tussen de signalen zoals opgenomen door de verschillende apparaten, wat uitein-
delijk zal resulteren in ernstige vermindering van de prestaties van multi-microfoon
ruisonderdrukking. In dit deel presenteren we theoretische analyse van het effect van
kloksynchronisatie problemen op beamforming technologien en beoordelen drie ver-
schillende kloksynchronisatie algoritmen in de context van multi-microfoon ruison-
derdrukking. Uit experimenteel onderzoek blijkt dat in ideale scenarios, de bereikte
nauwkeurigheid van de drie kloksynchronisatie algoritmen voldoende nauwkeurigheid
hebben voor de MVDR beamformer. Echter, in de praktische scenario’s waar de
klocksynchronisatie onzekerheid en ruis bevat, is het resultaat van de MVDR beam-
former met zogenaamde time-stamp gebaseerde kloksynchronisatie verslechterd, ter-
wijl de nauwkeurigheid van signaal gebaseerde kloksynchronisatie algoritmes nog
voldoende is voor deMVDR beamformer, zij het tegen veel hogere communicatiekosten.
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